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BP 10 - $550 ea. BP20 - S799 ea.. BPS - $399 ea.

The breathtaking performance of Definitive's award -winning bipolar speakers makes your music and movies come alive!



Definitive's
BP 10 &BP20

Win AudioVideo
GrandPrix Award!

- Audio Video International

Experience the miracle of bipolar technology
when you hear the absolute sonic superiority
of Definitive's revolutionary BP8, 10 & 20

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

Our double Speaker -of -the -Year
triumph is absolutely unprecedent-
ed. But of course, Definitive is the
leader in high -end loudspeakers
and our BP8, BP10 and BP20 are
sonically superior to any conven-
tional speaker, regardless of cost.

These American -made, advanced
technology bipolar (front and rear
radiating) systems combine lush
spacious soundstaging, lifelike
depth -of -field, razor-sharp resolu-
tion and pinpoint 3-D imaging with
powerful subwoofer-like bass (to
below 20 Hz), high efficiency, wide
dynamic range and easy -to -position
convenience. The dramatic result is
superb music and movie reproduc-
tion so real that it has been called,
"an incredible sonic miracle!"

Experts agree that Definitive's complete bipolar home the-
ater systems, built around our bipolar towers, are "brilliant...
astounding... clearly the best sounding systems available."

CIRCLE NC. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Ultimate Home Theater
Combine the BP8s, lOs or 20s with

our C/L/R 1000, Cl or Cl jr. center
channel, BPI or BP2 bipolar surround
speakers and optional PowerField
subwoofer for the ultimate in sound
for music and home theater.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Showstoppers" and
"Expert Dream System"

 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

nitiveTech
111_05 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
Sec our dealer list on page 67 (410) 363-7148
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W- riting in the February 1995 issue

of Stereo Review. Technical

Editor David Ranada said "You'd

have to spend twice as much to get significantly

better than the AV -716's Dolby Pro Logic

performance..." In addition to its sound, the

review praised the 716 AV Receiver as being one

of the easiest to operate-an NAD hallmark.

"There is a significant difference
in the performance of affordable
hi-fi equipment, and people
that appreciate that difference
invariably choose NAD systems.
NAD products simply deliver
the best sound available for -
the money.-

-Ma k Ashworth
AudioConcepts

Dallas, Texas

Many CD Carousels claim to

not sacrifice performance for

convenience. But they don't have a

DC coup ec output stage, separate power

supply regulators for the digital and analog

circuitry or MASH D/A conversion. The NAD

513 does, which is why nationally syndicated

reviewer Harry Somerfield

said the NAD 513 3 -Disc

Carousel "makes little

compromise in terms of

sonic sophistication.-



"Impeccably reliable, NAD
under promises and over
delivers. They pioneered the
building block :orcept, which
lets your system grow along
with you and puts technology
at your service. And, NAD is
the audiophile's choice, even
when he or she is not on a
budget."

-Charles O'Meara
Absolute Sound

W nter Park, Flor da

Designed to work with NAD's renowned

power amplifiers., the 917 combines a Fill

function pre-ampl fier, Pre Logic

decoder and AM/FM digital tt..rer in one component.

The NAD 517 p-a-

vides a significal:

savings in system

cost and spa:e,

while letting you

enjoy the benefits of an AV receiver with the flexbil-

ity and high end performance cf separates.

Exceptionci perermance is what you Ica< for in an
audio con-ponent. Exceptional service is chat you
expect frorn or audio/video retail spec a ist. With
NAD, you ?et both.

Every NA:: audio and home theater co-naonent is
dedicatec to being ng you the most advanced
performance the simp.est way possible. Piyformance
that's not measured by the money you spend, but by

the value :.ou

Every NAD retailer is dedicated to hepirg you build
a home er;ertc rrr ert system that's cs rit ch about
tomorrow 2S it '3 aJoit today. Retailers wh) see you
not as a ci.;tortrer, but as a lifelong client.

We've prepared a booklet pointing out the design
differences in products carried by audio/video
retail specialists that separates :hem from the
mainstream. It's available from your NAD dealer.
Oh, and while you re there, you'll also cPscover you
won't have to spend much more for NAD high end
components than you would for a mass market,
mid-fi brand.

And that's really exceptional.

For the name of the NAD
retailer nearest you, call
-800-265-4NAD.

NAD USA
200 Williams Drive
Ramsey, NJ 07446

NAD

pure. and simple.
CIRCLE NO. 28 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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No matte: where you are, you're there.

Musical tru-1.

Al once familiar. Yet resonant with expanded meaning.

You sink de 2per and deeper into a private experience.

You've -ravelled these chords before, but suddenly

you're hear ng them for the very first time. The

weaken fare into the distance as the

scundstage grows.

See you Energy dealer today. And

audition the new Connoisseur series.

Surrender so pure, unadulterated sound.

Your command performance.

Lost in spate.

Energy C-3nnoisseur-series speakers

L 0 U ED S P F A h. f.

Sound as a performance art.
CIRCLE NO 19 ON READER SERVILE CARD
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FAST

ften, it is better for a reviewer to just

let a book speak for itself, rather than

to show his own ignorance.
The first of two books in front

of me is The Land Where the Blues

Began by Man Lomax, who at first

with his father, John A., and then later

alone "began recording Southern black

folk songs in the field in the 1930s,"

writes Man in his Preface. They may not
have been the first to do such recording,

but John, and Alan after him, set high-

water marks, showing very great personal

courage and even more sensitivity.

From page 152: "In 1947

I played old John Williams'

story, along with some other
bits of my Mississippi

recordings, to Hodding Carter,

the longtime liberal editor of the

Greenville Citizen, the man who'd

knocked Bilbo out of his Senate
seat. Carter sat listening in

astonishment. In all his career as a

Southern journalist and a friend of the black

Mississippi community, he said he'd never
heard such frank talk from the black 'lower

depths: `I've tried and failed to cross
that line: he told me. 'As a Southerner,

I congratulate you. But I don't think you

realize what a dangerous position you're in.'

He paused, then went on. 'Man: he said,
`promise me one thing. Take those tapes

you've played me, lock them in the trunk of

your car, and start driving. Don't stop till you

cross the [state] line, because if they catch you

with those tapes in this state, I won't be able

to help you. You'll be a goner.' "

S\

FORE-WORD

What kind of songs and stories are on

those tapes? Atlantic Records is reissuing

the recordings of Alan Lomax's Southern

fieldwork in a four -CD boxed set entitled

Sounds of the South. Meanwhile, in 1990,

Rykodisc released a Lomax -recorded CD,

Blues in the Mississippi Night, which has

a special story attached to it, since the names

of the performers were concealed for nearly

45 years. In 1946, Man Lomax was producing

a blues concert series in New York City's

Town Hall, which included Big Bill Broonzy,

Memphis Slim, and Sonny Boy Williamson.

The group "tore down the house." The next

day the four went into the Decca studios,

where they cut sides of music and talk on a

Presto disc recorder. When they listened to

the sides, the three made Lomax "promise

that I would never reveal their

identities," and the whole story

was never told until the

Rykodisc release, when all three

were dead. A powerful book,

by Delta, a Dell imprint.

The other book is Higher

Superstition: The Academic

Left and Its Quarrels with

Science by Paul R. Gross

and Norman Levitt, published by

Johns Hopkins University Press. Using

language not usually found in the

academic press, the authors have

taken on the "pretentiousness [that]
001W seems to have become a habit with

many postmodern thinkers ...
[who feel the] 'privileged' status of

scientific discourse is yet another illusion

deriving from the conceits of Western

metaphysics, and must therefore be rejected."

And, most startling: "Once it has been
affirmed that one discursive community is

as good as another, that the narrative of
science holds no privileges over the narratives

of superstition, the newly minted cultural

critic can actually revel in his ignorance of
deep scientific ideas."
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Movie Theatre Performance with Flexibility
The Bryston 8B THX®' Amplifier

Bryston is pleased to announce our new 8B THX

four channel audio power amplifier. With today's interest in

quality home theatre the 8B THX amplifier provides state-of-the-art perform

unquestioned quality, value and Reliability for which Bryston has gained an

ante with the

international

reputation. All Lucasfilm Home THX certification parameters are easily met for its'

intended use within a multi -channel audio/video installation. The 8B THX is an extreme-

ly versatile and flexible amplifier designed for all Your THX theatre installations. The

amplifier can be instantly connected to provide 2 channel, (400 watt output), 3 channel,

(two @ 120W plus 1 @ 400W), or 4 channels at 120 watts output. This provides extreme

ease in integrating the power requirements for any THX Home Theatre system. The THX

stipulation for separate center channel, left and right main speakers, decorrolated dipole

surround channels and one or two subwoofers, is provided in a Simple elegant package.

Among the 8B's notable features is the use of four independent power supplies, one for

each channel, to prevent any signal interaction among the individual channels. This pro-

vides a sonic soundstage with images locked in position with an almost holographic effect.

Other features include both balanced XLR, 1/4" and unbalanced RCA input connectors to

allow for flexibility in a wide variety of installations. Al? connectors throughout the ampli-

fier are gold plated to provide freedom from corrosion, assuring perfect signal integrity for

many years to come. Tri-colored LEDs glow green for power -on, yellow for short-term

transient clipping and red to indicate continuous overload or any departure from linearity,

including shortened -output or strong out -of -band information like RF or DC.

Obviously, the goal of all this technology is to transport you to the scene of the movie.

Experiencing all the drama, excitement and emotions as if you were right there in the

show. We feel we have accomplished this with all the New Bryston THX amplifiers.

Experience the movie as intended and audition the Bryston 8B THX today.

For more information contact:
57 Westmore Dr., Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9V 3Y6
Tel: (416) 746-1800 Fax: (416) 746-0308

CIRCLE NO. 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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WHAT'S

Paradigm Surround Speakers
Unlike most dipole surround

speakers, says Paradigm, the
ADP 150 and ADP 100 deliver
balanced bass when mounted on
or near a room's walls, for
enhanced match of timbre with
the front speakers. The ADP 150,
with a 3/4 -inch tweeter and

N

a 51/2 -inch bass/midrange driver,
has a frequency response of
65 Hz to 20 kHz; the smaller
ADP 100, with a %-inch tweeter
and a 5 -inch bass/midrange, has
an 85 -Hz bottom limit. Prices:
ADP 150, $399 per pair; ADP 100,
$319 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 100

Polk Home Theater Speakers

Called designer Matthew Polk's "ideal speaker
system," the Polk Signature Reference Theater
(SRT) comprises seven speaker enclosures and
one electronics control unit with remote. Shown
on the left are one channel's main system on top
of its subwoofer. On the right are (from top to
bottom) the center -channel speaker, the control
unit, and one of the system's two back -channel
speakers. The subwoofers are powered by built-
in 250 -watt amplifiers. All of the speakers have

multiple drivers. For example, there
are eight 53/4 -inch midrange
drivers and one 1 -inch tweeter in
each main system alone. Because
of the levels available without
strain using so many drivers (we
counted a total of 35), Polk says
the system includes a sound -level
meter and a warning of potential
hearing damage if it is used
carelessly. System price: $7,995.
For literature, circle No. 102

EW
Bose Computer Speaker

Near -field equalization and
angled -back cabinets help

optimize the sound of the Bose
MediaMate loudspeakers
for desktop computer use.
Front -panel controls on the
powered unit adjust volume
and allow mixing or selection
of computer and external sound.
A headphone jack is included
for private listening. Special

circuitry provides good bass at
low levels and prevents overload
distortion. Each ported cabinet,
which contains one 21/2 -inch
shielded driver, measures
approximately 31/2 inches wide

x 71/2 inches high x 81/2 inches

deep. Price: $339 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 101

Duntech Audio Speaker
Hardly a miniature, the

Statesman is nonetheless
a somewhat scaled -down
model in Duntech's Classic
speaker series. It retains the
company's "pulse -coherent"
design and driver configuration.
A pair of fiberglass -diaphragm
61/2 -inch midrange/woofers
work in tandem; between
them, at their acoustic center,
is a 1 -inch Ferrofluid-cooled
dome tweeter. The Statesman
stands just under 4 feet high.
Price: $3,995 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 104

Att1111111110NOurce.
Indoor/Outdoor Speaker

Equally at home poolside or
supplying ambience in a home theater
setting are the AudioSource Project
One loudspeakers. The two-way
design employs a 5/8 -inch soft -dome
tweeter and a 4 -inch polypropylene
woofer. The case, molded of polymer
resins said to be sonically inert, is '

mounted on ancadjustable tripod.
Three colors are available: White,
black, and "computer platinum."
Price: $299.95 per pair.
For literature, circle No. 103

AUDIO/JUNE 1995
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Illelcome to the real World.
Increasingly people are turning to a place NHT has

always called home, the real world. Where performance

is paramount - and so are aesthetics, function and value.

Where our design philosophy addresses the challenges

of your daily life, not those of an audio laboratory.

That's why increasingly people are turning to NHT.
From the legendary SuperZero, with performance totally

out of proportion for its size, to the breakthrough Model 3.3,

the ultimate speaker. If great audio is your whole world,
explore NHT's corner of it.

WIT

WM,
USE YOUR HEIID.

Now Hear This. 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A Benicia. CA 94510
ror the NHT dealer nearest you: (U.S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993: (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd., (514) 631-6448

CIRCLE NO. 31 ON READER SERVICE CARD



IVAN BERGER

EUROPE
SOUNDS DIFFERENT

Antoine Furbu
and his compan
Car.

WANTED: Sales coordinator. Paris -based, in office
with Seine river view, but heavy travel; company
BMW 525 with superb sound system provided.

Sorry, the job's been filled. An-
toine Furbur has it. As Euro-
pean Sales Coordinator for
Soundstream Technologies, he
serves as liaison between each
country's Soundstream im-

porter and the company's California
headquarters. But his job also in-
volves spreading the word through
Europe about high -quality car audio,
mainly through visits to dealers, at-
tendance at hi-fi and automotive
shows, and participation in sound -
off competitions. During the Winter
CES in Las Vegas, Furbur stopped to
spread the word about European car
audio to me:

"In Europe, people are clicking
into the car audio experience. They
can quickly tell that rubbish is rub-

bish, and they don't put up
with it very long. No matter
how good OEM stereos
sound, people can still tell
that there must be some-
thing better. Perhaps it's be-
cause they go more often to
live concerts and have good
systems at home.

"My impression is that
Europeans, in general, look
for quality first and only
then compare the prices. I
don't talk price to people; I
just try to bring light on
what music can and should
sound like. We haven't been
aggressive in our marketing;
we just talk about getting a
good home sound in the
car, home audiophile sound
that can also deliver the at-

tack and deep bass you need for to-
day's music.

"The difference in markets among
countries in Europe is really quite
appreciable." One reason European
tastes differ, Furbur says, is that peo-
ple there grow up with a sense of
their local music, which affects their
taste in sound. "In the Latin coun-
tries, they have more appreciation of
the mids and highs, whereas in, say,
Belgium and Holland, they go more
for the lower tones, the bass. In the
Mediterranean countries, such as
Greece, they're more into a softer
type of music, such as ballads-not
just love songs, but songs about life.
So the lyrics are important, the
singing is important.

"Between the ages of 18 and 25,
European and American customers
are about the same. In America, the
majority of business is the younger
customer, while in Europe I think
there's a bigger share for those who

are 25 to 40. European youngsters
are still intimidated, affected by what
they're told by people who seem
cooler than they are. But in Europe, I
think car audio buyers have stronger
senses of identity.

"Boom cars do exist in Europe,
but people seem to get out of that
stage more quickly than in the U.S.
In two to three years, the boom -car
owner will have bass response that
goes considerably lower, and his sys-
tem will be different. His taste in
music will have evolved-mostly be-
cause of the new environment, the
car, he's listening in. Most Europeans
live in apartments, so they have to
keep the volume down; in a car, you
can really let yourself get into and be
captivated by the music, with fewer
distractions.

"I was really shocked, and pleased,
at the reactions we got at the Paris
car show to Oscar Stern's 3 -series
BMW with an all-Soundstream sys-
tem. When people got into the car, I
thought they would ask me, 'How
loud will this go?' But most of them,
even the young ones, asked me to
turn it down. They would sit there,
listen, and say, 'It's quite nice, very
natural, but maybe in the higher
notes it could be a little smoother.'
The more musical the sound, the
more they liked it.

"Sound -offs are coming along
very well in Europe, because the
competitors are taking a real interest
in car audio as a hobby. In Sweden, a
country with only 8 million people,
there were 68 sound -offs in 1994,
and 25,000 people came for the fi-
nals! The French finals had 40,000
people go through the gate; they
combine it with a classic and sports
car show, and the beaut) of that is
the chance we get to expose people to
good auto sound.'

Sound -offs in Europe follow rules
that originated in the U.S., with the
International AutoSound Challenge
Association (IASCA), but Furbur
feels that there's a conflict between
those rules and European tastes:
"What we're looking for in sound is
different." Listening to cars with an

AUDIO/JUNE 1995
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Adcom's GFP-565 Preamp:
Pure and Simple.
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In Search of Sonic Perfection, Adcom
Took the Path of Least Resistance

The fewer circuits a musical signal encounters on its
way to your loudspeaker system, the greater its muscial
purity will be. Now, through obsessive attention to detail
and design ingenuity, Adcom has created the GFP-565 -
the world's first affordable preamplifier with direct, linear
gain path circuitry. By combining the GFP-565 with any
of Adcom's power amplifiers, you can experience the
exceptionally lifelike sound which has astonished even
the most demanding critics.

From Input to Output,
the Signal Path is

as Direct, Pure and
Simple as Possible

By gold plating all input and output jacks, and then directly
mounting all jacks, switches, potentiometers and other laboratory
grade components on a double copper -plated, glass epoxy printed
circuit hoard, signal losses and noise are dramatically reduced.

Three Sets of Outputs for the Perfect
Balance of Performance and Flexibility

You can use one or more sets of outputs: 1) BYPASS -
direct -coupled before tone controls, filters, etc. for the most
direct path to your power amplifier while retaining control
of volume and balance. 2) LAB - direct -coupled with no
output -coupling capacitors yet with tone, filter and loudness
controls. 3) NORMAL - same as LAB but with highest
quality output capacitors for use with amplifiers needing
the extra protection of ultra -low -frequency roll -off.

Bi-amped and tri-amped systems are easily
accommodated by this flexible arrangement.

Pure Convenience
The minimalist aesthetics of the GFP-565 are

deceptive in their simplicity. Without being overly
complicated to use, this preamplifier is able to integrate
and control all of the components in the most sophisticated
of music systems. There are five high-level inputs as well
as a phono input. A separate front -panel switch allows the
use of an external processor, only when needed, leaving
both tape circuits free. And, of course, you may listen to
one input while recording from another.

More Sound, Less Money
Adcom stereo components have a reputation for

sounding superior to others costing two and three times
more. Keeping faith with this tradition, Adcom took the
path of least resistance. Why not do the same? Ask your
authorized Adcom dealer for a demonstration of this
remarkable stereo preamplifier. Please write or call for a
fully detailed brochure. You'll discover the best value in
high performance
preamplifiers. 0
Pure and
simple.

details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390-1130 Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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experienced friend at the IASCA finals in
the U.S., Furbur noticed that his friend
"seemed only to like the cars with horn
speakers and great imaging. But to me, for
whom timbre comes first, there was very lit-
tle depth to the instrument and vocals; they
sounded very thin, with no richness or
body.

"This made me start wondering whether
I didn't know what to listen for, even
though I've been a head judge at several Eu-
ropean sound -offs and I'm responsible for
training other judges. Then, I found a car I
thought sounded great, and drew it to the
attention of Arnaldo Vinci, an Italian jour-
nalist who's been an auto -sound judge for
eight years. Vinci said, 'I've been in a dozen

cars that were recommended to me, and I
didn't like any of them. But this one has the
European sound-the warm, natural sound
I enjoy.' When the owner told us it had got-
ten a bad score, largely because of poor
imaging, Vinci said, 'This is what I want not

to happen in Europe, because in Europe, we
have a heritage of music that goes back cen-
turies-it's in the blood of the people. And
these rules have to be interpreted in a way
that will promote that real sound of real
music-not just find -the -instrument, with-
out caring how that instrument sounds.'
Vinci felt that the cars that were winning in
the IASCA sound -offs were judged too
technically, not following the feeling of the
music enough. The IASCA reference CD

could have something to do with that: It's
based more on reproducing dynamics than
on forms of music that involve feeling,
warmth, or passion.

"I think that, in a few years, timbre will
be a big issue. I think the rules and scoring
criteria in Europe will gradually evolve to
emphasize this. At first, we all said, 'Let's
use IASCA rules. Why reinvent the wheel?'
But now we see the need to modify them. In
the future, staging and imaging may be
worth a bit less, percentage -wise, while am-

bience and the judge's personal overall im-
pression may be worth more. If a car has
grand soundstaging and imaging but you
don't enjoy listening to it, and another is
more enjoyable, should it win?" A

A SIMPLE LITTLE SYSTE
Antoine Furbur's BMW 525 is not just
for transportation. He uses it to show
new Soundstream dealers how the com-

pany's equipment sounds, as a compa-
ny demo car at sound -offs and car shows, and

as a reference when training sound -off jurors.

He's also entered it in sound -offs (in the Ex-
pert category) and garnered a trophy or
two-third place in the 1994 Belgian finals,
for example.

The aim of his system was "a neutral, open,
transparent, and warm audiophile sound,"
says Furbur. "I look first at the timbre, then at

the staging and imaging. While the timbre is
very linear from bottom to top, we may need
to do a bit more work with front speaker po-
sitioning to attain a perfect soundstage.

"I listen to jazz,. rock, and most anything
with naturally recorded vocals, and I want it
to sound very natural. Yet it still works with

other types of modern music. My system can

play a measured 120 dB SPL. Even so, techno

or rap fans usually say, 'Well, it could play
louder,' but then they add, 'I like how clear
and dean and precise it sounds; I hear more
detail than I'm accustomed to.' The only peo-

ple who want it to play louder are really look-

ing for mobile PA systems."

The system is all Soundstream, of course,
right down to the cables. The music comes
from a trunk -mounted DC1000 changer
(with DTA1 external D/A converter) and an
STC80 cassette/tuner unit (a European
model) in the dash; the STC80 also controls
the DC1000.

The front speakers are SS511 component
systems, each consisting of a 51/4 -inch

midrange and 1 -inch tweeter. In the rear, the

car has only the SS511 midranges, rolled off
above 3.5 kHz, to keep the image focused
firmly in the front.

A pair of Reference Class A 6.0 amps, deliv-

ering 50 watts per channel into 4 ohms, feeds

the front and rear speakers. A Reference500

amp (125 watts per channel) feeds the two
SS1OR 10 -inch woofers, which are connected

in stereo and mounted in a sealed enclosure
whose volume is 80 liters (2.8 cubic feet).
Three I -farad capacitors help regulate the 12-

V feed to the amps. The system is filtered ac-

tively by an SVX4 crossover, which cuts off
the subs at 24 dB/octave above 60 Hz and cuts

in the front and back satellites at 12 dB/octave

above 120 Hz. The front satellites use the PC2

passive crossover, supplied with the SS511
systems, between each midrange and tweeter.

The installation was done by Roger Gaspak

and Martin Schaad, of M+K, in Zurich,
Switzerland. "Our system design philosophy,"

says Furbur, "was to minimize phase prob-
lems by keeping the number of drivers to a
minimum-only eight. I'm more into quality
than quantity.

"As a possible future upgrade, I may add a

pair of 8 -inch woofers up front to give
younger listeners a more memorable experi-
ence on demos. This will give the mid -bass
frequencies a bit more attack, especially for
some of today's 'heavier' music. But it isn't
really needed for jazz or pop."

Aspcec kt:rm

hou5 ing.

Amplifiers and subwoofer compartment,
with capacitors in background.
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C ou've waited in the rain, paid your seven bucks,

bought your real buttery -flavor popcorn and snagged
the best seat in the house. When somebody decides to sit

in the second best seat in the house.
You know, of course, the solution is to create the ultimate

theater in your home. And as anyone will tell you, a truly
moving theater experience is built around sound even more
than the picture. But not just any sound. Parasound.

You see, we've built our company around the notion that a

P/SP-1000 Dolby Pro Logic Surround Processor. This is what
the home theater world has been waiting for. The latest in surround

technology using the very finest audio components and circuitry.

eJ tr. rk Lt In, Ltd



HOME THEATER IS RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU.

person shouldn't have to spend a fortune to hear the finest that
technology has to offer. And now that we've applied that prin-
ciple to home theater, the cinematic experience will never be
the same. Just look at our remarkable new Dolby Pro Logic®

Surround Processor. It combines a high -end preamplifier with

all the features that even the most fervent audiophile turned
movie buff could ever want. We also offer the widest variety of

THX®-certified and six channel amplifiers available, as well as

the most powerful and most accurate subwoofer on the planet.

So to hear audio that's well above the crowd, head to your
nearest Parasound dealer or authorized custom installer. And
let someone else deal with the spud with the big head.

PARASOUND
affordable audio for the critical listener

Parasound Products, Inc. 950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111
415-397-7100  Fax 415-397-0144
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"MPX" Filters
QWhat is the purpose of an MPX fil-
ter?-Rick Wang, Irvine, Cal.

AThe multiplex ("MPX," for short)
system allows an FM station to trans-

mit in stereo and to carry other signals
(such as RDS information and background
music). It uses subcarrier signals at fre-
quencies of 19 kHz and up; these signals
can cause problems if they get into the
tuner's audio output signal when you're
recording a broadcast. If you're recording
with Dolby noise reduction, these signals
will cause the Dolby circuitry to "mistrack,"
encoding the system improperly so that the
frequency response and the amount of
noise reduction in playback will be incor-
rect. Sometimes these frequencies can beat
against the recorder's bias oscillator, caus-
ing squeals (or "birdies"). The MPX filters
on many home tuners and receivers, and on

a few tape decks, prevent these problems. If
the filter is in the tape deck, it should be
turned off when you're recording from
sources other than FM, so as not to limit the
frequency response.

Digital Cable Bandwidth
QI don't understand why we can use or-

dinary ribbon and shielded cables for
data transmission in computer systems yet
must use very expensive cables, with band-
widths exceeding 200 MHz, for data trans-
mission of digital audio signals. Isn't the
digital data essentially the same in
both instances?-Ronaldo M. Franchini,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

AIn order to transmit complete, digi-
tally encoded stereo waveforms fast

enough to permit real-time analog recon-
struction, the transmission rate must be
vastly greater than that used for conven-

tional transfers via modem or MIDI. Don't
be misled by the sampling rate; remember
that two channels must be included for
stereo, with sufficient redundancy to permit
error correction. This means the bandwidth
must be significantly greater than twice the
sampling rate. Thus, ordinary cable will
work fine for a modem but not for trans-
mitting audio data.

Q & A on RIAA EQ
QI have some questions concerning
"split" passive RIAA equalization net-

works, by which I mean those using a sepa-
rate bass -boost EQ filter with an input RC
time constant of 3,180 µS and an output RC
time constant of 318 pS, followed, after a sep-

arate voltage amplification stage, by a treble
EQ filter with an RC time constant of 75 µS.

My questions pertain to EQ networks in tube

If you have a problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Maga-
zine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. In the event that your letter
is chosen by Mr. Giovanelli to appear in Audio -
clinic, please indicate if your name and/or ad-
dress should be withheld. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Meet Mike Martindell.
The man who broke the sound barrier.

In the world of hi-fi there are those who have it and those
who have not. And Arcam's Mike Martindell has it in spades.

This is a man who did more for the
anorak than Chuck Yeager did for the flight
jacket. A man with only three things on his
mind. Your left ear, your right ear and the
final frontier... your wallet.

It took plenty of the right stuff (what
Chuck would drawl `moxie') to even dream
of producing a CD player with Arcam's
standards of sound quality for under $600*.
But if anyone could do it, Mike could. Our
chief engineer and his team of self-

confessed audiophiles have a rather compulsive habit. They like
to break old records (of which Arcam has a rather inelegant
sufficiency).

Combining a liberal dose of obsession (and we're not talking

ARCAM

after -shave) with the same principles and techniques that
produced the first complete UK manufactured CD player, they

created the new Alpha One.
The British -built Al, as it is affectionately

nick -named (for reasons you will fully

understand when you check it out at your
Arcam dealer), has all the hallmarks of
Arcam's legendary quality.

Best sound performance in its class?

Check! Elegant appearance? Check!
Future proof digital output? Check!
Remote control? Check! Unique Arcam
Fibreglass printed circuit board? Check!

Military specification flow soldering? Check!
In fact the only thing that has been scaled down in this single-

minded pursuit of glorious sonic performance...is the size of
your cheque. Check!

-Audito-Pinflux-Corporation-
IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS

P.O. IS., i I ngliland Lakes, NJ (17422. Tel: (201) 764-8958 Fax:(201) 764-8479.

In Canada: Emerald Audio Resources, Sussex P.O. Box 19016, 720 Spadina Avenue, Suite 100A, Toronto, Ontario, M5S 3C9. Fax: 416-596-7171, Tel: 416-596-7657.

In UK: Arcam, Pembroke Avenue, Waterbeach, Cambridge, CBS 9PB. Tel: (44) 1223 440964 (24 hours). Fax: (44) 1233 863384.

*sqw,,/,,i I IS .1,0 prin. 9599.00.
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preamplifiers that have sufficient headroom
to avoid distortion problems.

As you are aware, a bass -boost RIAA EQ

filter is the following:

R1

INPUT
SR2

OUTPUT

where R, includes source impedance of the
input signal, and the output is to a very high

load impedance, such as the grid of a cathode

follower.

The separate treble EQ filter has the fol-
lowing configuration:

R

INPUT

0

OUTPUT

0

where R includes source impedance of the in-

put signal from the previous voltage amplifi-

cation stage, RC = 75 µS, and the output is
again to a very high load impedance.

My questions are:

(a) Is the input RC time constant of 3,180
µS for the bass -boost filter supposed to be the

product of R,C or that of (R, + R2)C?
(b) Is the output RC time constant of 318

;LS for the bass -boost filter supposed to be the

parallel combination of R, and R2 (that is,
1R,R2] + [R, + R2] ) x C (i.e., IR,R2C] +

+ R2]), or is it the product of R2C?

(c) What is the correct ratio of R, + R2 in

the bass -boost filter?

(d) Will using these separate bass -boost
and treble EQ filters, each following a sepa-

rate voltage amplification stage, accomplish
RIAA equalization with sufficiently high ac-

curacy?-Ed Warden, Lynchburg, Va.
ALet me take your question, point by
point:

(a) The input RC time constant (3,180
uS) of your bass -boost network is calculat-
ed from: 3,180 = (R1 + R2)C, where C is the
capacitance (in microfarads) and R, and R2

are the resistances (in ohms).
(b) The output RC time constant (318

µS) is simply: 318 = R2C.

(c) Dividing one equation by the other
and performing a little algebra shows that
R1 must be nine times larger than R2.

(d) In an ideal world, passive networks
provide equalization accuracy commensu-
rate with the accuracy of the components,
and 1% -tolerance components are often
used. In the real world, the source imped-
ance of the stage driving the network must

IN THE REAL WORLD,

FILTER PERFORMANCE

IS NOT EXACTLY

WHAT TEXTBOOK

FORMULAS SUGGEST.

be taken into account when calculating R,
(as you indicate in your question), and the
stage fed by the network should indeed
provide "a very high load impedance." It
is particularly important that the reac-
tance of the input capacitance of the
stage (including circuit wiring) be much
greater than the network impedance at
the highest frequency of interest. In any
event, it's usually best to keep the net-
work impedance low to minimize hum and
noise pickup.-E.J.E

6 VISTA DRIVE, P.O. BOX 987, OLD
CANA : 221 LABROSSE AVE, POINTE-CLA

CIRCL

Life is stressful. You could spend a ew

thousand dollars rushing to a weekend getaway

at a rejuvenating retreat. You could mortgage

your home for one of those "quiet as a

recording studio" motor cars you've seen on

television. Or you can keep the family fortune

and relax in the sanctity of your own home

with a pair of Sennheiser headphones.

Discover the ultimate in surrcund sound...

at a budget you can easi y afford.

LZ. SENNHEISER 1
203.434.1759

E, PQ H9R 013 FAX: 514.426.2979
NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

A WORD ABOUT
PROCESSORS

hen one of our captains
of industry told me,
years ago at an AES con-
vention, that computers
didn't like him, he was
practicing inanimate an-

imism. That's assuming trees and
fence posts and rocks have likes and
dislikes and can talk. But computers
do talk. They talk like crazy.

So do their junior stepchildren,
the word processors. But these inani-
mate tools do no creative thinking at
all, whereas computers are close to
doing just that these days. The WPs
merely reflect the people who, like
me, are their operators. They "cre-
ate" absolutely nothing except by
sheer accident. It is not the WP's
fault when I make 50 mistakes in 20
lines. But as an editing device, a tool
that writes in fluid dimensions, this
thing is extraordinary. Add words,
subtract sentences, re -spell, delete,

compose new gems of meaning, and
the space flows automatically to
make room or fill up holes. Amazing!

Nevertheless, my WP intimidates
me the way a strong football coach
intimidates a quarterback. I cringe
when I see what I have done, I bow
my head in shame, I weep figurative
tears-and
real ones too:
The screen is
hard on older
eyes. There are
times when I
just have to
quit, go out
of doors, and
breathe fresh air. There are times,
too, when I dream up bad dreams.

In one of these dreams, my WP
and I are sitting poolside, wrapped in
fond embrace. We writhe and twist.
Suddenly, splash! Right to the bot-
tom of the pool, WP included.

"Help," I gurgle, without audible re-
sults. The WP, though, is pro-
grammed. "HURRY HURRY," it
prints. "Time is limited! Offer ex-
pires soon. Only four minutes left!
YES, I want to subscribe to (gurgle)
ACT NOW ACTNOWWACT-
NOWWW-owbeforeitstoolate. . . ."

It dies. I wake up, breathing hard.

My WP's makers think I am a hu-
man subspecies. They provide every-
thing I need in order not to think.
And their tool in this respect is in-
curably faulty. It berates me for my
supposed mistakes: It beeps. But
many are not mistakes. Don't I know,
it says, that my Editor's name is
spelled Pits? No use trying to tell it
otherwise-the WP just beeps at me
in rage. Talk about animism! I find
this officious WP tone of voice
amusing; the thing acts like a perfect
idiot, and I feel better for it, thanks.

Oh, yes-one of the non -think
services available on my WP is an
enormous file of sample business let-
ters on all sorts of biz subjects, dead-
ly serious, phrased in sanctioned
terms. You are expected to edit these
letters by inserting or substituting
your own specifics, then print them
out. (You can print your custom ver-
sion but not save it. Clever.)

Audio? There is significance in all
this. We in audio are terribly at the
mercy of language, even when we are

dealing with some form of music.
The WP in my swimming pool could
not shout or even flash "HELP," be-
cause it is programmed for a certain

limited dialect
within the great
expanse of the
English language.
Music, too, is
many languages
with many dialects.

Today, our chil-
dren grow up learn -

whatever, by its

EVERY BIT OF AUDIO

EQUIPMENT IS SHAPED

BY THE SOUNDS IT MUST

PRODUCE OR TRANSMIT.

ing English, or
sound. They begin the process as ba-
bies and continue into the years of
supposed maturity, when communi-
cation of all sorts is vital. But, you
say, audio is a means, not a language.
The way people learn words (and

a

.2
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As virtually every speaker manufacturer
rushes to deliver "home theater" speak-
ers to the marketplace, M&K amasses
nearly twenty years of experience in the
field-dating back to Hollywood screen-
ing -room installations in the 1970s.

M&K engineers have
spent well
over a
decade
studying
the varied
aspects of

surround
sound-including encod-

ing and decoding; soundtrack recording;
and the differences between reproducing
sound in theaters and in homes.

M&K speakers excel in the reproduc-
tion of all source material. Accuracy, low
coloration, pinpoint imaging. wide
dynamic range, and deep -bass repro-
duction are all critical for music as well
as film soundtracks. M&K Satellites and
Subwoofers have been acclaimed for
these attributes since the '70s.

And this is why M&K knows that any
speaker that claims to be optimized for
either music or film sound, one at the
expense of the other, will never repro-
duce either one properly.

M&K Home Theater Systems
Conventional speakers make the

music and effects on film sound-
tracks compressed and dull. But
M&K's exciting dynamics and
"quick" transients give you precise
3-D imaging and a lifelike presence.

M&K Satellites are timbre -
matched, using virtually identical
speaker drivers, crossovers, and fre-
quency response, for a seamless 360
surround -sound performance. With
an all-M&K home theater system,
voices and effects do not change char-

(

aoter when their sound moves from left
to right or front to back in your room.

Even if you are just adding an M&K
sJbwoofer, front/center, or surround

M&K
COMPONENT

SPEAKERS
FOR THE
HOME

THEATER

sneaker to your present system, M&K's
unique timbre controls allow you to
"fine-tune" the sound of your new M&K
speakers to achieve the closest possi-

CIRCLE NO. 24 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ble tir-bre-match with your existing
speakers-even r they are not M&Ks.

M&K Center Channel Speakers
Bel...are of inexpensive "center &an-

nel" sneakers. In Pro -Logic, the certer
chanr el speaker is driven the
hardest, and often
reproduces
as mi. ch

sounc as the
left ar d right
speakers
comb ned.

Each one of M&K's
six individually -available Satellites
has e.ceptional dinamic range and high
outpu: to meet and exceed the tremen-
dous lemar-xls of the center channel.

M&K Powered Subwoofers
Lecendary for tier massive output,

excel Tonal detail and articulation,
M&K' thirteen inrnally-powered Sub -
woofers set the industry's standards for
high-perfo-mance deep bass.

M&K's innovative Push -Pull Dua
Driver subwoofers deliver a major
impnovenent by virtually eliminating
even -order harmonic distortion, and
doubling efficiency (same as doubling
amplifier power) with four times the
output of single driver subwoofers.

WI -ether yDu choose our state-of-
ne-art Homa THX Audio speaker
system. an add-on set of surrourd
speakers, of anything in between,
no other speakers will give you the

exciting perfcrmance, sound quality.
flexibil ty anc compatibility of M&K's
home -heater Component speakers.

WCMILLER e. KREISEL
SOUND CORPORATION

1035: Jefferson Blvd.. Culver City, CA 90232

(310)204-2954  FaK (310) 202-8782
THX is = regisnred trade-rark of LucasArts Entertainment Co
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Guide To
Surround
Sound.

Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakers
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell
them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-
factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why
Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, SAM -Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

SoundWorks amplified
subwoofer/satellite
speakers,

[his is the best $199
you can spend
on yourself and
your computer."

Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers.

CA M BRI IX;E
Sot INDWoRKs

311 Needham Street, Suite 104 JUN Newton MA 02164
Tel: 1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
01995 Cambridge SoundWorks.

music) is not our responsibility. But we are
responsible! Every bit of equipment ever
designed is shaped by the sounds it must
produce or transmit: The words, or the mu-
sical notes, or any other sounds.

It is thus fascinating, in my very brief ex-
perience, to see how differently the WPs I
have used are slanted in the design of the
equipment. My first, a Smith Corona, is
clearly typewriter -orientated, out of two
ancient and dignified brands going back
nearly a century (Corona and L. C. Smith).
In the 1920s, my mother bought a little
Corona portable with three figures on each
type bar: LC, CAP, and FIG-respectively,
one lower-case letter, one capital letter, and
one non -alpha "figure." As a kid I was fasci-

nated. I put the thing into FIG mode, and
when I typed ordinary letters, out came all
sorts of oddities, from & and * to !, ", and
%. Brilliant thought: I immediately memo-
rized this as a private code and still can type
it. *P2V$ %*8$?.

Smith Corona sticks to this principle via
a "Keyboard II," representing the old FIG.
My current word processor, from Brother,
goes even further-a Keyboard III, the
characters not visible on the machine. You
either memorize them or, I suppose, hold
the instruction booklet in one hand! I tried
Keyboard III, blind, and found myself writ-
ing in Greek.

Smith Corona emphasizes manual typ-
ing. The Brother model I have is all busi-
ness: Vast quantities of spreadsheet and
hundreds of pages of (for me) incompre-
hensible instruction. I'm learning by exper-
iment. I tried a key marked "Operate," for
instance, wondering what it did. Can you
imagine? It justified the lines. Would you
have guessed? Weeks later, after I'd natural-
ly forgotten what "Operate" meant, I
looked it up. The single indexed manual en-
try-which refers to the word "operate,"
not the key-reads, in part:

... The # operator performs only inte-
ger exponentiation. If the exponent (the
next operand after #) has a decimal value it

will be rounded to the closest integer be-
fore exponentiation is performed. There-
fore this operator cannot be used to calcu-
late roots....

What we have there is calculator -talk, ob-
viously a reference to some other function.

The user is again hooked into a strict lan-
guage frame, deliberately devised by the de-
signers of the equipment itelf. That's fine-
and it's useful. Is this so different from
audio, every last bit of audio?

Audio is always designer -shaped if it is
any good-for words, for different kinds of
music, whatever. And therefore it speaks its
own language best in one area, less suitably
in others. Again, I suppose, I am speaking
the elusive obvious. But when I hear the
sonic booms emerging from cars on our
roads, I know that the equipment inside

WE IN AUDIO
ARE TERRIBLY AT

THE MERCY OF LANGUAGE,

EVEN WHEN IT'S MUSIC

WE'RE DEALING WITH.

speaks that language and speaks it very well,

though it can be made to speak another sort
of audio, say, harpsichord music! The medi-
um is indeed the message, even a word
processor. Or, as previously discussed here,
a subwoofer.

We are now well into the battle of the
digitals: DCC, MD, DAT, not to mention
the wider abilities of CD-ROM, all along-
side the existing "standard" (for how long?)
formats. Some audio enthusiasts are naive
enough to think that the prognosis depends
on sheer measurable audio. Yes, there is
marginal inferiority in systems that use dig-
itally compressed sound and video. It is a
part of their "language." Many of us are
truly purists, and glad to be so. But keep in
mind the astonishingly small sacrifices that
now are exacted by relatively huge com-
pression ratios. We do have different ears,
and eyes, for different messages-audio pu-
rity being but one, like it or no.

This has been a lot of "ETC," hopefully
not too unrelated to audio. As our older pro
audio engineers have converted to digital,
which we hope now likes them, so I convert
to WP. It'll be months before I can cast aside
my instruction book and move on my own
into this particular new age. But I am hap-
py, because I am sure my WP will learn to
like me, no captain of industry at all, as I
learn to use its language. After all, it's just
another tool. A

CIRCLE NO. 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In The Mid 70s We Created
Home Theater. Now We've Created

A New Way To Buy It.
The people who work at Cambridge

SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent)
- have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the be 'nning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Moss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced tie
first home theater
audio/video
systems -
complete with big-
screenTVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Moss introduced
thefrrst consumer products with Dolby noise
re uction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems factory -direct,
with no expensive middlemen, you can save
hundreds of dollars. We believe the
products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
"may have the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures

three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable two-

way speaker. $80.
Center Channel is
identical to a

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble satellite (but with magnetic shield-
ing). $149. Center Channel Plus uses an ultra -
low, ultra -wide design that is ideal for placement
above (or, with optional support stand, below)
a TV monitor. $219.

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole

radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby La-
boratories recommends dipole radiator speakers

for use as surround speakers.
The Surround has a
very high power
handling capacity
and is often selected
for "high end"
surround sound
systems. Audio,
describing a
system that
included The

Surround said, "In many ways the surround
sensation was every bit as good as far more
expensive installations." $399 pr The
smaller The Surround II is arguably the
country's best value in a dipole radiator
speaker. $249 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by

Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-

duty 12" woofer housed in an acoustic suspen-
sion cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a
built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass

output was obtainable at a room -
shaking level... they open the

way to having a 'killer'
system for an affordable
price." $699. Our Slave
Subwoofer uses the same
woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with

the Powered Subwoofer. $299. The new
Powered Subwoofer II uses a 120 -watt amplifier
with an 8" woofer. $399.

Our EXO-1 electronic crossover can be used
with either of our powered subwoofer systems,

or with powered
subwoofers made by
other companies. Its
high pass filters keep
strong, low bass signals out
of the main stereo speakers, and directs them to
the powered subwoofer. $299.

Home Theater
Speaker Systems

We have assembled a number of home
theater speaker systems that consist of center

channel,
surround and
main stereo
speakers. The

INEE!!!)
combination we show here is our best seller. It
includes our critically acclaimed Ensemble
subwoofer satellite speaker system (with dual

subwoofers), our Center Channel Plus and
a pair of our best surround speakers, The
Surround. You could spend
hundreds more than
its $1,167 price CAMBRIDGE
without improving ...
performance.

For information on
other home theater
speaker systems - or
on any of the products
we make and sell - call
1-800-FOR-HIFI for
your free color catalog.

Thanks.

For A Free Catalog, Call

1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How

To Make Loudspeakers

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California Street Suite 104JUN, Newton, MA 02158
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

1991 Cambridge Sound Works. REnsemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridg Sound Works, Inc. KLH is a trademark of KLH, Inc. AR and Advent

are traeemarks of International Jensen Inc. Cambridge SoundWorks is not
affiliated with KLH, Advent or AR.
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With Cinema DSP, you'll be amazed

Only Yamaha
Cinema DSP

creates phantom
speakers. It

sounds so real,
you'll swear you

hear sounds
in places you

don't even
have speakers.

Mu

CINEMA'"

Rear/ near
Effects

ound Sound he

OPhantom Speakers

ic/

Bats screech overhead. Wolves howl in the distance. And footsteps crunch across your
living room floor. No, its not your imagination. You're hearing sounds placed around the
room, just as the director intended.

All courtesy of Yamaha Cinema DSP. The home theater technology that gives dialogue
more definition. Music, more dimension. And sound effects, more graphic detail.

Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers that fully replicate the experience
you get in multi -speaker movie theaters. It sounds so real, in fact, you'll swear you hear
sounds in places you don't even have speakers.

As you might imagine, a breakthrough like this is no small feat It's accomplished by
multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic.®

Digital Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's unique technology that electronically
recreates some of the finest performance spaces in the world.

Ci 1994 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation. Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation.



at what comes out of the woodwork.
And Dolby Pro Logic is the technology responsible for placing sound around the room, matching the dialogue and

sound effects with the action on the screen.
Together, these two technologies allow Yamaha to offer a complete line of home theater components that outperform

other comparatively priced products on the market
Stop by your local Yamaha dealer for what could be a very eerie demonstration. Maybe

we can't talk you into a system, but that doesn't mean we can't scare you into one. YAMAHAFor the sales location nearest you, cal11-800-4YAMAHA.

Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622.
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Lured by
The New Orleans

Jazz and Heritage Festival
I waited 25 years to make this

odyssey to the land of The Big Easy
and home of the leg-
endary Professor
Longhair.

Sometimes I step
into a city and
become immersed
in a flood of joy.
It happened with
New Orleans. I could
live the rest of my
life there. I have
stepped deep into
this flood before-
in Paris, in San

HENRY ROELAND BYRD:
PROFESSOR LONGHAIR

Franciso, and in Albuquerque.
The New Orleans Jazz and Her-

itage Festival was born in 1970
when the New Orleans Foundation
asked George Wein, along with his
associates Quint Davis and Allison

Minor, to start an annual festival
featuring predominantly Crescent

City music, crafts, and
food. As you may
know, Wein was the
force that made the
Newport Jazz Festival
great. Quite possibly,
the first New Orleans
Festival had more mu-
sicians and vendors
than people in the
audience.

This year's Festival,
held in April and May,
was the 26th anniver-

sary, and there were more than

Wisconsin -born photographer David

Gahr fell in love in the 1950s with Brook-

lyn, blues music, and a beautiful but now

departed wife, Ruth.

Ph ot o gra p hy a nd Essayby David G a hr
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400,000 in attendance to hear
more than 580 musicians. Per-
formers
in the
1994

edition
I cele-

brate here in-
cluded relative
unknowns such as
D. L. Menard, John-
ny Adams, and Dave
Bartholomew on up
to superstars of
country and blues such as
Willie Nelson, B.B. King, Max
Roach, Etta James, Buddy Guy,

Aretha Franklin,
Walter "Wolfman"

Washington, Little
Richard, Allen
Toussaint,
and the duo

of Ry Cood-
er and Ali

Farka Toure. Many
great Louisiana
musical families are
there almost every
year: The Marsalis
clan, the Batistes, the
Nevilles, the Jordans, the Pay -
tons, and Big Chief Harrison
and his son Donald.

Day One of the 1994 Festi-
val began with a dramatic
outpouring of exotic, color-
ful dancers and musicians
along Rampart and Canal
Streets. This was the first
time such a daylight event
occurred at the Festival.
More than 100,000 people
witnessed this great start for
the coming events.

For me, the morning ses-
sions started early, due to the
urgings of my guide, lawyer,
chauffeur, and musician -
friend, Joel Siegel. Too soon

after daybreak, we jumped out of
bed and hurried to one of the lo-
cal schools, where we found an
auditorium's worth of students.

At one school, the great Wardell
Quezerque treated the students
to his music and educated them
with his business acumen. On
another morning, Taj Mahal,
filled with wit and wisdom,
charmed a thousand children
with his simple but sophisticated
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African -American music. Yet

another day began with Ron
Winan, the intense black gospel
singer, overawing the youngsters
with his magnificent baritone.

In December 1993, the New
Orleans Fair Grounds racetrack,
where the main part of the Festi-
val is held, suffered a calamity:
The grandstand and clubhouse
burned to a tangled mess. Under
Quint Davis' direction, huge
tents were found as replace-
ments. Too large to be trucked
in, they came by plane and were
put together in a miraculously
short time.

There were 11 locations for
music at the Fair Grounds, in
tents or on open stages, inter-
spersed with cultural or "muse-
um" areas. Happily, there was
very little seepage of sound from
one tent or stage to another. And
hundreds of artisans and ven-
dors in kiosks, selling dozens of
varieties of food, paintings,
posters, crafts, and sculptures,

created a carnival of seductive
colors and smells-perfect
accessories for the Festival.

The Fair Grounds' tents and
stages were jammed with per-
formers every afternoon, repre-
senting all sorts of music: Cajun
and zydeco, jazz, pop, blues, and
both African and American
drumming, as well as gospel,

SOLOMON 3URKE
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soul, and country.
All 11 tents and
stages were in
operation at the
same time, re-
sulting in crisis
after crisis for
people like me

who wanted to
hear, see, and/or

photograph each of the
many unique and im-

portant musicians who
were performing simultaneously.
For example, one Sunday
evening at 6:00, I had to be in
six places at one time. Was Ito
hear Irma Thomas or Cyril
Neville or The Batiste Brothers
or Dr. John or Allen Toussaint or
The Holy Hill Gospel Singers?
An impossible choice.

The New Orleans night
brought a more leisurely charm
to various concerts that took
place at the Ernest N. Morial
Convention Center. One in
particular celebrated the Dew
Drop Inn, a legendary nightspot

in the Crescent City, with perfor-
mances by Ruth Brown together
with Charles Brown, Ernie
K -Doe, Jimmy Witherspoon,
Wanda Rouzan, Johnny
Adams, Bobby Marchan, and
Tommy Ridgley-all backed
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by Wardell
Quezerque and
his orchestra.

Now, when I
am back in my
New York City
home, what do I
remember most? -
Simple: Aretha, of course. But
also the quiet and superb blues -
man R. L. Burnside, the Scottish
Jean Redpath and her soaring,
eloquent voice, and an unbeliev-
ably exciting concert by the dean
of jazz organists, Jimmy Smith.
And, too, there were my joy-
ful reacquaintances with master

pianist Richard
Abrams, with Doc

Cheatham late
on a rainy

afternoon,
with the fluent

trumpeter
Marlon

Jordan,
and
with
an old

friend,

Wynton Marsalis, who had time
enough to pass a
remark or two
with me.

I hope you went
to the Festival this
year and partook of
its greatest treat-
meeting and con-
versing with the
musicians, face to
face and at close
range. There were
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few walls to keep them from
you. But if you didn't go,
be certain to make plans for
next year. You will be thankful
you did. A
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UNDERSTANDING SPEAKER CROSSOVERS

nd All Thal
BY

HANK ZUMBAHLEN

hen designing a
loudspeaker sys-

tem, the cross-
over design
is at least as
Important as

the driver selec-
tion and enclosure

design. The physics
of sound reproduction make it very
difficult for a single driver to handle
all frequencies. Therefore, most speaker
systems consist of multiple drivers, each
reproducing a separate segment of the
audio spectrum. A speaker driver can
be thought of as a mass -controlled pis-
ton working into an acoustic load that
derives its response curve from the
cancellation of two opposing effects.
The first effect is the cone excursion,
which is inversely proportional to the
square of the frequency. The second is
the resistance of the acoustic load,
which is directly proportional to the
square of the frequency. These effects
cancel each other out in the center of a
speaker's response, creating a region of
flat response.

At some high frequency, where the
wavelength of the acoustic wave is less
than the circumference of the driver, the
acoustic resistance levels off, and the re-
sponse of the speaker rolls off at 12 dB
per octave. At the resonant frequency of

the driver, the excursion is dominated
by the compliance of the suspension
rather than by the mass of the cone.
This causes a roll -off, which is also 12
dB per octave. Therefore, reproduction
of low frequencies requires a driver that
has a relatively large surface area, allow-
ing it to move the large amount of air
needed. The driver surface should also
have relatively high stiffness so that it
moves as a uniform piston and doesn't
flex. This stiffness usually implies high-
er mass.

For high frequencies, the tweeter
should have as little mass as possible so
that it can respond to the input signal
quickly. And even though designers
would like a massless driver, it still
needs stiffness so that it doesn't flex.

Typically, most loudspeaker drivers
work well over a frequency ratio of
about 10:1. This means that designers
customarily use three drivers to cover
the three decades of the audio spectrum
of 20 Hz to 20 kHz. In the interest of

Hank Zumbahlen is a Senior Field
Applications Engineer in the Compo-
nents Group Applications area of Ana-
log Devices in Campbell California.
This article is adapted from "Speaker
Crossovers," a section in Analog De-
vices' book entitled System Applica-
tions Guide.
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simplicity (and cost),
designers sometimes
try to cover the spec-
trum with two drivers.
This places greater demands on each driver
and usually requires sharper cutoff rates
in the crossover filter to limit the out -
of -band signals from reaching the driver. It
is especially important to limit the low -fre-
quency energy to the tweeter in order to
limit its excursion.

Since we have separate drivers covering
separate sections of the audio spectrum,
we need to divide up the input signal to di-
rect the proper portions to the proper dri-
vers. We accomplish this with crossovers,
usually passive filters placed between the
drivers and the power amplifier. Some-
times, however, the designer may want to
implement the crossover at line level.
There are some advantages, as well as dis-
advantages, to each approach, a situation
every design engineer finds normal.

The passive crossover is simply a high-
level passive filter. The driver is the load
impedance of the network. The designer
generally assumes the zero source imped-
ance (as opposed to using a source termi-
nation), which ensures that maximum
power is delivered to the load.

11111111111k

where VI, is the input voltage, V, is the
low-pass output voltage, V is the band-
pass output voltage, and V, is the high-
pass output voltage. Phase does not appear
in this equation.

IV, + V, + I = I Vi,1 (1)

It is not possible to pass a signal through a
ladder network and preserve both magni-
tude and phase. Therefore, APCs are desir-
able because they do not introduce varia-
tions in the speaker's amplitude response.

The other popular network is the CPC,
where the output power of the network is
equal to the input:

IVLI2 IVMI2IVHI2= WINI2 (2)

The use of the CPC type of crossover in
commercial loudspeaker systems predates
the APC's use by many years. It is interest-
ing to note that odd -order systems are both
APC and CPC.

The next thing that the designer must
determine is the order (number of poles)

PASSIVE OR ACTIVE, THERE ARE
ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

TO EACH APPROACH.

The first thing a designer determines is
the crossover type. The two most often
used are the all -pass configuration (APC)
and the constant -power configuration
(CPC).

The APC, introduced by Garde, seems to
be the current favorite. When the outputs
of the filter are combined, the resultant has
the same magnitude as the input at all fre-
quencies. This is shown in equation 1,

__j

of the system. All -pole systems ultimately
roll off at 6n dB per octave, where n is the
order.

First -order systems are attractive, be-
cause few components are required. How-
ever, because of the low roll -off rate, the re-
sponse of the drivers must be flat well
beyond the crossover frequency. As a prac-
tical matter, since the driver responses
overlap so much, problems such as inter -

driver cancellation are
more troublesome. (Inter -
driver cancellation occurs
when two drivers putting

out the same frequency are separated by an
odd multiple of V2 of the wavelength of the
signal.) A first -order system is a minimum -
phase system as well.

Second -order systems are considered by
many to be the lowest practical order for a
crossover network. The number of compo-
nents is still manageable, the required op-
erational range is better controlled, and the
phase shift of the network is still relatively
low. In contrast to odd -order crossovers,
second -order (and all other even -order)
crossovers are relatively insensitive to sys-
tem phase relationships.

Third -order systems are also very popu-
lar. Since they are odd -order, they are both
APC and CPC. The number of components
is still manageable, but the phase shift of
the network is greater.

Fourth -order systems are sometimes
used, generally where a high cutoff rate is
required (often to reduce the excursion of a
tweeter). The disdavantages of fourth -
order systems are a high number of com-
ponents, with a resulting high cost, and
high phase shift in the network.

IMPEDANCE COMPENSATION

All design equations for crossover net-
works assume a constant load impedance.
However, the impedance of a driver is any-
thing but a constant (see Fig. 1). The de-
signer should, therefore, add networks to
try to equalize this impedance. Typically,
this takes the form of a series RC paralleled
across the driver terminals; it is called a Zo-
bel network (see Fig. 2).

Unfortunately, this equalization is only
an approximation, as the Zobel network
only partially compensates for the driver's
impedance variation. The impedance does
not rise with frequency, as a series LR net-
work does, but more closely approximates
the Rd. This is sometimes referred to as a
semi -inductor. The simple Zobel network,
optimized at the crossover frequency, does
a good job of flattening the impedance in
the frequency range around the crossover,
however, which is where we need it most
(see Fig. 2).

N DI NG SPEAKER CR01.111110
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Fig. 1-
Speaker
driver
impedance.
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Fig. 2-
Zobel network.

0
a.
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Fig. 3-
Resonance
compensation.

There is also an impedance peak at the
resonant frequency of the driver, and this
peak often has a fairly high Q. The design-
er can devise a series LRC network to
equalize this peak, as shown in Fig. 3. How-

ever, as the frequency goes down, the size
of the required inductor (in all respects:
Electrical value, physical volume, and cost)
gets large. While compensation of this type
is therefore rare for woofers, it is more
common (though not universal) for
midrange drivers and tweeters, especially
when the resonant frequency is situated
within an octave of the crossover frequen-
cy. Since these are high -Q circuits, their
transient response is not optimum, and
they tend to ring.

The designer can add net-
works in series with the
speakers to control response
variations. These networks
are usually parallel LR for ris-
ing response with frequency
(Fig. 4), RC for falling re-
sponse with frequency (Fig.
5), or LRC for a hump in the
frequency response (Fig. 6).

Figures 7 and 8 show how
effective this Zobel and reso-
nance compensation can be
with a real midrange-
three Audax HD12P25FSM
drivers in parallel, actually.

One last function that
should be accomplished in
the crossover is to equalize
the sensitivities of the dri-
vers. This is
commonly ac-
complished
with an L -pad
so that the level

can be adjusted w 2 -
without affect-
ing the load
impedance
seen by the net-
work. An alter-
native is to use
a resistor in se-
ries with the
load. The total
crossover load,
using a series
resistor, is then

the sum of the pad resistor
and the speaker, which
should still be compensated
by impedance equalization.
This approach, while saving
a resistor, doesn't allow the
flexibility of adjustment of-
fered by the L -pad.

The quality of the compo-
nents is crucial to good per-
formance. Inductors should
have low d.c. resistance be-
cause of the high peak cur-
rents that they will carry.
These currents may actually
be larger than the ones in the
load and can approach tens

4-

0

4-

rr
0

2 -

C

of amperes. Since the impedance of most
crossovers is low, it doesn't take much re-
sistance to turn an LC network into an
LRC network. The formulas for passive
crossovers assume ideal inductors with no
series resistance. Therefore, the inductor
should be wound with large wire. (Most
crossover inductors are wound with AWG
#16 or #14 wire.) Iron -core inductors
should be designed so that they don't satu-
rate, even under high peak -current condi-
tions. Many audiophiles dislike iron -core
inductors for their susceptibility to satura-
tion, but they do allow higher inductance
values for a given amount of wire, which
translates to lower d.c. resistance.

Capacitors for audio use should have a
film dielectric. Electrolytic capacitors
should be avoided whenever possible. Be-
cause there is no polarization voltage in

FREQUENCY- Hz

4

OG
Tp
LT

C

2f

2f

FREQUENCY- Hz

SPEAKER OUTPUT

Fig. 6-
Compensation for
a hump in response.

Fig. 4-
Compen-
sation for
rising
response.

Fig. 5-
Compen-
sation for
falling
response.
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the audio signal, a nonlin-
ear response is caused by
an electrolytic capacitor.
Also, the equivalent series
resistance (ESR) and dielectric absorption
(DA) of electrolytics are poor. Unfortu-
nately, film caps are only available up to
about 100 µF, and at these values they are
physically very large.

Resistors should be large enough to ab-
sorb at least the amount of power that is
being delivered to the speaker. The square-

section power resistors seem to be the best.
They are inexpensive, fairly accurate, and
stay resistive (rather than becoming reac-
tive) throughout the audio range.

In wiring the drivers, it is desirable to
run two separate wires (hot and common)
to each set of drivers rather than running a
common return for all drivers. This mini-
mizes the inductance and impedance in the
return and prevents the modulation of one
driver by the other. Some people even ex-
tend this idea by running two separate ca-
bles, one for the woofer and one for the
midrange and tweeter, back to the amplifi-
er. This is referred to as bi-wiring.

Some final points regarding the passive
crossover are in order. If the inductors are
oriented so that their magnetic fields over-
lap, unwanted voltages may be induced
from one inductor to the other by mutual
inductance. This can be avoided by orient-
ing coils that are close to each other at right
angles to each other. Separation is the best
way of avoiding mutual inductance.

The physical size of the components, the
resistance of even high -quality inductors,
and the limitations imposed by the speaker
as the terminating load all compromise the
accuracy of the passive crossover. This has
tempted designers to go to active cross-
overs instead.

ACTIVE CROSSOVERS

Active crossovers are active filters that
divide up the frequency spectrum. In prac-
tice, they are line -level circuits placed in
front of the power amplifiers. A separate
power amp is therefore required for the
driver in each frequency range, materially
raising system cost, and this is the active
crossover's chief disadvantage. There are,
however, many advantages.

First, the active crossover network is iso-
lated from the speaker's impedance by the
power amp. This makes the design of the
filter simpler and more accurate. Second,
the impedance of the filter can now be
scaled so that component values can be
made more practical. Another advantage is
that inductors are not used in active filters,
and it is much easier to tune an active filter
than it is a passive filter because of the iso-
lation between the various sections of the
active filter.

Another possible advantage, which can
be implemented in an active crossover but
not in a passive filter, is time delay. The
acoustic center of a driver is usually locat-
ed at a point approximately where the
voice -coil attaches to the cone (or dome).
When you mount different drivers on a
common vertical baffle, their acoustic cen-
ters often do not line up. The resulting time
difference can be cancelled by delaying one
driver's output relative to another's, and
this can be accomplished with an all -pass
filter. This alignment of signals can also be
done by mounting the different drivers on
baffles that are physically offset or slanted.
However, this increases manufacturing dif-
ficulty and may cause problems with dif-
fraction around the baffle edges.

In the active crossover design, imped-
ance -matching circuits may be eliminated.
Almost all modern amplifiers have very
low output impedances at audio frequen-
cies. This means they will provide whatever
current is required, within the amp's cur-
rent output capability, to develop the cor-
rect voltage across the load. Therefore,
speaker -impedance changes with frequen-
cy do not affect overall performance.

Another advantage is that since each dri-
ver is connected directly to an amplifier,
the damping ratio of the amp can control
the back electromotive force (EMF) of the
driver. This is especially important for the
woofer. A dynamic driver works by devel-
oping a voltage in a coil of wire-that is,
the voice-coil-which then moves relative
to a fixed magnet. Back EMF is produced
by the voice -coil moving through a mag-
netic field due to the momentum of the

cone, not because of an
input signal. This sets up
a voltage in the coil. If the
coil is connected to a low -

impedance source, such as a power amp,
the induced voltage is effectively shorted
out. If there were a passive crossover be-
tween the amp and the driver, this back
EMF would distort the signal because of
the finite driving impedance. Eliminating
this effect results in better transient behav-
ior (i.e., "faster" bass).

In active network designs, it is advisable
to have a coupling capacitor between the
power amp and the tweeter to protect the
tweeter from turn -on transients. These
transients can easily turn the tweeter into
an expensive fuse! The capacitor should be
chosen so that it does not affect the trans-
fer function, and it is more than sufficient
to have the corner frequency a decade or
more below the upper crossover frequency.
A high -quality film capacitor should be
used in this application.
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Subjective evaluations have indicated
that active crossover networks sound bet-
ter than their passive equivalents. Al-
though active crossovers offer the ultimate
in audio performance, their cost-effective-
ness must be determined by the designer
and the consumer.

DESIGNING BY COMPUTER

On a final note, computer programs
Nave been written to aid in the design of
crossovers. Robert M. Bullock's original
work (a classic series of articles that ap-
peared in Speaker Builder in January, Feb -
r aary, and March 1985; January 1986, and
April 1987) is available in the form of a
EASIC program for two- and three-way
designs. Several shareware programs have
been written to spice up the presentation
of the data, but these programs suffer in

REF E

particular from not being able to factor
some of the terms in the higher order APC

equations.
A significant advance in modelling al-

lows the frequency response of the individ-
ual drivers to be factored into the cross-
over. Most simple computer programs,
such as Bullock's, assume a flat response
from the driver. Later programs, such as
CALSOD (Computer Aided LoudSpeaker
Optimization and Design), allow the de-
signer to use the response of the driver as
an input. Some programs can automatical-
ly take the response of the driver when
used with the proper hardware.

Many programs exist for the design of
active filters, running the gamut from sim-
ple spreadsheets to very elaborate graphics
interface programs. A good source of
audio -related software is the Madisound
bulletin board (BBS) at 608/836-9473. A
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Sunfire

Power SuppLt Energy
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Load InvarAant High Fidelity Stereo Power Amplifier

Imagine. A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul

Current output:

O

The new Sunfire stereo amp: sonic magic by Bob Carver.
It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't

want it to be, but it does share a very important
characteristic with one. It incorporates the current -
source (high output impedance) property of a triode
-- the very property that is the dominant factor (per-
haps ninety percent) of the sonic magic that makes
listening to classic vacuum tube amplifiers so much
fun. So when you choose our current -source output
connections for your system, you'll have a sumptuous
high end, and a midrange that positively glows.

Sunfire Corporation

At the same time, the new Sunfire amp, with its
uncanny tracking downconverter, has the ability to
raise goose bumps with its awesome power. Using 12
herculean International Rectifier Hexfets, it can
drive any load to any rationally usable current or
voltage level.

A choice of outputs.

You can connect most speakers to the voltage-source

from the mind & soul of Bob Carver



output, with its near zero impedance, to experience

the powerful dynamics and tight bass you've always
wanted more of.

Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar magnetic
or ribbon speakers, then connecting the higher
impedance current -source output can coax forth a
sensuous, delicately detailed musical voice associated
with low -powered classic tube amplifiers.

Or if you're able to biwire, you may just arrive at
the best possible interface: voltage output to woofer

Price: $2,175

* F.T.C.: 300 watts continuous per channel, both channels driven into 8
ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more than 0.5% THD

Inputs are gold XLR balanced and gold RCA standard.

for incredible bass whack, current output to
midrange and treble for a huge three-dimensional
soundstage with detail retrieval so stunning that
you will often hear musicians breathing.

Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul
that complements this amp's astonishing muscle and
control. And each will lead to a multilayered
soundstage so deep and wide it will take your
breath away.

Performance that's difficult
to believe.

The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's
versatility. He's worked successfully for over twenty
years with both tube and solid state designs, and he
understands the intrinsic subtleties of each.

For the new Sunfire, he insisted on an enormous
138 ampere peak -to -peak output current capability
with 600 watts rms per channel continuously into 4
ohms* and 2400 watts rms into 1 ohm on a time -
limited basis. Courtesy of 24 massive Motorola
triple -diffused output devices, each capable of 20

amperes without taxing current reserves.

Imagine all that in a single amp. Or better yet, visit
a Sunfire dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself

how it all comes together.

Dealer inquires invited. (206) 335-4748 Ask for Bob Carver.

For more information on the Sunfire, and especially the uncanny tracking downconverter, use the reader
service card or write to Sunfire Corporation, PO Box 1589, Snohomish, WA 98290
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE
EDWARD J. FOSTER & IVAN BERGER

NAKAMICHI 1000
CAR STEREO SYSTEM

As Nakamichi aficionados are no
doubt aware, the "1000" designa-
tion traditionally has been reserved
for Nak's premier products-usual-
ly those that mark a radical depar-
ture from conventional thinking.

For example, the original Nakamichi 1000
was the world's first three -head cassette
deck. The 1000 car system reviewed here
had three components: The 1000td
tuner/cassette deck, the 1000mb Mu-
sicBank CD changer, and the 1000dac D/A
converter. Each is available separately, as is
the 1000pa amplifier (not test-
ed), and may be used with other
components. However, these
1000 units seem made to work
together.

The system's head unit is the
1000td, an AM/FM tuner/cas-
sette deck/preamplifier with two
auxiliary line -level inputs (one
for a CD player and the other for
any other line -level source). The
input connectors are gold-plated
RCA jacks on umbilical cords
that extend from the rear of the
unit. A similar pair of cables con-

nect to front and rear power amps. A stan-
dard antenna jack and a changer -control
cable terminating in a 13 -pin DIN connec-
tor also emerge from the back of the
1000td. The changer cable is designed to in-
terface with any of Nakamichi's MusicBank
changers.

Separate power -amp and motorized -an-
tenna control lines are provided, so the an-
tenna extends only when the 1000td is in
one of its two tuner modes, while the power

amps come on whenever the 1000td is
turned on.

Unlike many of today's aftermarket head
units, the 1000td does not have a removable
faceplate for security. But a removable face-

plate would preclude the 1000td's unusual
pivoting CD display panel. The 1000td does
have a security circuit that can disable the
system if it's removed from the dash. The
catch is that, if the system is armed and the
1000td loses power for any reason (say,
when you replace the battery or you remove

From left to right: Nakamichi
1000mb CD changer, 1000td
tuner/cassette deck, and
1000dac D/A converter.

the 1000td from the dash), the unit remains
disabled until you have a Nakamichi dealer
reset it.

Power, volume, and front/rear and
left/right balance are set by concentric
knobs at the upper left. I'm the old-fash-
ioned type who prefers continuous controls
to touchpads, and I like the way the volume
knob latches out when adjusting balance, so
you don't have to keep pulling against a
spring. Nakamichi provides bass, midrange,
and treble tone controls, each adjusted by a
rotary control with center detent. These are

grouped at the lower right and
are normally flush with the pan-
el; they can be popped out for
adjustment.

Above the tone controls are
four tuning buttons. The outer
pair seeks up and down the band
for the next strong station; the
inner two manually tune in steps
of 200 kHz (FM) or 10 kHz
(AM). Many head units have a
single up/down pair of tuning
buttons and a third that toggles
between seek and manual opera-
tion. I much prefer Nakamichi's

Nakamichi 1000td

 *: 

he 1000td in tape mode (top) and CD mode (bottom).
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ALL
BIPOLARS
ARE NOT
CREATED
EQUAL!

8 Critics' Choice Awards* and
5 Product of the Year Awards* in the past year alone,

and over 40 Awards since 1990 makes Paradigm
the number one choice for critical listeners!

"Stunning!"
- The Inner Ear Report on the Esprit/BP

Paradigm's spectacular bipolar
speakers are an engineering and sonic
marvel! With years of design expertise
and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians
set out to build the world's finest
bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

The Paradigm Advantage
Bass/Midrange Drive Units:
O Diecast chassis with built-in heatsinks
0 (AVS") air -flow ventilation system
0 Ventilated Apical t formers
0 Symmetrically -focused -field magnet geometry

High Frequency Drive Units:
O (PAC') pure -aluminum convex domes
O Critically coupled diecast chassis
0 Oversized damping chambers
0 Oversized magnetic structures

Cascade" Enclosures:
O Sophisticated cascade of interlocking, full

perimeter horizontal and vertical braces
0 I" thick MDF front and back baffles
0 High velocity, low turbulence ports ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND

"Awesome!"
- Audio Ideas Guide on the Eclipse/BP

THE ULTIMATE IN
BIPOLAR SPEAKERS

START AT AN
INCREDIBLE $499/EA.

These astonishing state-of-the-art
bipolar speakers combine exceptional
spaciousness, precise image placement,
superb timbre! balance, extraordinary
resolution, thunderous deep bass and
tremendous dynamics for absolutely
staggering realism!

Combine any of our bipolars with our
Ultra -Clear' center channels, amazing
ADP" surrounds and astounding
PS powered subwoofers for the
absolute finest in home theater!

The Critics Agree...
Paradigm has achieved the highest
standard of performance in bipolar
design. So don't settle for less, listen
to these sensational speakers today!

f Apical is a trademark of DuPont
AUDIOSTREAM. MPO BOX 2410, NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302 (905) 632-0180

IN CANADA' PARADIGM ELECTRONICS INC.. 101 HANLAN RD.. WOODBRIDGE. ON L4L 3P5 (905) 850-2889

CIRCLE NO. 32 ON READER SERVICE CARD

* Sound&Vision Critics' Choice Awards
* AudioVideo International Grand Prix Awards



THE DYNAMIC DUO.

Crusaders fighting for justice and affordable
truth in digital audio for all - introducing the
Sonic Frontiers TransDAC to the populous of
North America through an unbelievable offer.
The mighty TransDAC (known to many as the
mild-mannered Assemblage DAC-1 Kit sold
through The Parts Connection division) has
shed its street clothing to team up with another
well-known digital crime fighter - the
UltraJitterbug. This TransDAC-UltraJitterbug
alliance brings the audiophile a viable, afford-
able and serious option to digital music repro-
duction. Purchased as a duo, the TransDAC-
UltraJitterbug combination is available at a
special introductory price - to save you, the

everyday audiophile, a substantial amount of
your hard-earned audio dollars. Its savings are
so great, it can't be exposed here - you must
contact an authorized agent of Sonic Frontiers
to find out more.

In addition to outstanding value, this
power -pack pair also provides an unbeatable
level of performance. The TransDAC (as the
Assemblage DAC-1) and the UltraJitterbug,
have individually received acclaim and raves
from the critical press. Teamed up, they expose
unjust behavior found in many digital sources.
Giving the old 'one-two' to a stream of ones
and zeros, these crime fighters first whip the
signal into shape as it passes through the

UltraJitterbug, significantly reducing word -
clock jitter. Once the UltraJitterbug gets these
numbers in line, the TransDAC takes over,
rehabilitating these once nasty numbers and
making them safe for John Q. Audiophile.
Generously giving their efforts, this pair fights
for affordable and uncompromising musical
sound. To hear this duo in action it is impera-
tive you visit one of the allied agents near you.

If you wish to join the cause - act quickly -
this is a special introductory price promotion.
If you need further briefing regarding this
dynamic duo, contact Sonic Frontiers
Headquarters immediately. Feel free to pass
this message on to someone you trust.

® SONIC FRONTIERS

BREAKING THE SOUND BARRIER

For an agent near you or more information, contact Sonic Frontiers, Inc. at 2790 Brighton Road, Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 5T4 Tel (905) 8293838 Fan (905) 829-3033
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approach. Above the rectangular tuning
buttons are six round station presets. The
"FM/AM" button, next to the "Bass" con-
trol, cycles among one AM and two FM
banks to store a total of 18 stations (12 FM,

six AM). In tuner operation, a display
shows the bank designation, station fre-
quency, and preset number. A slide switch
on the side of the chassis (accessible when
the 1000td is removed from the dash) de -

SPECS
1000td Tuner/Cassette Deck
TUNER SECTION
FM Sensitivity: Less than 25 dBf.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Less than
25 dBf.

FM S/N: Greater than 65 dB.
Stereo Separation: Greater than 30 dB

at 1 kHz.

AM Sensitivity: 38 dBµ.

CASSETTE SECTION

Wow and Flutter: Less than 0.05%, wtd.
rms.

Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 22 kHz.
S/N: With Dolby C NR, 71 dB; with

Dolby B NR, 67 dB.

Channel Separation: Greater than 35
dB.

Crosstalk: Greater than 60 dB.
Fast -Wind Time: Approximately 75

seconds with C-60 cassette.

PREAMPLIFIER SECTION
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 50 kHz,

±3 dB.

Output Characteristics: Level, 1 V;
impedance, 1 kilohm.

AUX Input Characteristics: Level, 0.5 V;
impedance, 10 kilohms.

THD: Less than 0.018%.
Tone -Control Range: Bass, ±12 dB at 20

Hz; midrange, ±10 dB at 200 Hz;
treble, ±6 dB at 20 kHz.

Operating Voltage: 14.4 V d.c., negative
ground; 10.8 to 15.6 V allowable.

Maximum Current Consumption: 6.5
amperes.

Dimensions: 7 in. W x 2 in. H x 61/2 in.
D (17.8 cm x 5 cm x 16.5 cm).

Weight: About 4.2 lbs. (1.9 kg).

Price: $2,800.

1000dac D/A Converter
Type: Four 20 -bit DACs with eight-

times-oversampling digital filter.
Sampling Frequencies: 44.1 or 48 kHz,

automatically selected.

Frequency Response: 5 Hz to 20 kHz,
±0.5 dB.

S/N: Greater than 105 dB.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 100 dB.

THD: 0.0025% at 1 kHz and 0 dB.

THD + N: 0.003% at 1 kHz and 0 dB.
Channel Separation: Greater than 100

dB.

Output Characteristics: Level, 1.5 V at
0 dB; impedance, 600 ohms.

Maximum Current Consumption: 0.7
ampere.

Dimensions: 63/4 in. W x 21/2 in. H x

in. D (17 cm x 6.5 cm x 22.5 cm).
Weight: About 4 lbs. (1.8 kg).
Price: $1,400.

1000mb MusicBank CD Changer
D/A Converter Type: 18 -bit dual DACs

with eight-times-oversampling digital
filter.

Wow and Flutter: Below measurement
limit.

Frequency Response: 10 Hz to 20 kHz,
±0.5 dB.

S/N: Greater than 92 dB, IHF A-wtd.
Dynamic Range: Greater than 90 dB.
THD: Less than 0.008% at 1 kHz.
Channel Separation: Greater than 88

dB.

Analog Output Characteristics: Level,
1.5 V at 1 kHz and 0 dB; impedance,
600 ohms.

Digital Output: 75 ohms, coaxial.
Operating Voltage: 14.4 V d.c., negative

ground; 10.8 to 15.6 V allowable.
Maximum Current Consumption: 1

ampere.
Dimensions: VA in. W x 53/4 in. H x

1134 in. D (22.1 cm x 14.3 cm x 29.9

cm).
Weight: About 14.3 lbs. (6.5 kg).

Price: $2,200.

Company Address: 955 Francisco St.,
Torrance, Cal. 90502.

For literature, circle No. 90

termines whether a time display will appear
on the panel when the tuner is not in use.

Tape -transport controls, illuminated for
identification, are clustered in the center of
the panel, below the loading slot. The eject
and pause controls are to the left and right
of the play key; beneath them are two fast -
wind buttons that function as program -
search controls when double -tapped. The
system identifies a 4 -second space as the be-

ginning of a program and, as with all such
systems, can be fooled.

Nakamichi's deserved reputation as the
premier manufacturer of cassette decks en-
courages it to follow its own way of think-
ing. The 1000td makes this apparent in sev-
eral ways. For example, whereas most decks
automatically select playback equalization
based upon the cassette -shell keyways,
Nakamichi makes you choose it yourself
with the "120/70" button, which is to the
left of "<< Skip." The argument is that this
lets you properly reproduce a tape recorded
with the "wrong" equalization, to reduce
background hiss on a "normal" tape with
70-µS EQ or to extend high -frequency
headroom on a "chrome" tape with 120 µS.

Although virtually every car cassette
transport has auto reverse, the 1000td goes
in one direction only-and the direction
seems to be backward. That is, the play key
has a left -pointing arrow ("<"), rather than
the right -pointing arrow you'd expect, and
"<< Skip" is actually fast forward, not fast
reverse. (The latter, "Skip >>," looks like
fast forward to most common folk.)
Nakamichi's argument against auto reverse
is that azimuth misalignment occurs when
playing a tape in the direction opposite
from that in which it was recorded. Howev-
er, the 1000td's azimuth control (just be-
neath volume) permits you to match play -
head azimuth to the recorded pattern on
the tape. Nakamichi thus solved the az-
imuth -alignment problem that might occur
with bidirectional playback but without
providing a bidirectional deck!

The buttons between the azimuth knob
and the EQ switch activate Dolby noise re-
duction, toggling between Dolby B and C
NR. I found it difficult to tell whether these
buttons (and that for EQ) were in or out,
and there's no confirming display. To the
right of the rewind key are buttons to select
the "AUX" input and turn on the tuner
when in a fast -wind tape mode ("R.Mon.").
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When you switch to CD by press-
ing the center of the 1000td's az-
imuth control, a motorized flap cov-
ers the cassette slot and the eject,
play, and pause buttons. The flap
brings forth a new play/pause pad
and a secondary display designed
specifically to operate the 1000mb
MusicBank changer (or Nakamichi's
other changers). This CD display
also takes over when you select the
auxiliary input.

Used with the 1000mb Mu-
sicBank, the azimuth control's outer
ring switches discs, while what for-
merly were the tape deck's fast -for-
ward and rewind controls now
switch tracks. (Thankfully, the ar-
rows on the skip buttons now point
in the logical directions.) Pressing
either skip button multiple times
jumps ahead or back in the normal
manner. However, Nakamichi pro-
vides no means to fast scan through
tracks (you can only access the be-
ginning of each), nor will you find
such commonplace features as ran-
domized playback, intro scan, or
customized memory in the Nak-
amichi 1000.

The 1000mb is a seven -disc CD
changer based on Nakamichi's Mu-
sicBank mechanism, which "stocks"
CDs on an internal elevator rather
than in removable magazines. The
1000mb can be suspended from
overhead or mounted on the floor
(brackets for both are provided) but
must be oriented horizontally. To
isolate the drive from airborne vi-
brations, the unit is sealed with an
"air shield" held by two screws. Once
the screws are released, the air shield
folds down; discs can then be loaded
or ejected by pressing the button
corresponding to the slot whose
contents you wish to change. A disc
tray emerges to deliver the current
disc or receive a new one. The
1000mb is able to handle 3 -inch
discs, but only if placed in Nak-
amichi adaptors (seven are supplied
with the changer).

Since the 1000mb has an internal
D/A converter (actually, 18 -bit dual
DACs with eight-times-oversampled

digital filters), it can feed the 1000td's CD
input directly. In a simple installation, the
1000mb's analog outputs connect to the
1000td's CD inputs; the DIN cable supplied
with the 1000mb couples between its panel -
mounted control jack and the control cable
emerging from the 1000td. The 1000mb re-
ceives power through the control cable;
there's no need for a battery hookup.

For improved performance, Nakamichi
also offers a separate D/A converter, the
1000dac. This connects to the 1000mb's
digital output via a coaxial cable supplied
with the 1000dac, and the 1000dac in turn
feeds analog audio to the 1000td. The
1000dac requires its own power and turn -
on connections, since the control cable
from the 1000td still goes to the 1000mb.
The 1000dac uses four "Enhanced Lineari-
ty" (EL) 20 -bit DACs with eight-times-
oversampled digital filtering, and it auto-
matically switches between 44.1- and
48 -kHz sampling rates (for CD and DAT).

Measurements
This isn't an inexpensive system, so I set

my standards accordingly. On that basis, I
give good grades to the 1000td tuner/cas-
sette deck and an A++ to the 1000dac-I
much preferred the test performance of the
1000dac external DAC.

As shown in Fig. 1, the FM tuner is rea-
sonably sensitive but has a relatively high
noise floor, even with strong signals. It's not

clear how audible that noise would be in a
moving car; I'll leave that to Audio's Techni-

cal Editor, Ivan Berger. The shape of the
noise curves is unusual, in that the noise
floor with a stereo signal begins to rise be-
fore the tuner actually produces any sem-
blance of stereo. Nonetheless, the 1000td
opens out to stereo at a relatively low r.f.
level and reaches 50 -dB stereo quieting sen-
sitivity of 42.9 dBf-quite good. At that
point it produces a separation of almost 12
dB. Mono 50 -dB quieting is reached at 20.6
dBf, and IHF usable sensitivity (not shown)
measured 19.7 dBf. Signal-to-noise ratio for
65-dBf signal is 62.1 dB with mono broad-
casts, 60.6 dB with stereo.

Usually, good capture ratio implies
rather poor selectivity, since the two trade
off against one another. The 1000td, how-
ever, was quite impressive in both respects.
Capture ratio (1.6 dB) was somewhat better
than I've seen from recent car head units,
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EMOTION
There are many loudspeakers available that do a credible

job of reproducing sound. Few, however, are faithful to

rr usic's inherent emotional character - to the human

qualities of music which make it much more than just

an ordered progression of sounds.

The Hales Design Group research and development

program extends beyond the plans and specifications

of ordinary engineering into another dimension - into

the realm of musical expression and human feelings.

As a result, the introduction of the Concept Three

has stunned the industry by setting a new standard

for musical accuracy.

Visit the finest audio retailer in your area to

audition these exceptional new loudspeakers.

Hales

...the new reference for sonic realism.

HALES DESIGN GROUP

16812 Gothard Street Huntington Beach California 92647
Voice: 714 841 6884 Fax: 714 841 2427
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Nakarnch 1000111

Instead of conventional magazines,
the 1000mb CD changer uses Nakamichi's
MusicBank loading system.

yet adjacent- and alternate -channel
selectivity (at 25.5 dB and approxi-
mately 84 dB, respectively) were
admirably high.

The 1000td's FM distortion (Fig.
2) is reasonably low. At the three
standard benchmark frequencies
(100 Hz, 1 kHz, and 6 kHz), THD
+ N measures 0.17%, 0.32%, and
0.70% in mono and 0.36%, 0.49%,
and 1.9% in stereo. Image rejection

clocked in at 54 dB, and AM rejec-
tion was approximately 72 dB. FM
separation for a 65-dBf input was
better than 28.5 dB at 1 kHz, above
25 dB from 20 Hz to 3 kHz, and
better than 20 dB to 7 kHz.

Figure 3A shows tuner response
in expanded form. It is within
+0.4, -0.8 dB from 20 Hz to 15
kHz. The curves for maximum and
minimum settings of the bass,
midrange, and treble controls are
shown (at normal vertical scale) in
Fig. 3B. Most bass -control circuits
reach maximum effect quickly and
shelve below 50 or 100 Hz. In
Nakamichi's design, maximum
boost and cut from 100 to 200 Hz
is modest (+6.0, -5.3 dB at 100
Hz), and the range continues to ex-
pand as the frequency drops (+8.0,
-7.5 dB at 50 Hz and about ±10 dB
at 20 Hz). Nak's "midrange" is cen-
tered around 190 Hz, where it pro-
vides a range of +8.4, -7.7 dB.
(Most midrange controls reach
maximum effect two octaves high-
er.) And Nakamichi has designed
its treble control with a relatively
narrow range: +5.3, -6.6 dB at 10
kHz, and just a tad more boost at
15 kHz. I find most tone controls
overly aggressive and therefore
welcome the relatively tame action
and more useful turnover points
characteristic of the 1000td.

Compared with FM perfor-
mance, that of the AM tuner is best
forgotten. Response (Fig. 4) is

"telephone quality" at best. It peaks
at 400 Hz, is down 3 dB at 140 Hz
and 1.15 kHz, and reaches -6 dB at
85 Hz and 2.1 kHz. The AM sensi-
tivity, measured to the old IEEE
Standard, was a solid 2.8 µV.

Other than running surprisingly fast
(+2.9% with a 14.4-V supply, +2.8% at 10.8

V), the tape section of the 1000td is vintage
Nakamichi. Wow and flutter was an exceed-
ingly low 0.035% on a weighted-rms basis
and only ±0.06% on a DIN -weighted peak
basis. Most home decks can't hold a candle
to this in -dash unit! The A -weighted noise
on virgin tape was also admirably low:
-57.7 dB (re: DIN 0, 250 nWb/m) on Type I
tape without noise reduction, -67.0 dB
with Dolby B NR, and -73.8 dB with Dolby
C NR. With Type II tape, the results were
-61.7, -70.1, and -77.2 dB, respectively.

Figure 5 shows the deck's frequency re-
sponse using Type I and Type II test tapes
after adjusting azimuth for best high -fre-
quency resolution with each. The smooth
midrange, well -controlled bass "head
bumps," and rising high end are typical
Nakamichi. The company has traditionally
compensated for playback head -gap loss by

THE 1000 SYSTEM

IS IMPECCABLY HIGH -END:

IMPRACTICAL,

EXPENSIVE, AND

RAVISHING TO HEAR.

changing the playback equalization, while
many others compensate in the recording
EQ. Although Nakamichi is theoretically
correct and on the side of motherhood and
apple pie, its decks often show a rising high
end (albeit not quite so much as this one)
when tested with standard tapes. Be that as
it may, over the test tapes' full range (31.5
Hz to 20 kHz), the 1000td is within +2.9,
-2.0 dB on the left channel (+4.8, -2.1 dB
on the right) using Type I test tape and
within +3.7, -1.6 dB (left) and +4.9, -2.1
dB (right) with the Type II tape.

I tested the performance of the 1000mb
CD changer, using both its own internal
DAC and the 1000dac external converter.
With one exception, crosstalk, the external
DAC's performance was significantly better
than that of the 1000mb's converters.
Channel separation between 2 and 16 kHz
was essentially independent of the convert-
er, ranging from 56 to 68 dB, which suggests
that separation in this region is limited by
the 1000td. Channel separation improved
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INTRODUCING BREAKTHROUGH AMPLIFIER

TECHNOLOGY WHICH ACHIEVES VIRTUALLY NOTHING.

The consummate audio amplifier provides pure gain. Nothing else.

Nothing added to, nothing subtracted from, the delicate texture

of music.
Now a new amplifier from Carver Research achieves "nothing" to a

degree never before possible. It's called Lightstar, and when you audition
it, you will not hear it. You will hear nothing but transparent, effortless
reproduction of music precisely as presented by the source.

Most astonishingly, it will not matter which loudspeakers you use. Lightstar is

virtually immune to stress induced colorations caused by reactive loudspeaker

loads, thanks to three breakthroughs in amplifier design.

1. High Voltage Power Supply Storage with five to ten times the
usable energy reserves of most comparable amplifiers. Lightstar delivers
full rated power below 10Hz, with perfect doubling of power as impedance
is halved for unprecedented low frequency control regardless of speaker
impedance fluctuations.

2. A Digital Transformer which optimizes voltages delivered to the

output devices. Relieved of "fighting" its own power supply, Lightstar

converts voltage to output current with maximum efficiency.
3. High Current, Reactive Load -Independent Amplifier with

over 150 amperes of peak current capability. Revolutionary circuit topology

allows reactive currents "kicked back" from loudspeakers to circulate
freely without inducing stress, enabling Lightstar to track input signals

undisturbed by the vagaries of loudspeaker behavior.
The combined result is effortless, uncolored music reproduction. The

sound of nothing. Call (206)775-1202 to find out where you can audition
Lightstar. If you'd like more technical details, ask for our free White Paper.

CARVER RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 1237, LYNNWOOD WA 98046

(206) 775-1202, FAX (206) 778-9453

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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to about 74 or 80 dB at 1 kHz, with the in-
ternal converter having the better number
at this point. At lower frequencies, separa-
tion with the built-in DAC continued to
improve (to 96 to 106 dB at 125 Hz);
through the 1000dac, the figure dropped off
(to about 56 dB at 125 Hz).

Figure 6 shows the frequency response of
the two converters. Here the 1000dac per-
forms notably better than the 1000mb. On
the 1000dac, response from 20 Hz to 20
kHz is +0.02, -0.58 dB in the left channel
and +0.04, -0.71 dB in the right. With the
1000mb DACs, the results from 20 Hz to
17.6 kHz are +0.03, -1.17 dB on the left
channel and +0.01, -1.33 dB on the right.

THD + N as a function of frequency at 0
dB (Fig. 7) also demonstrates notably better
performance from the 1000dac. With the

1000mb's built-in converter, THD +
N is below 0.022% to 12.5 kHz, ris-
ing to 0.21% (left channel) and
0.32% (right channel) at 20 kHz.
While this isn't bad out to 12.5 kHz,
the 1000dac is far superior: THD +
N is no more than 0.0075% (left
channel) and 0.0084% (right chan-
nel) through the entire frequency
range. That's excellent indeed!

Although the 1000mb's DAC is al-
most as linear as that in the 1000dac,
it seems to have a much higher noise
floor. You can see what I mean in
Figs. 8 through 11. Figure 8 shows
converter linearity error with
dithered and undithered signals. The
1000mb's DAC is off by 0.13 dB in
the left channel (0.36 dB in the right)
at -70 dB without dither, and results
with dither are not much different.
Take just the worse -case (right)
channel. The error is 0.88 dB at -80
dB without dither and about 0.1 dB
better with dither; at -90 dB, error is
2.47 dB without dither and 1.85 dB
with it. On the test disc's -100 dB
track, recorded only with dither, er-
ror is 2.62 dB. These are basically
very good numbers, but the 1000dac
is better across the board. Again, if
you look at the results for the worse
(right) channel, there is essentially
no error at -70 dB. The error is 0.29
dB at -80 without dither (0.21 dB,
with); at -90 dB, the error is 1.06 dB
without dither and an amazing 0.33

dB with it. Even at -100 dB, the linearity er-
ror is a minuscule 0.27 and 0.25 dB for the
two channels, arguably the best I've ever
measured.

Although there is relatively little differ-
ence in linearity error between the two con-
verters, there is a huge difference in the
plots of THD + N versus level, shown in
Fig. 9. With THD + N bottoming out at
about -77 dB at -10 dB and below, the
1000mb's internal converter is substantially
worse than average. (I had to expand my
scale by 10 dB to include the curves!) On
the other hand, the 1000dac's converter is
superb. Judging from the shape of the
curves, I believe Nakamichi is using a level -

shifting system, with one pair of DACs han-
dling the top four bits (levels from 0 to -24
dB) and the other pair handling the rest. On
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the top four bits, THD + N in the slightly
worse (right) channel drops from -83.16
dB at 0 dB, to -88.08 dB at -10 dB, and to
-88.78 dB at -20 dB. Between -20 and -30
dB, when the converters shift down past the
first four bits, THD + N virtually vanishes,
to -95.67 dB (left) and -95.74 dB (right)!

A similar difference appears in Fig. 10,
which plots the left channel's deviation in
the fade -to -noise test. (The right channel
was essentially the same.) Again, I've
changed my usual scales to accommodate
the performance of the 1000mb, which ex-
hibited a whopping 25 -dB error at -120 dB.
In contrast, the 1000dac converters are vast-
ly superior: Almost no error down to -100
dB, only a couple of dB at -110 dB, and
about 8 dB at -120 dB.

The final curves (Fig. 11) show the likely
reason for the difference in performance.
These are third -octave noise spectra taken
on the left channel, using a -60 dB, 1 -kHz
recording and an "infinity zero" (totally
silent) track. The 1000mb's converters pro-
duce considerable amounts of sampling -

frequency energy in the output, especially
on the -60 dB track. You'll also see third -
and fifth -order harmonic distortion at 3
and 5 kHz and extraneous components
around 35, 360, and 720 Hz. Although there
are a few "extras" in the 1000dac convert-
er's outputs, they're far lower in level.

The difference in noise level also affected
A -weighted S/N, dynamic range, and quan-
tization noise. With the infinity zero track,
the 1000mb's converter produced an A-

weighted S/N of 86.5 dB, while the 1000dac
registered an amazingly good 104.5 dB -al-
most a full 20 dB better! Dynamic range
was 87.2 dB, A -weighted, and 79.5 dB, un-
weighted, on the 1000mb converter. On the
1000dac, the results were 98.9 and 95.5 dB,
respectively. Quantization noise (re: 0 dB)
was -83.5 dB on the 1000mb and almost 10
dB better (-91.9 dB) on the 1000dac. Rela-
tively little intertrack difference showed up;
I've reported the data for the poorer of the
two channels.

Measured at the outputs of the 1000td,
the 1000 system delivered plenty of drive
for the power amplifiers: 1.45 V from a ful-
ly modulated FM carrier, 0.37 V from a
30% modulated AM carrier, 1.21 V from a
DIN -0 (250-nWb/m) tape recording, 2.64
V from a zero -level CD with the 1000mb's
converter, and 3.07 V from the same track



The purity of separates. From the passion of Carver.

The Carver name evokes an almost mystical
following among serious music lovers.

And justly so. Carver power amplifiers have
generated critical acclaim year after year,
model after model, with one - the TFM-35 -
universally acknowledged as "one of the best
audio amplifier values in the world." Upgraded
to the TFM-35x, with high fidelity enhance-
ments so advanced, it also exceeded the strict
specifications of THX® home theater.

One look, one listen, will confirm Carver's
passion for aural perfection. Gold plated
input jacks, 5 -way binding posts, dual analog
meters. Expansive headroom that faithfully -

no, stunningly - reproduces the dynamic
peaks of digital music and movie soundtracks.

Witness the superiority of Carver separates:
Flawless sound, low distortion, instant and
authoritative response to octave fluctuations in
the center channel. Note the abundance of
power: At 360 watts per channel @ 4 ohms
(triple that of a top receiver), merely one of
the most powerful audio amplifiers available
for bath music and home theater.

With the infinite flexibility to accommodate
system upgrades for years to come.

Yet, this is but a preview. For a feature
length brochure, contact Carver today.
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with the 1000dac. Output impedance was a
low 990 ohms.

On the basis of the lab tests, I recom-
mend that the 1000dac be used in the sys-
tem. Hey, when you've shelled out this
much, what's a few more bucks? E.J.F.

Behind the Wheel

By any standard, this Nakamichi system
is impeccably High End: It's expensive, a bit

impractical-and sings with the tongues of
angels.

The impracticality is that the 1000td,
perhaps the most expensive head unit on
the market, has no real theft protection. All
secret -code "protection" can ensure is that
anyone who buys a 1000td from a thief will
find he has wasted his money-but not un-
til after the thief has collected and the origi-

nal owner has suffered his loss. (With a
pop -off panel, the 1000td could have en-
hanced security.)

The lack of a pop -off panel or pull-out
chassis is just one sign of how relentlessly
untrendy the 1000 system is. In a market
where the swing is toward CD, the head
unit plays cassettes and doesn't even feature

EVEN AT -100 dB,

LINEARITY ERROR

IN THE 1000dac WAS

A MINUSCULE 0.27 dB,
THE BEST I'VE SEEN.

a world full of cartridge -
loading changers, the 1000mb loads CDs
one at a time (but so handily it might start
its own trend).

What the 1000 system has to recommend
it is performance-which is spine -chillingly
good. Tune in your favorite FM station, and
you'll almost think you've been hearing it
on AM until now. Play a CD, and you'll
sometimes think your former car player
was handling cassettes all these years. Play a

auto reverse. In

cassette, and you'll almost wonder if you're
hearing a CD. In short, this is High End,
even by Tony Cordesman's exalted defini-
tion. Sound quality is paramount-and
achieved.

As I wrote this, I was listening to an old,
familiar tape, Huxtable, Christensen &
Hood's Wallflowers (Philo PH 1053). On
my home system, it sounded a bit veiled, yet

harsh, unless I switched to the wrong EQ
and rolled the top off-which just veiled it
further. On the 1000td, the harshness was
relaxed a bit; while the high end was still
overemphasized, it was also clarified. So
turning up the midrange control just a little
restored just enough warmth to make it
clean and natural, with more extended,
rather than more plentiful, highs than I'd
heard before. I suspect the low wow and
flutter helped achieve this clarity. And while
the azimuth control would be even more
useful in an auto -reverse deck, it still helped
get the best out of any tape on this one-way
mechanism.

When I first picked up the car after Strat-
ford Mobile Sound installed the system, I
tuned it to FM for the drive over to my



wife's office. She heard the difference in
clarity and sonic balance as soon as she
stepped into the car-no need for careful,
hesitant A/B comparisons here. (The higher
noise floor Ed Foster measured in his lab
was, indeed, inaudible while on the road.)

The Nakamichi also received more sta-
tions clearly than my reference Alpine. Of
28 FM stations, the 1000td picked up five
stations much better than the reference, 10
stations a bit better, four stations a bit
worse, and nine equally well. The Nak-
amichi also received poor but discernible
signals from six stations the Alpine couldn't
pick up at all. On AM, the Nakamichi was
much better on six stations, slightly better
on nine, and equal on three-and picked
up nine poor signals the reference could
not get. However, the Alpine's AM frequen-
cy response seemed flatter and a bit
more extended.

For CD, I listened through the 1000dac,
not the D/A converter in the 1000mb. The
difference between the 1000 system and the
Alpine was sometimes almost as clear-cut
as it was on FM. (Yet the Alpine sounded a
bit better than its competition when I first

installed it, and just about identical to most
of the head units I've put up against it
since.)

I found myself now hearing tiny differ-
ences in sonic balance between one tape or
CD and another. The 1000td's tone controls
are perfectly designed to take care of this. A

set of bass, mid, and treble controls is far
more flexible than bass and treble alone.
The fact that the 1000td's controls are vari-
able in fine increments (no gross digital
jumps) and have limited range made it easy
to fine-tune the sound exactly as I wanted
it. On cassette, the combination of manual
EQ selection and adjustable azimuth let me
really get the best possible sound from
every tape I tried. The only problem was
that if the road was any bumpier than a bil-
liard table, it was almost impossible to turn
the azimuth control without pushing it-
which instantly switched the 1000td from
tape to CD mode. Annoying.

I liked the smooth -turning volume knob,
the way the tone controls popped in when
not in use, and the mostly logical control
groupings. I really liked having separate
buttons for manual and seek tuning, and

did not miss tuner scan controls or CD pro-
gramming options (though I did miss hav-
ing audible scan on CD). Both the tuner
and CD displays were easy to read, day or
night. Night illumination was a bit sparse,
more intended to give a few landmarks than
to point out every control.

The 1000mb's ergonomics were also in-
teresting. With the MusicBank system, it's
easier to load and unload individual discs,
though harder to load groups of CDs, than
with cartridge changers. The MusicBank
also changes discs more rapidly (a mere 7
seconds from disc to disc). Lights in the
1000mb help you see when you're loading
and unloading discs at night. If the vault-
like "air shield" door is left open, play is in-
terrupted by almost every bump in the
road. With it closed, severe bumps can still
interrupt play occasionally.

It's doubtless no coincidence that the
best factory -installed sound system I've
heard (the upgrade system on the Lexus)
was also by Nakamichi. As to the 1000 sys-

tem, I wish it were more theftproof. I wish
the head unit played CDs. Most especially,
I wish i could afford it. I.B.

You may be surprised to find the
Canon name on a line of high perfor-

mance loudspeakers. But what you'll find
truly surprising is revolutionary sound
that will actually change the way you
listen to music or movies.

FAMILIAR TO YOU IS THE NAME.
Our S-35 and S-30 speakers, for

example, project sound onto a specially
designed acoustic mirror for truly unique
wide dispersion sound. We call it Wide
Imaging Stereo" and with it you get a stereo
sweet spot up to six times larger than you
ever had before. Which means everyone

' SV-15 hears the same perfect stereo
image whether you're one

person or a roomful
of people.

If you're
looking for
wide dispersion

sv-i Ss with S -B20 Sub -Bass sound that gives
you a wide range of options, we offer our

All Canon speakers are designed and manufactured in the U.K.

CONVENTIONAL
STEREO SPEAKERS

SV-15s. Hook
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make them
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home theater system. 5-c10 Centreelannel

They even come with their own integral
mounting brackets so how you place them
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CANON'S WIDE IMAGING
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Box Speakers offer only Wide Imaging Stereo
a small stereo hot spot broadens the stereo sweet nel Speaker.
where true stereo sound spot up to six times larger
ran be enjoyed It's two way
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Sub -Bass and you've got a complete home
theater system with sound imaging so
lifelike you could sell tickets.
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EDWARD J. FOSTER

YAMAHA KX-580
CASSETTE DECK

urus who gaze into crystal balls are
prone to myopia. According to
these wizards, cassettes died long
ago and were replaced by MDs or
DCCs, depending on which camp
holds sway over your favorite guru.

Well, it ain't happened yet. Blank cassettes
are selling as well as they did five years ago,
and Dolby S noise reduction, rather than
withering on the vine, is experiencing a
resurgence. Why, Dolby Laboratories even
promoted S -type noise reduction at this
year's Winter Consumer Electronics
Show-which is a lot more unusual than it
sounds!

Dolby S NR claims to provide (more or
less) the dynamic range of a CD on cassette
and to be backward compatible (more or
less) with previous Dolby NR systems. Until
recently, it's been a bloody expensive tech-
nology confined to upscale recorders that
didn't sell, since everyone knew that the
cassette format had died or, at the very least,
was in its final throes. With Dolby S

recorders now available at reasonable
prices-the Yamaha KX-580 lists at $399-
reports of the cassette's demise may have
been premature.

The KX-580 is a two -head, two -motor,
single -capstan, belt -driven recorder that,
on the surface, seems pretty conventional.
The deck senses the generic type of cassette
that's loaded and sets bias and equalization
accordingly-quite conventional. What's
not conventional in two -head decks at this
price level is an automatic calibration sys-
tem that trims bias and record -amplifier
gain to match the requirements of the spe-
cific cassette being used. (Dolby Labs man-
dates a tape -matching system on Dolby S
equipment, which is one reason prices have
been high.) The calibration procedure takes
about 20 seconds, during which a series of
tones are recorded, and the tape is rewound
and played to find the best settings. These
optimal settings are then maintained until
another type of tape is loaded or the deck is
turned off.

The "Auto Tape Tuning" button is be-
hind a tilt -down door, as are most of the
other electronic controls. To its right are
two "Dolby NR" pads. One cycles the B/C
processor from "Off," through Dolby B
(without MPX filter), Dolby C (without
MPX filter), Dolby B (with MPX filter),
Dolby C (with MPX filter), and to "Off'
again. The other pad cycles the Dolby S cir-
cuitry from "Off," through settings with
and without MPX filter, and back to "Off."
It's a rather unusual arrangement that I
presume was chosen to permit the main p.c.
board also to be used in the KX-480, a sim-
ilar deck but without Dolby S NR. Note,
too, that the KX-580's Dolby S circuit re-
sides on a separate board that plugs into the
motherboard. In any event, the NR setting
is shown in the display, as is the tape type
and an indication that auto tuning has been
performed on the current tape.

Another oddity is the presence of a man-
ual "Bias Adjust" control below and to the
left of the "Auto Tape Tuning" button. Why
you'd want manual bias adjustment in a
deck that sets bias automatically (and better
than you could do by ear in a two -head,
non -monitoring, recorder) mystifies me.

to the detent, run "Auto Tape Tuning," and
then play with the bias adjustment to your
heart's content. (Of course, you won't know
what you've done until you back up the
tape and give a listen!)

To the left of "Bias Adjust" is a head-
phone level control and a headphone jack;
to the right is a "Play Trim" control that
modifies treble response of the playback
amplifier prior to Dolby decoding. It can be
helpful to compensate for overly bright (or
dull) commercially recorded tapes or those
recorded on a different deck. To the right of
"Play Trim" are recording "Balance" and
"Level" controls. "Balance," "Play Trim,"
and "Bias Adjust" have center detents; the
others are free -ranging.

Three buttons placed above the head-
phone jack and its level knob control mem-
ory -stop and repeat functions. 'Reset" re-
turns the counter to zero and sets the start
point for repeat playback. When used by it-
self, "Memory" stores the current counter
reading and causes the deck to stop at that
reading from either fast -wind mode. Used
in conjunction with "Repeat," "Memory"
will set the end point of the section to be
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CONRAD-JOHNSON PF2 AND MF2300
Solid -State Components Without Solid -State Sound

Too often, solid-state audio compcnents
sound harsh, edgy, ,rainy, and dirim-
sionless. This is so common :ma( ing solid-
state designs that aidiophilesicaddy
identify this unmusc, cal sonic signature as
"transistor sound". At conradIlohinson,
we have long beliewd that these audible
distortions are not nherent in solid-state
devices. Instead, they are a consegJence
of circuit design ani implemer_tatinn.
Through innovatime circuit design and
the use of highest cuality parts wr have
developed a range cf conrad-jc-hrson
solid-state products that pnov. the point.
They do not sound .eke solid-state. They
just sound like mus:z.

mE-2300

For inure detailed information _m the full range of
conrad-jolmson son -state products write, phone or _ax:

conrad-johnson design, inc
2733 Merrilee Drive  Fairfax, VA  phone: 703-698-85M  Inc 701-560-5360
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Whisper will transport you through space and time.
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repeated and cause the tape to rewind to
counter zero. You use the "Repeat" button
(marked "Off/O-M/Full") to choose
whether to repeat the marked section or the
"full" tape. Legends for "Memory," "Repeat
0-M," and "Repeat Full" appear in the
display, as appropriate.

Transport controls are on the main pan-
el, to the right of the display. These include
the usual "Stop," "Play," and fast -wind
keys, two combination buttons ("REC/
Pause" and "Mute/Search"), and two "Intro
Scan" buttons that call up the beginning of
each program while scanning the tape in ei-
ther direction. When pressed after entering
a fast -wind command, "Mute/Search" will
find the beginning of the next (or current)

SPECS
Frequency Response, ±3 dB, at -20 dB

Recording Level: Normal (Type I)
tape, 20 Hz to 17 kHz; Cr02 (Type
II) tape, 20 Hz to 18 kHz; metal
(Type IV) tape, 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

S/N: Without NR, 60 dB; with Dolby B
NR, 68 dB; with Dolby C NR, 76 dB;
with Dolby S NR, 80 dB.

Harmonic Distortion: 0.8%.
Wow and Flutter: 0.05% wtd. rms,

±0.08% wtd. peak.
Input Sensitivity: 100 mV.
Rapid Transport: 90 seconds for C-60

tape.
Input Impedance: 50 kilohms.
Output Level: Line, 570 mV; head-

phones, 1.5 mW.
Output Impedance: Line, 1.0 kilohm;

headphones, 8 ohms.
Channel Separation at 1 kHz: 40 dB.
Crosstalk at 125 Hz: -55 dB.
Motors: Capstan, d.c. servo; reel, flat -

torque d.c.
Heads: Record/play, hard permalloy;

erase, double -gap ferrite.
Power Supply: 120 V, 60 Hz.

Power Consumption: 16 watts.
Dimensions: 171/2 in. W x 5 in. H x

107/8 in. D (43.5 cm x 12.6 cm x 27.7

cm).
Weight: 10 lbs., 2 oz. (4.6 kg).

Price: $399.

Company Address: 6660 Orange-
thorpe Ave., Buena Park, Cal. 90620.

For literature, circle No. 91

program; if it's pressed during record
mode, 4 seconds of silence will be recorded

and the deck will go into record/
pause mode. During recording, the rewind
key returns the tape to the point at which
the current recording commenced.

To the left of the KX-580's cassette door
are the "Power" switch, a three -position
"Timer" switch ("REC/Off/Play"), and the
"Eject" button. The back panel carries line
inputs and outputs (ordinary RCA jacks)
and the power cord.

Although the outer cassette door is re-
movable, access to the heads and capstan is
not much better with it off than on; the KX-
580 has an inner door with an opening just
as small as that in the outer one. I presume
that the inner door and leaf springs in the
cassette slot are what Yamaha calls a "Secure

Holding Damper Cassette Stabilizer,"
which is said to "reduce unwanted vibra-
tion and modulation noise." The well isn't
lit, and judging tape position visually is
problematic. Other goodies claimed for the
KX-580 are Dolby HX Pro Dynamic Bias
Servo and a higher -than -typical bias fre-
quency (160 kHz) to reduce cross -modula-
tion of the bias with the treble program
content.

Although the KX-580 doesn't come with
a remote control, an infrared sensor is on
the deck; a remote (RS-KX1) is available as
an option, and the deck will work with
Yamaha's receiver remotes. If you operate
the KX-580 with a Yamaha CD player that
has a "Synchro" button on its remote, syn-
chro recording can be initiated from the
CD player.

Measurements
The KX-580 spent many hours on my

bench. Although it seems to be a rudimen-
tary deck, it packs in a lot of technology for
the price and thus required quite some time
to explore fully.

I made my measurements with the level
control set so that a 500 -mV input pro-
duced a 250 -nWb/m recording. Most mea-
surements were made using TDK SA (Type
II), TDK MA (Type IV), and TDK DS -X
(Type I) tapes of C-90 length. With "Bias
Adjust" at the detent, I let the deck auto -
tune each tape before testing. I also ran a
second set of response curves at -20 dB
(without noise reduction), with "Bias Ad-
just" at each extreme to check its effect.
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Fig. 1-Effect of "Play Trim"
control on playback
response, using Type I tape (A)

and Type II tape (B).
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Figure 1 shows playback response using
Type I and II test tapes with "Play Trim" at
its detent and at maximum and minimum
rotation. With Type I (120-0) tape (Fig.
1A), response on the left channel is within
+0.5, -3 dB (re: 315 Hz) from below 31 Hz
(the lowest tone on the tapes) to about 17
kHz; response at 20 kHz is down 5.3 dB.
Right -channel response is within +1, -3 dB
from below 31 Hz to 18 kHz, with 20 kHz
down 5.9 dB. The positive excursions occur
at 80 Hz and are likely due to the fringing
effect caused by playing a full -width record-
ing; they're not likely to be there when play-
ing a normal prerecorded tape. Response
with the Type II (70-µS) test tape (Fig. 1B)
is almost the same: +0.6, -3 dB from below
31 Hz to about 16.5 kHz on the left chan-

nel, and to approximately 17.5 kHz on the
right (within the same tolerance). Response
at 20 kHz is -6.8 dB on the left and -6.4 dB
on the right. As the curves suggest, head az-

imuth was quite well aligned. I confirmed
this by measuring interchannel phase error,
which averaged 8.5° at 10 kHz with a varia-
tion of ±16.7°. The "Play Trim" has a range
of approximately ±8.4 dB at 16 kHz.

A recording made at DIN 0 level (250
nWb/m at 315 Hz) produced a 580 -mV line
output and, with the headphone level con-
trol fully advanced, 2.26 Vat the headphone
jack. Line output impedance was a relative-
ly low 1,360 ohms; headphone output im-
pedance was 150 ohms. At reference level,
the deck delivered 5.5 mW into 600 -ohm
headphones and 6.3 mW into 50 -ohm
'phones. With matched -impedance (150 -

ohm) headphones, the output would reach
8.5 mW. With the recording level control
fully advanced, the KX-580 needed 115 mV
to reach reference recording level. Input im-
pedance was just over 40 kilohms, and the
input was essentially overload proof.

Figure 2 shows record/play response
curves using TDK SA tape at three record-
ing levels: -20, -10, and 0 dB re: DIN 0. Fig-
ure 3 displays the same tests taken on TDK
MA, while Fig. 4 reveals the equivalent
measurements on TDK DS -X. In Figs. 2
through 4, results are shown for all noise -

reduction settings.
Generally, response is quite good on all

the tapes. Head bumps in the deep bass are
negligible, and response without noise re-
duction on both channels remains well
within +1, -3 dB (re: 315 Hz) from approx-
imately 35 Hz to 17 kHz or higher on Type I
and Type II tapes, and out to about 19 kHz
on Type IV. Switching in Dolby B NR has

RECORDINGS MADE WITH

DOLBY S NR WERE HARD

TO TELL APART FROM

THE CD I WAS COPYING.

almost no effect on response with Type IV
tape, and shaves only a kilohertz or so off
the high end with Type I and Type II. The
difference between Dolby B and C response
is small on the Type II tape; the slight dif-
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Fig. 4-Record/p ay
frequency response for
Type I tape without noise
reduction (A), with Dolby B
NR (B), with Dolby C NR (C),
and with Dolby S NR (D).
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ference at -20 dB is compensated for by the
increased treble headroom that Dolby C
provides at higher recording levels. With
Type I tape, there is somewhat more track-
ing error but little difference in overall re-
sponse. With TDK MA, the tracking error is

more pronounced, but note the almost flat
response (on the right channel) at the 0 -dB
recording level.

As can be expected, Dolby S NR expands
the bass head bumps and increases whatev-
er other response anomalies exist. For over-
all response smoothness at -20 dB, TDK SA
fares best, yielding left -channel response
within +0.8, -3 dB from 32 Hz to about 16
kHz and right -channel response within
+1.2, -3 dB over that range. Left -channel
response on Type IV tape is extremely
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Sacrifice Nothing.
B&W's Matrix HTM Home Theater Speaker
resolves the movies versus music debate
once and for all COREY GREENBERG, Home Theater Technology

WHAT STARTED OUT AS A RAGING DEBATE HAS ENDED WITH RAVE REVIEWS.

HERE B&W PRESENTS THE CONSIDERED OPINIONS OF TWO RESPECTED CRITICS,

COREY GREENBERG of Home Theater Technology (Nov 1994 issue]

AND Tom NOUSAINE of Sound & Image (Fall 1994 issue].

GREENBERG: "The main reason the HTM,
are so superior to any movie speakers I've
heard is solely because these are music
speakers first and foremost."

NOUSAINE: "This speaker is accurate.
Dialogue and vocals are always intelli-
gible and natural. Music sounds sweet

GREENBERG: "The sound of the B&W

Matrix HTMs is so much better than any
of the movie speakers I've heard, even
systems costing many times the price of
the HTMs, that it's a joke."

NOUSAINE: "The Matrix HTM is a
tremendous performer. It makes a terrific
center speaker and a pair of them would

even do a great job as mains in a music -
only system. I'd be proud to own one."

GREENBERG: "This is the best sound I've
ever had in my home theater, bar none.
Whether I played movie LDs or music
CDs, the sound of the B&W Matrix HTM
was honest, accurate, and the very
definition of the term 'high fidelity.' It's
a speaker system you'll want to live with
for a long, long time."

What else can we say?
For the name of a B&W dealer near
you, call 1-800-370-3740. And hear why

the critics' choice in
music speakers is the
critics' choice in movie
speakers.

sto

y can the Kevi

sed in the B&

 ater Monitor

stray

-adage su

Ilet, they

ace standing

waves to minimize

coloration - whether

you're listening to music

or watching movies.

B&W Loudspeakers of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864 tel 1-800-370-3740 fax (508)664-4109
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smooth (+1, -3 dB from 32 Hz to about 20
kHz), but the right channel exhibits a rising
high end that peaks at +3.5 dB at 18 kHz.
With DS -X, there is considerable level mis-

match and, again, a rising, if less extended,
high end. I rate response on it at +2.3, -3 dB
from 32 Hz to about 15 kHz on the left
channel and +1.7, -3 dB over the same
range on the right.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the manual
"Bias Adjust" control on the three tapes.
Figure 5A was taken using TDK SA, Fig. 5B

with TDK MA, and Fig. SC with TDK DS-
X-in each case at the -20 dB level without
noise reduction. As expected, "Bias Adjust"
has greatest effect on the Type I product
and least effect on metal tape.

Figure 6 is a plot of THD + N, as a func-
tion of frequency, with a recording level of
-10 dB at 315 Hz. These measurements
were made without noise reduction and af-
ter "Auto Tape Tuning" for each formula-
tion. Over my reference range (50 Hz to 5
kHz), THD + N is less than 1.6% on TDK
SA, under 1.8% on TDK MA, and below
1.9% on TDK DS -X, although, as you can
see, high -frequency distortion is lowest on
metal tape.

The KX-580's 15 -segment level indicator
has readings that range from -30 to +8. The
display responds quickly (in about 0.6 mS),
is free of overshoot, and decays by 20 dB in
about 600 mS. All in all, I'd say it's far better
than average. At the DIN -0 level, the first
red segment (0 to +2) illuminated; THD +
N was 1.7% on SA (Type II), 2.2% on MA
(Type IV), and just under 1.0% on DS -X
(Type I). The recorded level for 3% THD +
N was +1.4 dB when I used SA tape and
+1.1 dB with metal tape. The headroom (re:
DIN 0) was so slight with Type II and Type
IV tapes that the indicator reading didn't
change at all, so one probably shouldn't
push this deck past the "0" mark when us-
ing these tapes. The KX-580 had more low -
frequency headroom (+4.7 dB) with Type I
tape, and the indicator had advanced to the
+4 to +6 segment. Figure 7 plots THD + N
at 315 Hz as a function of recorded level for
each formulation.

Certainly, I'd prefer greater headroom
(especially with metal tape), but with a
combination record/play head, this is the
price paid for attaining usable response to
20 kHz. To resolve 20 -kHz recordings re-
quires a very narrow head gap; this pre-

cludes penetrating deep within a high-coer-
civity tape when recording. As a result, the
full benefits of metal tape can't be achieved.

On the other hand, two -head decks are
theoretically free of record/play azimuth er-
ror, since the same head is used for both
functions. Indeed, I measured an average
interchannel phase error of only 0.4° at 10
kHz, with a spread of ±14.6° due to dynam-
ic tape skewing. Record/play channel sepa-
ration was good (51 dB at 315 Hz), and the
erase head did an acceptable job wiping the
tape. With metal tape (the most difficult to
erase) and a 100 -Hz recording, erasure was
59.1 dB. The MPX filter notched the 19 -
kHz pilot used in FM -stereo broadcasts by a

decent 30.7 dB and was reasonably well
aligned; maximum rejection (37.0 dB) oc-
curred at 19,150 Hz.

Record/play S/N ratios re: DIN 0 are giv-
en in Table I. I measured S/N on both an A -
weighted and CCIR/ARM basis (normal-
ized to 2 kHz) on each tape, without noise

YAMAHA'S KX-580
SHOWS THAT, YES,

THERE'S LIFE IN

THE OLD CASSETTE YET.

reduction and with each Dolby NR setting.
Each of the third -octave noise spectra in
Fig. 8 shows results for one tape type with
the four NR settings.

The transport in my test sample ran a tad
fast (0.9%), but its speed was invariant over
a line -voltage range from 105 to 127 V. The
DIN -weighted record/play wow and flutter
measured ±0.12%; on a weighted EIAJ rms
basis, wow and flutter was 0.08% weighted
rms. It took about 130 to 135 seconds to
fast -wind a C-90 cassette from end to end.

Use and Listening Tests
I was very favorably impressed with the

KX-580's sound, especially with Dolby S
noise reduction. I played a few commercial
Dolby S cassettes recorded on Type I tape;
they sounded far superior to run-of-the-
mill Dolby B fare-much quieter, with a
better high end and generally cleaner.

I tried "Play Trim" on these tapes and on
cassettes I had recorded on other decks.
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Since the KX-580's head azimuth is almost
spot on, I usually preferred the sound with
"Play Trim" at the detent. However, I did
find a few cassettes (mostly of the commer-
cial variety) where a little "Play Trim" boost
did wonders for the top end.

To give the KX-580 a more thorough
workout, I dubbed several CDs onto a
number of tapes of each generic type. I had
the deck auto -tune for each tape before
recording but left "Bias Adjust" at the de -
tent. I recorded every tape using each Dolby
NR setting, matched levels as best I could,
and made a direct comparison with the CD.
Invariably, Dolby S NR came out on top,
and I usually preferred the sound with Dol-
by B NR to that with the C -type system. Al-

though "C" was obviously quieter than "B,"
the dynamics seemed altered and the trans-
parency impaired. I've often found this to
be the case with Dolby C NR -and I'm not
faulting the 10C-580. Dolby S NR goes a
long way toward overcoming the aggressive
behavior of Dolby C and, if anything, is
quieter.

The Dolby S recordings weren't indistin-
guishable from the CDs, but they came
mighty close. Dubs of
harpsichord record-
ings, for example,
maintained the in-
strument's character
far better than I've
come to expect on
cassette. The main
differences seemed to
be a somewhat heav-
ier, thumpier bass
and a slight thicken-
ing in overall sound,
but without the CD
for direct compari-
son, I think you'd
have no cause for
complaint.

I got the best results with "standard"
grade cassettes from the top manufacturers.
"Premium" cassettes often sag in the upper
midrange and peak in the high end when
used with standard record equalization.
This may make the "premium" tapes sound
brighter on some decks, but with Dolby S
NR and I -LX Pro, the KX-580 doesn't need
or want them. In fact, some of the best dubs
I made were on Type I tape, which, to my
ears, has always been more "transparent"
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Table I-Record/play noise, in a re: DIN 0 level.

Without NR
With Dolby B NR
With Dolby C NR
With Dolby S NR

Without NR
With Dolby B NR
With Dolby C NR
With Dolby S NR

A -Weighted Noise, dB

TYPE I TYPE II TYPE IV

-55.5 -60.0 -5E.9

-64.7 -68.4 -67.5
-71.8 -75.0 -74.7
-73.2 -77.6 -77.0

CCIR/ARM-Weighted Noise, dB
TYPE I

-52.3
-63.0
-72.4
-75.2

TYPE II TYPE IV

- 57.5
-67.9
-76.8
-79.3

-56.0
-66.5
-75.8
-78.1

than Type II. With Dolby S NR to take care
of noise and HX Pro to extend treble head-
room, there's no reason not to use Type I
formulations. I'd reserve metal tapes for
material that has unusual amounts of high -
frequency energy; Type I has better low -fre-

quency characteristics on this two -head
deck and would be my choice for the ma-
jority of recordings.

Yes, Virginia, there's still life in the old
cassette yet! A
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EQUIPMENT
D. B. KEELE, JR.

TOTEM ACOUSTIC
ROKK SPEAKER

Totem Acoustic was founded in 1987
by Vincent Bruzzese in Montreal,
Canada and is marketed in the Unit-
ed States by May Audio. According to

Bruzzese, Totem's primary goal was
to produce a quality line of speakers

"capable of a truly musical and involving
performance," speakers that "provide an af-
fordable soul mover for the music lover."
Even the name Totem was carefully chosen
in an attempt to communicate the compa-
ny's direction. Totem represents, in
Bruzzese's words, "a guiding force, a trans -
dimensional bridge to a higher musical

awareness, a step towards higher communi-
cation and truth."

Bruzzese emphasizes that his speakers are
primarily designed using research tech-
niques that bypass conventional measure-
ment -oriented regimens and that heavily
stress "exacting and complete listening tests
in varied yet normal listening environ-
ments." He further states his position, say-
ing "We put emphasis on a speaker able to
transmit sound which would be correctly
interpreted by our brain, but not necessari-
ly properly interpreted by measuring in-
struments in anechoic chambers."

The Rokk is the next -to -least expensive
of the six systems manufactured by Totem
Acoustic. These range from the Mite, at
$595 per pair, up to the MANI-2, at $3,995
per pair. All Totem speakers are two-way
mini monitors built around small, direct -
radiator, dynamic drivers. And all are clear-
ly aimed at the high -end market; they fea-
ture exotic materials and sophisticated
construction techniques, and stress uncom-
mon design attributes. Starting with only a
handful of U.S. dealers in 1990, Totem
Acoustic now has, through the distribution
efforts of May Audio, more than 70.

Superficially, the Rokk appears to be a
small, understated, two-way vented de-
sign-like many others. Totem deliberately
chose a classic, slim -line look that would
have long-term appeal for almost everyone,
instead of a more ephemeral avant-garde
look.

Atypical, however, is what you don't see.
Rather than the standard, vinyl -fold, wrap-
up design, the box of the Rokk is a strong
assembly, lock -mitered on all faces and
joints. Its MDF panels are veneered on both
sides, and the enclosure contains a sturdy
cross brace. Bruzzese says that these con-
struction techniques promote long-term
rigidity and cabinet life. All inside surfaces
are coated with a spray of borosilicate
damping compound to reduce panel vibra-
tions and internal acoustic reflections. The
use of this compound makes other absorp-
tion material, such as fiberglass filler or
wadding, superfluous. Indeed, when I first
looked into the box after removing the
woofer, I was surprised at the absence of
any stuffing material.

The Rokk is designed to be used without
a grille. (The American importer, May Au-
dio, does offer an optional grille for situa-
tions where pets or small children may be a
concern.) The exposed drivers look quite
eye-catching and distinctive. All six sides of
the cabinet are finished. The first systems I
received were supplied in a very attractive
dark mahogany. A second set, finished in
black ash, was quite good-looking too.

On the rear of the cabinet, near the top
and centered laterally, is a port tube, 33/4
inches deep and about 13/8 inches in di-
ameter. An input -connection cup is re-
cessed at the bottom. Input connections
consist of a pair of gold-plated, five -way
binding posts on standard 3/4 -inch centers
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with bi-wire straps. Large cable, up to 0.2
inch in diameter (AWG No. 6), is handled
by the posts.

The Rokk's woofer is a 5 -inch, high -ex-
cursion driver with a fiber cone and butyl
rubber surround. The tweeter contains a 1 -
inch, Ferrofluid-cooled, titanium dome.
(Actually, the dome's formed -metal sur-
round measures 1 inch, while the dome it-
self is about 3/4 inch in diameter.)

The Rokk's hand -wired crossover is at-
tached to the rear of the input -connection
cup. All internal wiring is done with small -
gauge, solid, oxygen -free copper wire. All
connections are made with solder of high
silver content and are Teflon coated for
maximum life and freedom from oxidation.
Only top-quality parts are used in the
crossover, which is a first -order, minimalist
design consisting of a series resistor and ca-
pacitor driving the tweeter and an inductor
in series with the woofer. The inductor is a
special air -core unit made by Solen, using
multistranded Litz wire. Metal -oxide resis-
tors are used, along with a polypropylene
capacitor bypassed with polystyrene units

SPECS
Type: Two-way, bookshelf -size,

vented -box system.

Drivers: 5 -in. cone woofer and 1 -in.,
titanium -dome, magnetic -fluid -
cooled tweeter.

Frequency Response: 50 Hz to 20
kHz, ±2 dB.

Sensitivity: 87 dB at 1 meter, 2.83 V
rms applied.

Maximum Sound Pressure: 107 dB
SPL before dynamic compression.

Crossover Frequency: 3.2 kHz.
Impedance: 4 ohms, nominal.
Recommended Amplifier Power: 20 to

80 watts per channel.
Dimensions: 15 in. H x 63/s in. W x

95/s in. D (38.1 cm x 16 cm x 24.5
cm).

Weight: 11.4 lbs. (5.2 kg) each.

Price: $895 per pair; available in black
ash or mahogany; optional grille,
$40 per pair.

Company Address: c/o May Audio,
10524 Lexington Dr., Suite 300,
Knoxville, Tenn. 37932.

For literature, circle No. 92

of lower value. The three -element crossover
is made up of six components (two resis-
tors, one inductor, and three capacitors).

Measurements
I started this review in a bit of a dilemma.

Normally I do a significant amount of the
listening for my reviews before I do the
measurements. For the Totem Acoustic
Rokk, I violated this policy somewhat to
take advantage of a break in the weather for
the outdoor ground -plane measurements,
which are required for accurate determina-
tion of low -frequency response. In the

TOTEM ACOUSTIC'S

EMPHASIS IS ON HOW

ITS SPEAKERS SOUND,

NOT HOW THEY MEASURE.

process of measuring frequency response
(which routinely includes a wideband
curve, from 100 Hz to 20 kHz), I discovered
what I thought was a problem with the
Rokks supplied to me.

Measured at 2 meters on the tweeter axis,
both systems exhibited a one -octave -wide,

12 -dB suckout in the on -axis frequency re-
sponse at 3.5 kHz and a 6 -dB peak at 6.5
kHz-hardly flat response! As the suckout
roughly matched the Rokk's 3.2 -kHz
crossover frequency, I suspected that the
tweeter section of the crossover was inad-
vertently wired in reverse polarity. I

checked this by measuring the speaker with
the tweeter hookup reversed at the bi-
wiring connections. This reversal resulted
in a significantly flatter response through
the crossover region but a moderate (third -
octave -wide) dip centered at 7.2 kHz, ap-
proximately replacing the former peak.

Before I review a speaker, I attempt to
make sure that it is operating as the marn:
facturer intends. In this case, I had my
doubts. I therefore called Totem, and subse-
quently a second pair was sent to me. The
new speakers measured essentially the same
as the previous ones, complete with the oc-
tave -wide dip at crossover and the peak at a

higher frequency.
What to do? Should I decline to review

the model due to the poor measured re-

sponse I obtained? Or should I continue the
review as is, judging both measurement and
listening on that basis? In the meantime, I
got a call from Vincent Bruzzese. He said
that the Rokk really does have a response
dip at the crossover but that I (or a cus-
tomer) should feel free to use it with the
tweeter connection reversed if the system
appeared to perform better that way.

There was my answer: I should evaluate
the Rokk both ways! I then took duplicate
sets of measurements on the speakers, with
the tweeters connected normally (as factory
supplied) and with the tweeter connections
reversed. Not all measurements are shown
here, however.

The on -axis, anechoic frequency re-
sponse of the Rokk is shown in Fig. 1, both
with the tweeter connected normally and
with it reversed. Measurements were taken
I meter from the front of the cabinet, on
the tweeter's axis. The input was 2.83 V rms
(equivalent to 2 watts into the rated 4 -ohm
impedance). A combination of ground -
plane and elevated free -field measurements
was used to derive the resultant curves.

As can be seen in Fig. 1, the reversed
tweeter connection provides a much flatter
response curve. With the speaker connected
normally, the response fits a rather loose
window of about 13 dB. When reversed, the

response fits a much tighter window of
about 7 dB in the range of 70 Hz to 20 kHz
but doesn't meet the manufacturer's rating
of 50 Hz to 20 kHz within a 4 -dB window.

Averaged between 250 Hz and 4 kHz, the
Rokk's sensitivity measured 85.2 dB with
the normal connection and 86.6 dB with
the reversed configuration. The latter essen-
tially meets Totem's 87 -dB rating. The right
and left systems matched within a close ±-1

The Rokk's dual
terminals are
good for more
than just bi-wiring.
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dB from 100 Hz to 20 kHz. That is,
each pair of speakers matched this
closely, but a set -to -set comparison

yielded a looser (±1.75 -dB) match.
Figure 2A shows the phase,

group -delay, and waveform -phase
responses with the tweeter con-
nected normally, referenced to the
tweeter's arrival time. The phase
curve is well behaved, with no ma-
jor anomalies, but decreases 245°
between 1 and 20 kHz. The group -
delay curve indicates that the
woofer/midrange lags the tweeter
by about 450 µS in the upper
midrange. The waveform phase, al-
though near zero below 1.5 kHz,
varies around 90° to 180° between
3 and 9 kHz. (The sharp transi-
tions at 3, 4, and 7 kHz are merely
wraps where the phase cycles
through the 180° limit of this mea-
surement.) This test indicates that
waveforms will not be preserved
very well in the tweeter's response
range. Note that frequency re-
sponse must be nearly flat, and
waveform phase close to zero over
an appreciable
waveforms to be preserved.

For comparison, Fig. 2B shows
the same measurements with the
tweeter connected in reverse. Im-
mediately apparent is that the
phase curve exhibits 180° less rota-
tion above 1 kHz than in Fig. 2A; it
changes only about 70° above 1
kHz. The group -delay curve is
much improved, exhibiting much
less delay between 800 Hz and 2.5
kHz. The waveform phase is also
improved and stays closer to zero
in the range between 1 and 6.5
kHz. Only at and above about 7
kHz does the waveform phase go
above ±90°. Neither connection,
however, will faithfully preserve
waveshapes over the tweeter's en-
tire range. Note that, above 10 kHz,
the normal connection yields
waveform phase values closer to
zero.

Another situation that needed to
be investigated was whether the
drivers were connected properly to
the crossover with respect to their

inherent polarity. In other words, would a
positive voltage applied to the positive ter-
minal of the tweeter (or woofer) move the
diaphragm forward? I checked this by ap-
plying a d.c. voltage to both the tweeter and
the woofer. In both cases, the diaphragms
moved out, indicating that each driver was
connected properly for a first -order
crossover. So, in the normal connection
mode, the drivers' negative terminals are
properly connected to crossover ground.

Why, then, are the measurements better
with the tweeter reversed? Apparently the
Rokk's driver and crossover magnitude and
phase responses favor the reversed connec-
tion over the in -phase connection. In theo-
ry, however, a correctly implemented, pure
first -order crossover (with pure 6-dB/oc-
tave roll -offs in acoustic response) yields
best results and perfect waveform repro-
duction when both the woofer and the
tweeter are connected in the same relative
polarity. In that situation, a reversal of dri-
ver polarity should have no effect on the
magnitude of response, but should add
180° of phase rotation to the phase curve,
and the system will therefore not reproduce
waveforms accurately.

response is not shown here. The curves for
normal and reversed connections were fair-
ly well behaved, however.

Figure 3 illustrates the horizontal off -axis
responses with the Rokk's tweeter connect-
ed normally; the curve at the rear of the
graph is the on -axis response. The off -axis
horizontal responses are quite uniform all
the way to 20 kHz. The dip in the crossover
region is immediately evident.

The vertical off -axis curves are shown in
Fig. 4; the bold curve, halfway back in the
graph, is the on -axis response. The dip in
the on -axis response at crossover is not
clearly seen, because it is hidden by other
curves. The response through the crossover
region gets significantly better at larger an-
gles, but it gets worse at angles below axis
(not clearly seen). This has significance
when the tweeter is reversed, which makes
the response better for downward angles
than upward angles. (The practical conse-
quence of this will be discussed later.)

Figure 5 shows the Rokk's impedance.
Note the energetic nature of the curve, with
a high of 49 ohms at 87 Hz and a low of 4.4
ohms at the vented -box resonance of 44 Hz
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" , I felt I was hearing the music itself"
"This Audio Research is

unquestionably the best yet.
It had the classic Audio

Research 'High Definition'
sound, highly revealing and
satisfyingly detailed, all this
seemingly achieved without
effort ...

This is a reference -grade
result, and is strengthened by
the very fine balance of all the
sonic aspects which together
determine a musically satisfy-
ing performance...

It set a new standard for
amplifiers combining the puri-
ty and grace of the vacuum
tube with the precision and

constancy of the solid state.
The VT 150 is a tour de force
for William Z. Johnson..."
By Martin Colloms
Reprinted from

HI -Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
February 1994

"The VT 150s presented an
astonishingly believable and
natural rendering of timbre.
Instead of hearing a hi-fi repre-
sentation of the music, I felt I
was hearing the music itself ...

The VT 150 is, without
question, the best power am-
plifier I've heard... The
VT 150s went far beyond any
descriptions of sonic qualities.
Instead, they were truly

audio research

transcendental, bringing me
so much closer to my favorite
music than I thought could be
achieved by changing power
amplifiers

The bottom line is that
I've enjoyed music more
through the LS5 and VT 150s
than with any other electronics
I've had in my system. In fact,
nothing else has ever come
close. The VT 150s provided
the kind of experience that
must be experienced firsthand
to be believed."
By Robert Hartley
Reprinted from
STEREOPHILE
Vol. 17. No. la August 1994

HIGH DEFINITION®
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and at 240 Hz. A high of 43 ohms is also
reached at 2.9 kHz, near the crossover. Be-
low 100 Hz, the classic impedance curve of
the vented -box enclosure (two peaks and a
dip) is clearly seen. Note the slight squiggles

in the curve at 550, 800, and 1,200 Hz,
which may be due to side -wall or internal
resonances of the box.

The Rokk's high max/min impedance
variation of nearly 10 to 1 (43 divided by
4.4) means that the series resistance of ca-
ble and amp should be limited to a maxi-
mum of about 0.057 ohm to keep cable -
drop effects from causing response peaks
and dips greater than 0.1 dB. For a typical
run of about 10 feet, a minimum of 14 -
gauge, low -inductance cable should be
used.

Figure 6 shows the complex impedance
of the Rokk over the frequency range from
5 Hz to 30 kHz. The plot exhibits a nearly
classic three -loop impedance characteristic
(circles of three different sizes). The largest
circle appears segmented, due to under -
sampling in my measurement technique.
Maximum phase was +58.6° (inductive) at
74 Hz, while minimum phase was -57.1°
(capacitive) at 102 Hz. Although these
phase values are high, the Rokk's fairly high
minimum impedance of 4.4 ohms should
present no problem to any solid-state am-
plifiers, though tube amps might have
problems with the 10 -to -1 variation.

A high-level sine -wave sweep revealed
that the Rokk's cabinet is fairly rigid except
for some vibration of the front, top, and

OVERALL BALANCE WAS

GOOD, WITH DEEP BASS,

EXTENDED HIGHS, AND

ADMIRABLE IMAGING.

side walls at and near 520 Hz. The maxi-
mum excursion of the 5 -inch woofer was
about 0.4 inch, peak to peak, and when
overdriven it made no harsh sounds apart
from high levels of third -harmonic distor-
tion. No dynamic offset was noticed. The
vented box works quite well and reduces
the cone excursion at box resonance by
about one-half. This can be seen by com-
paring cone excursion with the port open,

as is normal, to the cone's excursion
when the port is covered. Minimum
woofer excursion occurred at 45 Hz.
Port wind noise was fairly high at high
power in the bass range, but the rear lo-
cation of the port reduces these effects.

Figure 7 shows two sets of 3 -meter
room responses, one set with the tweet-
er polarity normal and the other with it
reversed. Both raw and sixth -octave
smoothed responses are shown in each
set. The Rokk was in the right-hand
stereo position and aimed at the test
microphone, which was at ear height
(36 inches) at the listener's position on
the sofa. The system was driven with a
swept sine -wave signal of 2.83 V rms
(corresponding to 2 watts into the rated
4 -ohm impedance). The direct sound
and 13 mS of the room's reverberation
are included. For these measurements, I
placed the speaker on a 23 -inch -high
stand. The Rokk was right -side up for
the normal tweeter connection and up-
side down for the reversed connection. I
did this to insure that the system's re-
sponse lobe at crossover would be
aimed in the upward direction for both
tweeter connections. (See previous
comments describing the vertical off -
axis responses in Fig. 4.)

As before, the response is significant-
ly flatter for the reversed tweeter con-
nection. Excluding room effects (a peak
at 170 Hz and a dip at 415 Hz), the aver-

aged curves fit a 10 -dB window for the
normal connection but a tighter 7 -dB
window for the reversed connection.
More important, the reversed connection
provides a much flatter room curve in the
region between 500 Hz and 8 kHz.

Figure 8 shows the Rokk's E1 (41.2 -Hz)
harmonic distortion, with input power
ranging from 0.025 to 25 watts (10 V rms
into the rated 4 -ohm load). Although the
system could handle 50 watts (14.14 V
rms), the excursion limits of the woofer
were reached, which raised the third -har-
monic distortion to nearly 100% at full
power. At 25 watts, as seen in Fig. 8, the sec-

ond -harmonic distortion reaches 12%,
while the third attains a much higher 33%;
higher harmonics are 11.6% fourth, 11.7%
fifth, and 4.4% sixth. At 1 meter in free
space and driven with an input of 25 watts,
the system generated a fairly usable 88 dB
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Fig. 7-Three-meter
room responses.
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SPL at 41.2 Hz, and, you must remember,
this is a small box.

Figure 9 shows A2 (110 -Hz) harmonic
distortion with a 25 -watt power limit. The
predominant distortion is a moderate
13.6% second, 7.5% third, 5.1% fourth, and
a much lower 1.2% fifth. Driven with 25
watts, this speaker reached a fairly loud 100
dB SPL at 110 Hz.

The A4 (440 -Hz) distortion data (not
shown) reached only 1.8% second at 50
watts and 1.1% second at 25 watts. Higher
harmonics were negligible.

The IM distortion is shown in Fig. 10.
Distortion rises to the fairly high level of
17.5% at full power (50 watts). This level is
reasonable considering that the two tones
of this test are handled by the same driver.
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The Rokk's short-term, peak -power in-
put and output capabilities are shown (with
normal tweeter polarity) in Fig. 11. The
peak input power was calculated by assum-
ing that the measured peak voltage was ap-
plied across the rated 4 -ohm impedance.

The peak input power starts at about 10
watts at 20 Hz, rises to 50 watts near box
resonance, falls slightly to 42 watts at 50 Hz,

MAXIMUM POWER: 25 WATTS

3rd, 33%

2nd, 12% 4th, 11 6% 5th, 11.7%

6th, 4.4%

12: =

2.5 -

11.:PAVV- 025

0.025

and then rises smoothly to a high 6 kW at
700 Hz. At higher frequencies, the power
drops somewhat, to 2.4 kW, at the bottom
end of the tweeter's range and then rises
smoothly to a high 5.6 kW above 4 kHz.

With room gain, the maximum peak
output SPL starts at an unusable 77 dB at 20
Hz, rises rapidly to 100 dB at 55 Hz, and
then reaches 110 dB at 160 Hz. At higher

frequencies, the maximum peak
output rises to between 115 and
125 dB. Between 2 and 5 kHz, the
maximum output is restricted by
the dip in the on -axis frequency re-
sponse. Note that this speaker can
generate quite usable output of 95
dB SPL or higher in the important

250 bass range at and above 40 Hz.50 100 150 200
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Fig. 8-Harmonic distortion
for E, (41.2 Hz).
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Use and Listening Tests

As I've said, the Rokk's appear-
ance and fit and finish were out-
standing. The cabinets were quite
well constructed and put together
in craftsmanly fashion. The ma-
hogany pair was particularly good-
looking; the black pair would likely
suit a home theater. The small size
really contributed to ease of setup.
The heavy-duty binding posts
worked particularly well for
hookup. I did most of my listening
without bi-wiring the speakers.

The Rokk's owner's manual is a
single legal -size sheet, printed on
one side. It recommends using
high -quality stands filled with lead
or sand. Totem recommends that
the speakers be placed 2 to 3 feet or
more from the side walls and at
least 1 foot from the back wall, and
states that the systems can be
placed, as far from the back wall as

you want. Significant toe -in is rec-
ommended if the speakers are
placed far from the back wall (as in
my listening room). Totem recom-
mends at least 85 to 90 minutes of
break-in. I did this for the second
set of systems I received (the first
had considerable use before I re-
ceived them).

Components in my system in-
cluded Onkyo and Rotel CD play-
ers, Krell's KRC preamp and
KSA250 power amp, Straight Wire

Maestro cabling, and B & W 801 Matrix Se-
ries 3 reference speakers. The Totem speak-

ers were placed on 23 -inch stands (raising
the tweeters to about 36 inches high with
the systems upright). They were about 8
feet apart and well away from rear and side
walls, my customary locations, and aimed
toward my listening position.

As stated earier, I did take some measure-

ments of the Rokk before I did any listen-
ing. Even with some admitted bias against
the systems, due to the previously discussed

measurement problems, I initiated some se-
rious listening. What I heard was a system
that, overall, really did quite a good job on
almost everything I played. It had smooth,
extended bass (particularly considering the
size of the design), good overall balance, an
extended high end with no undue emphasis
or de -emphasis, and admirable imaging
and lateral-soundstage capabilities. These
speakers could be played cleanly and with-
out harshness at usably loud levels.

The Rokks did, however, have a tendency
to move instruments and soloists from a
front and up -close position (as properly re-
produced by my reference B & W systems)
to a position much farther back in the
soundstage. Also, when I stood up, the
Rokks' sound changed significantly-but
not necessarily to their disadvantage. In
general, instruments and soloists tended to
move forward, closer to their correct posi-
tions, when I stood up. This indicated that
whatever problem existed when I was seat-
ed was alleviated at higher listening angles.

Of course, having already seen some
problems in the measured frequency re-
sponse, I conjectured that the depression in
and through the crossover region in the on -

axis frequency response was the cause of the
instruments' moving back in the sound-

stage. To check this, I performed several lis-

tening experiments with the two pairs of
systems I had been sent.

I first placed both pairs of the Rokks in a
standard stereo setup (two on each side,
side by side) for A/B comparisons between
the pairs. The mahogany pair was on the
outside, the black pair inside. Each set was
upright, with its tweeters connected in nor-
mal (factory -supplied) polarity and with
the bi-wire bypass straps in place. In this
situation, both pairs sounded essentially
identical for seated and standing positions.
I could not tell which set was playing except
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by walking up close to the systems. On pink

noise, I noted some very slight, insignificant

differences.
Then, with both speaker pairs still up-

right, I reconnected the tweeters of the out-
side systems in reverse polarity. This imme-
diately improved the problem of soloists
being placed far back in the soundstage
when I listened to the systems sitting down.
However, the reversed -tweeter pair sound-
ed significantly worse when I stood up (not
better, as it had with normal tweeter polari-
ty). I then turned the outside systems (the
ones with the tweeters reversed) upside
down, so that their tweeters were at the bot-
tom of the cabinets. The sound was then

I FOUND MYSELF

LISTENING MORE

TO THE ROKKS

THAN TO MY BIG

REFERENCE SPEAKERS.

much closer to that of my reference speak-
ers for both seated and standing positions!

With the normal tweeter connection and
the speaker upright, the Rokk's directional
lobe at crossover was launched in an up-
ward direction, which meant the speaker's
response sounded flatter and truer to life
for standing listeners. With the tweeter po-
larity reversed, the lobe was launched
downward, degrading the sound for a
standing listener. Solution: Flip the speaker
over! Previous measurements (not shown)
revealed that the responses for seated and
standing positions were much closer to-
gether for the upside-down, reversed -
tweeter polarity condition than for the nor-
mally connected tweeter with the system
right -side up! (Refer to the 3 -meter room
curves in Fig. 7.) I conducted most of my
subsequent listening and comparison to the
B & Ws with the Rokks upside down and
their tweeters connected in reverse polarity.

When the Totem systems were in the un-
modified upright state, I listened to Musical
Truth, by The Holly Cole Trio (Alert Music
DPRO-240, an excellent promo disc avail-
able from Energy Loudspeakers). Unfortu-
nately, Cole's vocals were shoved far back in
the soundstage. With the Rokks upside
down and their tweeters reversed, Cole was

brought back forward, which resulted in a
balance and soundstage that compared
quite well with those of the B & W 801s.
This was true whether I was seated or
standing.

Remember again, however, that with the
exception of the stated problems with re-
sponse in the upper midrange and poor
vertical coverage, the Rokks did an excep-
tional job on the many other areas of its
performance. Reversing the tweeter and
flipping the system upside down made an
already formidable design much better.

On organ material with heavy but only
moderately low -frequency pedal notes, the
Rokks did a very good job for their size.
With the low end extending down to an
honest 40 Hz, the Rokks' high/low balance
is near optimum. They cannot play at
room -shaking levels below 40 Hz, but
would be a very fine choice for a dorm sys-
tem (although not for a student into high-
level heavy metal).

On band -limited pink noise, the Rokks
could not generate any usable bass output
in the 20- and 25 -Hz third -octave bands.
Some usable output was noted at 31 Hz and
much more output at 40 Hz and higher.
Port wind noise was not a problem because
the port faces to the rear.

An excellent demo of the Rokks' clean,
wide -range performance can be found in a
recent release from Sheffield, Sonic Detour
by the Freeway Philharmonic (Sheffield Lab
10050-2-F). Check out track 3 ("Good Vi-
brations") and track 6 ("Hoedown") for
some very innovative and fun sonic materi-
al. The percussion particularly shows off
this speaker's capabilities.

With classical music, the Rokk is well
suited to small ensembles, such as chamber
groups. When I compared the Rokks direct-
ly to the 801s, I found myself voluntarily lis-

tening more to the Rokks even though the
big guys are decidedly better performers.
Only systems with good overall perfor-
mance compare this well with the 801s.

The Totem Acoustic Rokks deserve seri-
ous attention for use as a wide -range main
system or as a high-performance second
system. The Rokks will also work very well
in a home theater setup with a subwoofer.
And try my easy "modification," which
makes this good system even better. This
may sound like a whack; it isn't. These little
speakers are good! A
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AUDIO RESEARCH
DAC3 D/A CONVERTER

& CDT1 CD TRANSPORT

The Audio Research CDT!
transport and DAC3 convert-
er come as close as any CD
combo I've heard to the
sound of the best tube pre -
amps. In fact, the DAC3 is the

first fully satisfactory tube DAC I've
encountered. Some others have been
euphonic, but at the cost of soften-
ing or blurring detail in the upper
octaves, reducing dynamic contrasts,
and/or imposing their own sound -
stage on every recording which they
process. In contrast, the DAC3 offers
the special dynamics and harmonic

Company Address: 5470 Green
Circle Dr., Minnetonka, Minn.
55343.
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integrity of the best tube preamps,
without artificial "romance" or eu-
phonic coloration. And it offers ex-
ceptional soundstage depth and de-
tail without significantly imposing
its own character on the recording.

As one might expect from Audio
Research, these are products of lux-
ury quality, with luxury price tags.
The CDT1 sells for $2,495 and the
DAC3 for $3,495. Although their qual-
ity/price ratios are "reasonable" com-
pared to some competing products
that sell for more than three times as
much, these components are any-
thing but cheap.

The CDT1 transport is the more
conventional of the two units. It of-
fers the full standard feature set,

with typical Audio Research styling.

Its Philips CDM-12.1 drive mecha-
nism uses magnetic disc clamping,
and careful attention is paid to me-
chanical damping. Electronic strip-
ping techniques are used to reduce
jitter, and the transport has a three -
beam laser diode and grating unit as
well as a digitally controlled, low -in-

ertia, linear positioning servo. The
advanced power supply has two
transformers and extensive regula-
tion. The CDT1 uses high -stability,
crystal -controlled reclocking for all
its outputs, which include an
AES/EBU, an S/P DIF with a BNC
connector, an ST -type glass -fiber

optical, and a Toslink plastic -fiber
optical output. The AES/EBU and
S/P DIF outputs are driven by a
high -current, balanced line driver
and are transformer -coupled.

Tray movement and loading are
excellent, and the CDTI's display is
easily readable at a distance. There
are no unusual programming fea-
tures. The only thing I found strik-
ing about the ergonomics is that the
small black buttons on the front
panel blend in with the black back-
ground. This would make operating
the CDT1 a bit difficult if it were not
for the remote, which is almost cer-
tain to be the control panel of choice
for most audiophiles.

The DAC3's power -supply and
digital circuits are not radically dif-
ferent from those of a number of
other top D/A converters, but its
analog circuitry takes full advantage
of Audio Research's long history
with tube preamps. The power sup-
ply reflects a typical high -end em-
phasis: The a.c. line input is filtered,
and one transformer feeds the digi-
tal input and converter while a sec-
ond feeds the analog circuitry. Au-
dio Research believes that separate
transformers provide a cleaner and
more dynamic performance. A total
of 10 regulators covers each critical
stage of the circuit. The power sup-
plies for the analog section are iden-
tical to those used in the LS5 Mark _2
II preamp. The circuitry is on a
heavy, double -sided board. Special ti
attention is paid to grounding, to f.
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minimize any corruption of the audio sig-
nal by digital noise.

Audio Research selects its digital devices
and passive components on the basis of ex-
haustive listening tests as well as good engi-
neering practice, and the company tends to
be a bit proprietary about details. For in-
stance, the DACs and some of the ICs are
painted over. The broad topology of the
digital circuit, however, is clear. The DAC3
has a monolithic, 24 -bit input receiver and
a delta -sigma D/A converter with eight -
times interpolation, which is followed by a
64-times-oversampling delta -sigma modu-
lator. The resulting dynamic range is said
to be 107 dB.

The analog circuitry draws on the out-
put of the delta -sigma modulator, which
feeds a one -bit signal to an all -tube, analog
low-pass filter derived
from the LS5 Mark II
preamp. Four 6922
dual triodes are used
in this circuit, and
two -stage jitter reduc-
tion is provided by
two separate voltage -
controlled oscillators.
One is located in the
digital audio interface, and the other is in-
corporated in a proprietary PLL circuit lo-
cated between the delta -sigma converter
and the analog output.

The features of the DAC3 are increasing-
ly typical of the breed. There are AES/EBU
(XLR), S/P DIF (RCA jack), ST optical,
and Toslink inputs and outputs. The front -
panel switches include on/off, polarity in-
version (accomplished in digital mode to
reduce distortion), and a three -position in-
put selector with automatic muting.

As is typical of the best recent trans-
ports, the CDT1's sound is difficult to de-
scribe. Its practical resolving power
equalled that of my reference Theta Digital
(the Data) and Krell transports, and was
very similar to that of PS Audio's Lambda.
The CDT1 performed very well with CDs
that sometimes make poor transports skip,
and did very well with a range of older,
low -quality CDs. Although all transports
differ somewhat in resolving power and
vary slightly in performance from disc to
disc, the CDT1 ranks near the top of what I
have used to date. The only transport that I
would rate higher is the Mark Levinson

No. 31, which costs nearly three times as
much. The CDT l's performance with the
AES/EBU output seemed slightly better
than with the BNC and ST outputs, but
this might change when using D/A con-
verters other than the DAC3 or with differ-
ent digital cables.

The sound of the DAC3 was a great deal
more easily identifiable. Digital signals are
processed by D/A converters in slightly dif-
ferent ways, and a reviewer cannot normal-

ly distinguish the relative effects of the dig-
ital and analog circuitry. In broad terms,
however, the DAC3 seemed to do a very
good, but not outstanding, job of resolving
the digital signal from CDs. I have audi-
tioned two other converters, the Mark
Levinson No. 30.5 and the Theta Digital
DSPro Generation V, that could resolve

more low-level detail
and produce cleaner
upper octaves from
older, poorer quality
CDs than can the
DAC3.

That said, I know
of no D/A converter
that is more musical
with really good CDs

than the DAC3, although a number of top
converters provide equally musical sound
of a somewhat different nature. With a
clean CD, the DAC3 delivered extraordi-
nary harmonic integrity and sweetness in
the strings and woodwinds without losing
any high -frequency information or detail.
Further, while most tube CD players and
D/A converters I have heard have tended to
slightly soften the upper octaves, the attack
of certain instruments, and some aspects of
musical dynamics, the DAC3 delivered vir-
tually all of the musical information to be
found in a first-rate CD.

This exceptional ability to deliver music
may take a bit of time to understand if you
consider lower quality transistor units as
"normal." The DAC3's upper octaves,
transients, and dynamics do not have the
slight obtrusive edge common even in
some high -end transistor equipment, and
the sound may initially seem a bit soft. You
have to hear the triangle or the characteris-
tic bite of a modern violin to appreciate
that all of the music is there, and that what
is missing is electronic coloration. Extend-
ed listening will make it clear that the up -

WHAT IS MISSING FROM

THE DAC3'S SOUND

IS ELECTRONIC

COLORATION.

per octaves emanating from the DAC3 are
extraordinarily convincing.

As a good practical example, I suggest
the Chicago Symphony version of Berg's
Violin Concerto (Deutsche Grammophon
437 093-2). This is a great performance of
some of the most demanding music you
can ask a digital system to reproduce. It has
exceptionally complex string tones, dy-
namic contrasts, and orchestral soundstage
detail, plus extraordinary low-level infor-
mation. This kind of CD makes you search
for equipment with every possible bit of
added musicality, as it is just a bit below
the top standards. With a truly high -quality
CD, the DAC3 is even more musical. With
such recordings, the soundstage is filled

with information-and with layers of depth
that match soundstage width. The imaging
is remarkably natural, and the soundstage
is stable, with excellent center fill.

If there is any slight shortcoming in the
DAC3's sound, it may be a slight touch of
warmth in the lower midrange/upper bass
and in the very deep bass. My Krell and
Theta reference units seem to do slightly
better in defining the deep bass, at least
when it is reproduced through woofers and
subwoofers of extended range and rich in
dynamic detail. Still, many audiophiles
may consider these aspects of the DAC3's
sound to be strengths rather than short-
comings, however subtle.

I should make two caveats about my
praise for the CDT1 and DAC3. First, I am
defining musicality in terms of the CD, not
other recording media. Good as today's
CD equipment may be, none I have heard
competes with the best 20 -bit professional
digital tape recorders, and the best phono
units have superior musicality in some re-
spects. Today, state-of-the-art CD sound
does not mean perfection. Second, I have
only briefly heard the new HDCD process,
which should become commercially avail-
able shortly and may overcome some of the
technical limits of CDs.

These caveats aside, the Audio Research
CDT1 and DAC3 are strong competitors
for the best sound available. No CD or
DAT equipment I have ever heard has been
more musical than the DAC3 with truly
good recordings, and no combination has
ever done a better job of engendering sheer
musical enjoyment. In this case, tubes
make good on their promise. A
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VANDERSTEEN 3A
SPEAKER

0
nce upon a time, speaker re-
views were easy to write. You

simply listened for the domi-
nant frequency colorations,
described them, and then let
the reader make up his own

mind. You might also have discussed
dynamics, bandwidth, and distor-
tion, but frequency colorations were
usually so severe that they were what
really mattered. It has, however,
been a long time since good high -

Company Address: 116 West
Fourth St., Hanford, Cal.
93230.
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end speakers could be judged pri-
marily in terms of their frequency
colorations. While treble directivity
is still a problem, particularly with
smaller monitors, most of the better
high -end speakers must now be
judged by other aspects of sound
quality: Transparency, soundstage,
imaging, and dynamics as well as
the speaker's ability to reproduce
the upper treble and deep bass.

This is certainly true of the Van-
dersteen 3A. It has excellent fre-
quency response down to at least 40
Hz and up well beyond 20 kHz. It
sounds exceptionally smooth and
flat in the critical region from 100
Hz to 5 kHz, and is remarkably free

of the kind of "boxy" coloration that
listeners once took for granted. This
is a speaker that yearns to be judged
in terms of nuance, not a few strik-
ing colorations-plus, it has a su-
perb, open soundstage.

The Vandersteen 3A is a recent
upgrade of the Vandersteen 3, which
came out last year. It lists for $2,595
per pair and differs significantly
from its predecessor. For starters, it
has a new "acoustic coupler" driver,
a new woofer, an improved tweeter,
and a completely revamped cross-
over network.

This speaker represents the result
of years of computerized Fast Fouri-
er Transform (FFT) analysis and the
company's research into diffraction
effects, driver designs, crossovers,
and enclosure materials. From the
outside, the 3A may look like an or-
dinary box, but appearances are de-
ceiving: Behind the grille cloth is a
series of stepped enclosures.

The bottom enclosure holds two
bass drivers, a long -excursion 8 -inch
woofer and a rear -firing, 10 -inch

"acoustic coupler" (so called be-
cause it shares the same enclosure,
though it has its own signal feed and
crossover point). The acoustic cou-
pler, at the bottom of the bass enclo-
sure, has an alloy cone and a heavy-
duty, 11/2 -inch, four -layer voice -coil;

it covers the spectrum from 26 to 35
Hz. The 8 -inch woofer has a poly
cone and a 40 -ounce, focused -gap
magnet structure; it covers the spec-
trum from 35 Hz through 600 Hz.
Both drivers have extended pole
pieces with copper shorting rings,
for more accurate outward strokes,
plus dual spiders. The 10 -inch active
acoustic coupler, 8 -inch woofer, and
crossover are designed to comple-
ment each other in ways that reduce
box loss, thermodynamic loss, and
active/passive transfer irregularities.

On top of the woofer enclosure is
another enclosure that holds a 41/2 -
inch midrange driver with a linear
surround, a curvilinear polycone,
and a proprietary die-cast basket -
and -magnet structure. This particu-
lar driver is set back from the 8 -inch
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driver to preserve time coherence, and is
angled to control dispersion. It covers the
range from 600 Hz to 5 kHz. Above the
midrange is a 1 -inch, metal -alloy dome
tweeter. This driver uses a dual chamber to
reduce reflections, has Ferrofluid voice -coil
cooling, and covers the frequency range
from 5 to 30 kHz.

The baffles holding each driver are kept
as small as possible, to eliminate early re-
flections and edge diffraction off the baffle.
The alignment and positioning of the driv-
ers were determined using FFT techniques
so that the drivers act as an apparent point
source and maximize phase coherence. The

VANDERSTEEN'S 3A

MAKES MUSIC

COME ALIVE OVER

A WIDE LISTENING AREA.

crossover, which uses first -order networks
to preserve phase integrity, is compensated
to allow the drivers to operate in absolute
polarity with each other. The crossover also
uses high -quality air -core inductors and
film capacitors in the signal path, and is
tested to ensure a deviation of less than 0.1
dB from a reference circuit. The 3A will al-
low bi-wiring.

The net result of all this technology is an
impressive set of specifications. The FFT
impulse response is excellent, as is acoustic
phase response. Frequency response is ±3
dB from 26 Hz to 30 kHz and is ±1.5 dB
from 30 Hz to 22 kHz. Dispersion at 30°
off axis is ±3 dB from 26 Hz to 17 kHz.
Sensitivity is 86 dB SPL for 1 watt. Imped-
ance is 4 to 6 ohms, and while the Vander-
steen 3A requires an amplifier that is stable
into 4 ohms, its impedance curve is very
smooth and never drops below 4 ohms.

According to Richard Vandersteen, the
numerous goals of the engineering effort
behind the 3A included devising a speaker
that would have precise dimensional imag-
ing and a wide listening area, excellent
"real -world" transient response, a high lev-
el of transparency and detail, enhanced ef-
ficiency, and greater dynamic range. These
are scarcely unusual goals for a high -end
speaker, but this time the manufacturer has
made good.
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The system requires careful attention to
set up properly. It needs about 100 hours
of break-in to perform at its best. As far as
room placement is concerned, the 3A re-
quires at least several feet of clearance from
the rear and side walls, and its deep bass
response makes it a bit more sensitive to
location than many speakers of its size.

However, if you position the 3A according
to the instruction manual (which contains
one of the few truly intelligent, detailed
discussions of speaker placement I have
ever seen in an instruction manual), you

will get very good transparency and one of
the most accurate and open soundstages
around. (I should note that I listened to
this speaker using the optional Sound An-
chor rear brace, which costs $200 per pair.)

In fact, the Vandersteen 3A comes ex-
tremely close to combining the large, open
soundstage of the large planar speakers
with the precision of an apparent point -
source speaker. The soundstage extends
from well to the left and right of the speak-
ers, through the center, in a nearly seamless
arc. There is no etching of instruments and
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no artificial imaging detail, but both left -
to -right and front -to -back imaging are as
natural and realistic as recordings permit.
The dispersion and directivity of the 3A
provide a wide, stable listening area with-
out losing soundstage detail.

A properly placed Vandersteen 3A trans-
forms good stereo recordings into exciting
listening experiences. You can hear every
rustling score, chair movement, and cough
on live recordings. The 3A gives you the
sensation of being in an orchestra seat,
slightly forward of mid -hall, with all the

sound cues the ear needs to place the
strings, percussion, and other sections of
the orchestra. Additionally, you get an ex-
cellent sense of hall effects with church
recordings, fine natural definition of choral
music, and a very good sense of theater
with those few opera recordings that deliv-
er drama along with the music.

Frequency response is quite smooth. The
bass is very deep, and the highs are won-
derfully extended. The Vandersteens do
have a slight upward tilt in frequency re-
sponse relative to a number of competing

a new line and a new I

LS -9601 Intergrated Amplifier

60 Watts per Channel - Retail $1999

THE WORLD'S MOST MUSICAL TUBE COMPONENTS... Now, AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE
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speakers, but this tilt begins comparatively
low in the midrange. This is obviously the
result of deliberate design choices regard-
ing upper octave balance and not because
of irregularities in the crossover or drivers.
Performance with voice is very good, as it
is with solo violin, piano, and guitar. You
will get no major surprises in frequency re-
sponse, despite the rising high end.

All speakers have limits and involve
trade-offs, however. While the 3A does re-
produce very deep bass, it uses only a 10 -

inch driver and a relatively small enclosure
to handle this region of the spectrum. It
does not have the dynamic slam, deep bass
definition, or bass power of much larger
speakers. This, in turn, produces the kind
of trade-off between dynamics and fre-
quency response I hear with most floor -
standing speakers of this size and price-
particularly those designs with flat, very
high -quality tweeters. That is, the top oc-
taves outperform the bottom octave, so
you might consider using a subwoofer
(such as the Vandersteen 2W) if you are
seeking deep bass that truly matches the
rest of this speaker's performance.

The 3A's apparent transient speed is not
quite as good as that of the best ribbon driv-
ers, although it comes very close to-or
equals-the transparency and apparent
speed of some electrostatics. The overall
life and dynamic energy of this speaker is
also slightly limited (although this is very
much a function of the amplifier used); the
speaker becomes much more dynamic the
moment you begin to listen to music at
live -performance levels.

Life isn't perfect, reviewers aren't per-
fect, and neither is the Vandersteen 3A. It
is, however, a damn fine speaker and a
good value in one of the most demanding
price ranges in the high end. It offers ex-
ceptional soundstage performance, and
while it may seem strange to say so, it is a
speaker for audiophiles with families and
friends: Its small trade-offs manage to
make music come alive over a wide enough
listening area to include several people. It's
also large enough to provide excellent
sound quality yet small enough to fit into
most listening rooms or A/V systems. I tru-
ly enjoyed my time with the Vandersteen
3As. If you're looking for top-quality but
moderately priced high -end speakers, I'm
certain you will enjoy them too. A
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AURICLE
ANTHONY H. CORDESMAN

B & K COMPONENTS
AVP1000

A/V TUNER/PREAMP

Most audio/video pre -

amps follow a common pat-
tern: Although the details of
their features and controls
may differ, they all use basi-
cally straightforward deriva-
tions of the analog controls
found on stereo preamps
and receivers, while adding
extra buttons, switches, and
lights to the front panel and
the remote. This often cre-
ates the kind of complexity
that invites misadjustment,

confusion, or simply a press of the
wrong button. The B & K Compo-
nents AVP1000 A/V tuner/preamp
breaks free from this pattern: It's a
fully featured unit governed by an

Company Address: 2100 Old
Union Rd., Buffalo, N.Y. 14227.

For literature, circle No. 99

upgradable microprocessor and of-
fers some truly unique program-
ming and controls.

The AVP1000 sells for $998 and is
one of three preamps in the B & K
line; the other
two models are
the AVP2000
and AVP3000,
which do not
have tuners but
otherwise are
similar to the
AVP1000. All of

these preamps
use a learning remote to program a
command -driven operating system
to the user's needs and tastes.

The very flexible AVP1000 has an
AM/FM tuner (with 64 presets and
good FM performance), seven audio
line inputs, three line -level audio
outputs (including balanced XLR
outputs), four composite -video in-

puts and outputs, and eight fully
configurable A/V presets. You can
custom name each input and A/V
preset for display on the front panel.
There is a jack for most infrared re-
mote -control systems, allowing you
to send signals from one room to
another.

The central feature of the B & K
AVP1000, however, is its micro-
processor, which replaces most of
the knobs and controls found on
typical A/V units. Instead of sport-
ing enough controls to drive the
Enterprise up to Warp Four, the
AVP1000's front panel is simple,
with a large, 16 -character display, a
single volume control, and six but-
tons that include "Mute," "Display,"
and the unit's basic programming
controls.

The learning remote is the main
method of programming and oper-
ating this preamp, enabling you to
select virtually all of the features and
adjustments in much the same way
you enter commands on an IBM -
style PC. With the remote, you can
adjust volume and balance as well as
select A/V and tuner presets, sur-
round modes, in/out switching for
the equalizer/processor loop, and fil-
ters. You can also enter custom ti-
tles, use the built-in test signal for
channel balance, and set the level
and the time delay of each speaker
used in the surround modes. The

learning remote
further enables
you to mix and
match different
audio and video
features.

Lest my mere
mention of pro-
gramming any-
thing become

intimidating, I should explain that
the AVP1000 doesn't require you to
program it at all. You do not have to
begin by wading through the two in-
struction books (yes, two!). The ba-
sic setup is quite intuitive. My son
fully connected the unit into my ex-
isting system using only the labels
on the rear panel.

THE AVP1000'S REMOTE

ALLOWS YOU TO SELECT

FEATURES THE SAME WAY

YOU ENTER COMMANDS

ON AN IBM -STYLE PC.
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However, the real strength of the

AVP1000 lies in its microprocessor's ability
to provide so many options. If you can
handle programming an average VCR and
are willing to wade through those two
books (which can be confusing because of
the sheer amount of information involved,
and because one book is for normal pre -
amp operation and the other is for sur-
round operation), the AVP1000 has real
advantages. For instance, you can tailor
each A/V input or preset to get the precise
settings and balance of features you want.
This means you do not have to keep adjust-
ing settings for each kind of program or

THE CENTRAL FEATURE

OF THE AVP1000

IS ITS MICROPROCESSOR,

WHICH REPLACES MOST

TYPICAL A/V CONTROLS.

signal source; rather, you can create a dif-
ferent group of settings for stereo music,
regular TV, Dolby -encoded movies, and so
forth.

Accordingly, the AVP1000's value to you
will, perforce, depend greatly on your per-
sonal judgment of its rather unusual-and
probably unique-ergonomics. To enjoy
this unit, you need to be willing to memo-
rize command sequences, just as you do
with most PC programs. This isn't all that
difficult, and the AVP1000 does come with
little plastic cue cards to help.

My family was split down the middle.
One son, the IBM PC user, loved the
AVP1000. He quickly learned how to pro-
gram it and use the remote. My other son,
the Macintosh user, hated it-for the same
reason he hates DOS without Windows. I
liked the programming features and presets
but disliked having to memorize the com-
mand sequences. My advice is to carefully

try out the AVP1000 at your dealer-and
take all prospective users with you. An A/V
system is supposed to be fun. If everyone
likes the ergonomics of the unit, great! If
not, move on to something else.

Of course, one of the key questions
about any A/V preamp is whether it can
be used in the stereo mode without having
the surround processing degrade the
sound. A disturbing number of A/V pre -
amps do degrade the sound of stereo
music, falling below the standards of good
mid-fi transistor preamps, much less of

high -end models. Such A/V units may of-
fer a host of different signal processing ca-
pabilities, but they can't play the music
straight and far. Once the initial excitement
of healing the processing tricks wears off,
all you're left with is a preamp that induces
listening fatigue.

The AVP1000 does its best job of repro-
ducing music in the stereo -only mode,
with the processor turned off. This is the
"Direct" or "Surround Off" mode, using
only the left and right main channels and
the subwoofer (if you have one). In this

Introducing THIEF speakers

tailored for Home Theater

No alterations required
Main speaker pair --the THIEL in >del CS3 6. Rear End cent channel speakers-the THIEL model SCS.

The best speakers for music are also the best speakers for video sound
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mode, the AVP1000 has a clean sound with
a great deal of dynamic energy. The overall
timbre is just slightly on the bright side,
which makes the apparent listening posi-
tion seem a bit forward. Deep bass and up-
per octave extension are very good, and
overall transparency and transient re-

sponse are good-although the AVP1000 is
a bit lacking in air and low-level detail
compared to the best high -end preamps.
The soundstage is very good for the price,
with nice imaging and width, though it's just
slightly lacking in depth. In short, sound

quality is not up to that of the megabuck
units, but it is very good for the money.

The moment you shift to the surround
processing modes, performance with music
becomes more problematic. There are six
different surround modes you can use for
stereo music, and one of the great strengths
of the AVP1000 is that most of them do not
involve extensive signal processing. Instead,

they involve choices about the number of
loudspeakers that receive a signal and the
level of delay applied to the rear speakers.
These settings are also adjustable, and you

.e eet re nies
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do not have to live with labelled absurdities
like "Jazz" and "Concert Hall," whose pro-
cessing is unknown and whose sound may
reflect the taste of an engineer with solid
tin ears.

As a result, playing stereo music through
the surround settings of the AVP1000,
though scarcely sonic purism, allows you
to listen with much less of the "grunge"
and loss of clarity and air common to far
too many A/V units. The "Stereo -Front -
Rear" and "Stereo Hall" modes both do a
good job of providing surround effects

THE B & K AVP1000

IS ONE OF THE FEW

TRUE ALTERNATIVES

TO PLAIN VANILLA

ERGONOMICS.

without ruining a good stereo recording.
Incidentally, the AVP1000 gives you good
performance with music recorded using
Dolby Pro Logic. (Delos has issued some
particularly good classical CDs with Dolby
encoding. While Dolby Pro Logic is gener-
ally not up to the transparency of the best
stereo CDs or LPs, and there are limits to
how well rear -channel information can be
recorded, the Delos CDs show that well -

recorded surround sound can contribute to
music as well as to A/V use.)

To get the best out of the AVP1000,
you'll need to carefully experiment with
the center -channel level in order to get a
smooth, seamless soundstage without ei-
ther overemphasis or a hole in the middle.
You'll also need to search for the optimal
level for rear -channel information, one
that enhances the feeling of space without
smearing or confusing the music. The sur-
round modes can't be used without some
loss of air and detail, so with really good
recordings, I would stick to the "Direct"
mode and use the "Stereo -Front -Rear" and
"Stereo Hall" modes only as a backup.

In A/V applications, the AVP1000 per-
forms very well. Far too many of the mid-fi
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IN STEREO, THE AVP1000

HAS A CLEAN SOUND

AND A GREAT DEAL

OF DYNAMIC ENERGY.

and high -end A/V units I audition have
digital signal processing circuitry that is
noisy (hiss, etc.) at the loud listening levels
used for movies, and a few units produce
worse effects, such as very low-level high-
pitched whines or static breakup. Pro-
longed listening to the AVP1000 indicated
it had very clean Dolby Pro Logic circuitry,
and the "Cinema" version of Dolby Pro
Logic provides added flexibility with sys-
tems using a subwoofer. Overall, the sonic
differences between the AVP1000 and oth-
er Dolby Pro Logic units in reproducing
Dolby -encoded material are relatively mi-

nor. I found the transparency and direc-
tional information provided by the

AVP1000 to be typical of all A/V units with
good Dolby Pro Logic chips.

The sound quality of the AVP1000 sur-
passed that of many Dolby -encoded TV
transmissions. Far too often, broadcasters
and cable companies seem to alter some as-
pect of movie -soundtrack information in
ways that force you to switch to another
processing mode to get the best sound. For
example, A&E seems to broadcast all pro-
grams with its own special bass equaliza-
tion, which always sounds unnatural. The
Star Trek film series, which sometimes has
great surround sound effects, usually

comes through my local cable service with
mediocre sound. Premium cable channels
like HBO, Showtime, and Cinemax often
fail to properly reproduce the better movie
soundtracks. Movies via pay -per -view,

satellite dish, LaserDisc, and VHS Hi-Fi are
a different story. With these sources, you
can usually hear the true quality of the ac-
tual soundtrack, as the mishandling by
broadcast engineers doesn't interfere.

The original soundtracks can have prob-
lems of their own. The vast majority of
movie soundtracks treat surround sound
as an afterthought, throwing in explosions
and random full-scale wars for "drama";
sheer loudness and bass boom are the only
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tests for this kind of sound quality. Yet
there are notable exceptions, and the
AVP1000 does as good a job as any other
Dolby Pro Logic unit I have heard in repro-
ducing the forest scenes in The Last of the
Mohicans and the low-level ambient effects
in Terminator 2 and Jurassic Park.

The B & K AVP1000 A/V tuner/preamp
is a full -featured, good -sounding unit, of-
fering good value for money. Whether you
love it or hate it, however, is likely to be a
matter of how you rate its ergonomics. For
some users, it will offer a far simpler ap-

proach to controlling an A/V system than
the competition, with a host of useful pre-
sets that tailor the sound to a given source
and application. For other users, it will

raise all of the fears they have of VCRs and
computers with command -driven systems.
The only way to find out which camp you
belong to is to test-drive the AVP1000. Be
aware, however, that few other units offer
significant alternatives to run-of-the-mill
audio/video ergonomics. If you are consid-
ering breaking away from the herd, you

Ashould give the AVP1000 a try.
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CLASSICAL
R E C O R DINGS

Prometheus-The Myth in Music
(Musical settings by Beethoven,
Liszt, Scriabin, and Luigi Nono)

Martha Argerich, piano; vocal soloists
and speakers; Berlin Singakademie;

Freiburg Soloists Choir;
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra,

Claudio Abbado
SONY CLASSICAL SK 53978

CD; DDD; 75:17

of to be outdone by the pop field,

the classical labels are trying a
few "concept" albums to bring
new ears into their fold. This one

is a thoughtful and unique idea
spanning over 200 years via four

works quite different from one
another. The entire concert was
taped live in Berlin's Philhar-
monie in 1992 and comes on a
gold CD.

The Prometheus myth has in-

spired poets, writers, artists, and

musicians for centuries. Poor

Prometheus remains forever chained

to that rock, with the eagle picking
out his innards because he stole fire
from the gods to give to humankind,

whom he had originally created out
of potter's clay. Each piece on this
CD deals with differing aspects of
the Greek myth.

Beethoven used a scenario by
Vigano for his lengthy ballet The
Creatures of Prometheus, which in-
corporates material he was to reuse
in his "Eroica" Variations and Third
Symphony. The idea of Prometheus

molding mankind both physically
(out of clay) and psychically (repre-

sented by fire) fascinated the com-
poser. Seven movements were cho-
sen by Abbado for inclusion here.

Franz Liszt's symphonic poem
"Prometheus" began as an overture
to a play about Prometheus. Like
Liszt himself, Prometheus strides
forth as a visionary noted for his

progressive thinking. Scriabin takes

Liszt's idea of harmonies, based on
the interval of the fourth, much fur-
ther in his "Poem of Fire," honoring
Prometheus as the bringer of light.
Not only was the work far before its
time harmonically, but its score even

included a part for a "color key-
board" (that is, a color organ), in-
tended to create an orgy of shimmer-

ing lights and color. And it appears
to scale ever higher ecstatic orches-

tral heights during its 19 -minute
course. Pianist Martha Argerich is
the soloist, but this is far from a pi-
ano concerto.

Prometheus, the perpetual wan-
derer, is the focus of contemporary
serial master Luigi Nono. Two speak-

ers, a pair of sopranos, an alto, and a

tenor join a choir in excerpts from

ROCIDO:
Works for Violin and Organ, Vol. 2

The Murray/Lohuis Duo
RAVEN OAR -230, CD; 66:50

Cood musicianship carries all
before it. This CD disobeys a primary
CD law, that specialized "live" recital
music does not listen well in the
home (or car)-unless for special
fans and/or the musicians' friends
and relatives. An unlikely combina-
tion here, of a single violin and a late -
Romantic church organ (two of
them). The music is an organist's
dream in a church -organ world,
ranging from Leo Sowerby and Josef
Rheinberger to Tadeusz Pa-
ciorkiewicz and way stations be-
tween. Strangely en,,t101, all this
comes forth in a
most pleasing
way. The violin
and organ(s) are
remarkably well
blended, the in-
terpretations in-
telligent and musical-though all, of
course, are arrangements. You might
like it, even the Paciorkiewicz. Excel-
lent miking (Neumann tube) in a dif-
ficult venue by one Heinz Pfennig,
who, if I read it right, is none other
than the violinist here, Robert Mur-
ray! The notes say, quite deadpan,
he "worked with the artists in every
stage of this CD." He couldn't do
otherwise. Edward Tatnall Canby
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the 1992 suite, "Prometeo," and a complete li-
bretto is included. Nono adapts Scriabin's
ideas about a connection between time and
space by using live electronic manipulation.
He attempts to create an aural metaphor for
wandering-the music seems to circulate
timelessly in physical space. The liner notes
apologize for how inadequately loudspeaker
stereo conveys such information, and suggests
listening via headphones. Well, Sony, have you
considered Ambisonics, which conveys spatial
information beautifully via speakers? Or, if the
listener will be wearing headphones anyway,
binaural-which does it even better, and
without a decoder. John Sunier

Mozart: The Complete Works for Piano,
Four Hands, Vol. 1

Artur Balsam and Gena Raps, piano
ARABESQUE Z6635, CD; DDD; 45:34

In the early days of the LP, Artur Balsam
was everywhere. He recorded some 250 works,
many for the Concert Hall Society-not to
mention the BBC in the Mozart year of 1956.
He was often on my own LP player then, and
he still performs, impeccably as ever. This is
only the first volume of a series, so keep an eye
out for more.

Balsam's playing blends perfectly with that
of his very much younger colleague here; there
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Jimmy Rogers/Blue Bird
Analogue Productions is proud to present the definitive album by Jimmy

Rogers, one of the three founders of Muddy Water's first and greatest band,

and a Chicago blues giant in his own right. Jimmy, whose evocative and

earthy guitar sound embodies Chicago Blues, is recognized as a writer of

Chicago blues songs second only to Willie Dixon and is regarded as one of

the greatest Chicago blues singers by fans and musical legends alike,
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Duke Ellington/Ray Brown: This One's for Blanton. 180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 015 $30 Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 015 530

lightnin' Hopkins: Goin' Away. 180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPB 014 530

Benny Carter: Jazz Giant.180 gram vinyl pressing 11=AAPJ 013 $30 Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 013 $30

Art Pepper Quintet: Smack Up. 180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 012 530 Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 012 S30

Ben Webster: At the Renaissance. 180 gram vinyl pressing LP=AAPJ 011$30 Gold limited edition CD = CAPJG 011 $30

Art Pepper: Meets the Rhythm Section. 180 gram vinyl pressing

LP=AAPJ 010 530 Gold limited edition CD=CAPJS 010 $30

Bill Evans Trio: Waltz for Debby.180 gram vinyl pressing

LP=AAPJ 009 530 Gold limited edition CD=CAPJG 009 530

Sonny Rollins: Way Out West. 180 gram vinyl pressing

LP=AAPJ 008 S30 Gold limited edition CD=CAPJS 008 $30

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
P.O. BOX 2043  SALINA, KS 67402.2043  USA
TELEPHONE: 913-825-8609  FAX: 913-825-0156

'Mt 1-800-525-1630

is no way to tell which is which. I suspect that
Balsam politely alternates, top and bottom, as
is customary in these one -keyboard works. He
surely sets the Mozart style, which is wholly of

his time and without the
slightest self-conscious-
ness; it's just beautifully
straightforward.

Four -hand piano is for
most listeners an unusual
and suprisingly "differ-

ent" medium from that of the solo piano and,
indeed, a much better one on records than on
stage, where the cramped proximity of two
artists is always clumsy for the eyes. The music
was intended for private performance in small
spaces.

Balsam, of course, is not of the "fortepiano
generation." The instrument used here is the
best of the modern sort for the music, a Ham-
burg Steinway, not to be confused with the
very different U.S.A. Steinway. The Hamburg
Steinway has a suitably bright tone and a rela-
tively light bass, absolutely right for Mozart.
There is one minor problem in its recording
here: A loudish resonance in a few of the up-
per notes.

Included are the F Major Sonata, K 497; the
very late Fantasy in F Minor, K 594, and an
earlier Sonata in B Flat, K 358-each with
three movements.

In 1996, Artur Balsam will be 90. Isn't it
amazing how so many pianists can go on and
on, retaining finger perfection and adding to
it ever greater understanding?

Edward Tatnall Canby

Saint -Satins, Volume Two
Anthony Roden, tenor; Stephanie Chase, violin;
Robert Truman, cello; James O'Donnell, organ;

London Philharmonic, Geoffrey Simon
CALA CACD 1016, CD; 78:24

There seems to be some argument as to
whether Saint-Saens composed "as an apple
tree produces apples," as quoted in the notes
for this record, or as I've always heard it, as a
pear tree. Some punctilious musicologist with
a large grant could prob-
ably track down the
composer's French resi-
dence and look at the lo-
cal fruit for clues. Apples
or pears, Saint -Satins did
produce vast quantities
of easy, elegant, beautifully structured mu-
sic-if, in the French manner, not particularly
profound. Now, with CD, his time has come.
"New" Saint-Saens could keep this series go-
ing for decades.

Five works here are for orchestra, one is for
violin and cello, and another is the most fa-
miliar of all the composer's works, in a rare
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Receivers
Rated BEST BUY

0 cs

Sherwood RV-803OR
Surround Sound Receiver

105 watts/ch front Surround mode: 75
watts/ch x 3, 24 watts/ch rear Dolby Pro
Logic with digital processor AM/FM tuner
with 30 presets 'Unified remote

Mir Ust Price $610

Sherwood FIX -1010
35 wattelchannel, 30 station presets. . $10995
Technics SA-GX190
. 100 watts/channel, audioNideo remote.. $1 79"
JVC RX .317
*110 watta/channel, remote $179"
Technics SA-GX390
70 watts x2, 50 x 4, Home Theater 1229"
Technics SA-TX1000
DiX Cinema, 120 watts/ch (fit 55 x 2 (rear) 6799%

Af ithis Speciat
L,

Enjoy your vinyl treasures

Thorens 180 3 -speed Belt -Drive Amdahl.
*33,45,78 r.p.m_ 'Auto shut-off & retract *Synchronous
motor .Adjustable anti -skating 0Ext. power supply
Stanton cartridge Mir List Price $429.95

EPricl: 29995e (11-1N 180)

n.4^Nl'Mft
Compact Disc Players Loudspeakers

RCA CD -1051 M
Compact Disc Player

Midi size 9 -key remote control 2 -digit LED
display *2x oversampling Dual 16 -bit D/A
converters .20 program memory  1 yea,
parts & labor warranty Mfr. Lid Price $199.95

Pgry $8995
Price (RCA CD1051M)

Teat PD -D880
5 -Disc Carousel Changer, remote._ $139"
Sherwood CDC -5030R
. 5 -disc Changer, remote $14996
Magnavox CDC74517
. 5 -disc Changer, 192x oversampling, remote T - -
Technics SL-PD787
5-d arc Changer, front -loading ......... $1 79"
JVC XLM-415
. 6.1 Changer/single-play, remote . $21 995

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

Sony SLV-720HF
VHS Hi-Fi Stereo Recorder

4 -heads Digital auto tracking Tape
stabilizer VCR Plus+ programming "Cable
mouse remote *Auto head cleaner 8 -event/
1 -month timer Remote with shuttle control

Low$29995
Price (SON SLV720HF)

JVC HR -J810
4 -heads, 1-year/8-event, remote $274"
Panasonic PV -4551
04 -heads, 1-mo/8-event, universal remote$2 72"
Sony SLV-820HF
.4 -heads, shuttle control, 8-event/1-month ...328996

JVC HR-VP818
 VCR Plus., 4 -heads, lug/shuttle control $34995
Sony SLV-770HF
. 4 -heads, Cable Mouse"' system $34995

Design Acoustics PS*1010
Bookshelf Speakers

.3 -way  10" wo3fer *Woofer faces down-
ward- producing axcellent bass in a compact
enclosure Exce3fional lifelike ste -eo image
*Black or oak Mir UM Atte $639.95

1°-Pce$3 4 995/Pair(DA S1010-BK)

Design Arrest= PS16-11K
(DA P51010 -OA)

pasi 59.02 -way, 6.5" woofer

Pinnacle AC -850
.2 -way, IS" woofer, deduct port pair $229"
Celestion MP1
qndoor/Outdoor, water-rec.:Ward, wibrackets pair $269"

Bose' 301' -ill
*Direct/Reflecting" con pact, 2 -way . pair *31800
JBL 4312-BK
slidio Monitors. 3 -way 12" woofer pak $499"

Maxell Video Tape
11n11111111121111113M21111

MX S 100

mexe16--
MX -S

maxell

100
Maxon MXS-100

Premium Metal Audio Cassettes
High output with ultra -wide dynamic range
for greater realiem & ultra -low noise Super -
silent phase accurate cassette mechanism

$14 95/511kPrice (MAX MXS 100)

Maxon XLII80-5ANV
.Hrgh Bias Tape 25th Annie. Pack (inc 1 -FREE) 6 -pit $799
Maxell R120DM $6"Drktal Audio Tape (EAT), 120 minutes each

Maxell P-180HGX
Bmm High grade, 15 minutes each *5"
Maxell P-12OGX-3PK
Iimm standard grad., 120 minutes 3-0 *6"
Maxell T120XLHF/3

96VHS, professional grade, great for hi-fi 3-pk $9

Nmismak.
Mini Audio Systems

PERREAUx

Amps &
Pre -amps

Call for Super
Low Prices!

Aiwa HS -X2700
Mini Component System

 16 watts per channel *Vocal fader hr
Karaoke Super T -Bass AM/Fiv. tuner w -h
32- presets CD player Doub e cassete
deck 3 -way speakers *Remote control

Arr. list Pike $00

rArice$229"(AIW N6X2700)

Craig HS -2001
 AWFM CD, Cassette. remote 9129"
RCA RP8593
AWFM 3 CD Charger, dual cassette, remote $1 9956
P is SC DH30 8,, ..
AM/FM Dual Cassette, CD player, remote ze--
JVC MX -C33
AM/FM. 6.1 CD -.aye', auto -rev cassette $359'5
Fisher DCS-993
.103 watts x2, 24-dietCD changer, dual cassette $449"

Headphones
12n.SENI1164 ESSER'

Sennheiser HD -340
Supeaural Headphones

*Triple wound aluminum voice coils provide
faster transient attack Ideal for portable. &
home stereo 10 ft cable with dual plugs 'or
either application 16-23,000 Hz 100 ohms
Our

Price (SEN HO340)

Sony MDR -V800
*Studio Monitor Servs, closed back reversible earns. 66906

Sony MDR-CD550
filigital Reference Sores, closed back, dual plugs ...*7999
Beyerdynamic DT990 Pro I,.
 Circurnaural, dew bass, lightweight...... . . I Lir--
Sennheieer HD -5801I
 Circumaural, tuned bass ports, dual plugs ..."" I eur--
Sony MDR -V900
'Studio Writer, acum-aural, reversible setups *1 59°6

Cassette Decks

Aiwa AD -S950
3 Head Cassette Deck

.2 -motor dual capstan drive Antimodulation
tape stabilizer Dolby S, B &C Dolby HX-Pro
Fine bias selector Counter zero return
*Music sensor *Includes remote control

__Altr. List Mat $499

I ° a $32995
Mao V-375
*Dolby 8, center mounted mechanism $74"
Aiwa AD -F450
*Dolby B,C HX-Pro, fine bias, remote . $1 49"
Tame R-550
 Auto -reverse, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro, none *169"
Technics RS-TR575
Dual auto -rev, Dolby WC/I-IX-Pro .$229"
Teas W -8000R
 Dual rec/play, auto -rev, pitch, Dolby El/C.. $429"

(A1W ADS950)

AudioSource Specials

cc 0 0)1

AudioSource AMP One
Power Amplifier

 80-watts/ch. *Bridged output of 200 -watts
mono L/R output level controls Separate
dedicated high & medium level inputs (direct
connection of CDplayers) Dual output meters

PE)mruicer$249"
AudioSource EQ-8/11° AMP°NE)
*Graphic Equalizer. 10 bandslchannel ........,...... . $9995
AudioSource EQ-12
*Graph. Egualizer/Spectrum ...$1 99"
AudioSouree SS Five
'Surround Sound Processor with AmpldiersTAIBM-
AudieSouree SW Four
'Powered Subwoofer, 150 watts, . . .

AudioSource SS5001
*Home Theater Complete Add -On Package -,atrv--

Harmonic MLA nail
PROKOFIEV Vol. IV
Frederic Chiu, Piano

HM 907150
reder, Chiu

(OM
p:usret rave

S./399CD
Also Available

G-1
Josquin
Mina de Beata Virgine- Paul Hillier
HM 907136 $13.99co

Farinelli
Original Movie Soundtrack
TRA 1005 $11.99CD

s
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loudspeaker from Audio
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imagery. Experience the
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It may be small. But the Bose" Acoustic Wave® music system is definitely an
overachiever. The unit holds a compact disc player (or cassette), AM/FM
radio, and Bose's patented acoustic waveguide speaker technology. And pro-
duces a rich, natural sound quality comparable to audio systems costing thou-
sands of dollars. We know, that's hard to believe. So we're ready to prove it.
Call or write now for our complimentary guide to this award -winning system.
Because, like the system itself, it is only available _a7m=,
direct from Bose.

Better sound through research

Name

Addles.;

City

Call 1-800-898-BOSE, ext. W213.
State Zip

Or mail to: Boar Corporation, The Mountain,
Dept. CDD-W213, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.

version for tenor and orchestra-no less than
the "Danse Macabre." It is even more macabre
this way than for instruments alone. Another
longish work, its first recording too, is an in-
strumental fantasy on themes from the opera
Samson et Dalila. The note writer seems to
think that was a type of music out of the 19th
century; he doesn't remember the endless
mid -20th -century Wagnerian fantasies perpe-
trated by Leopold Stokowski and his imita-
tors! Being French, this fantasy is much less
grandiose and, indeed, makes smooth and
easy listening, minus voices, the way many
people most enjoy opera.

Indeed, this entire long CD is the same-an
elegant and mellifluous listening experience,
whether familiar music or works never before
recorded. But don't count on the Symphony
No. 3, "Organ," for spectacular organ bass. It
is there, out of Westminster Cathedral, but
modestly and, I might say, correctly, a solo el-
ement in a continuous four-part symphony.
The work, incidentally, was composed for this
very orchestra (or its great-grandparents, who
played in 1886) and had its premiere in Lon-
don before Paris heard it.

Never forget that there is no orchestra bet-
ter for French music than an English one, eas-
ily true for more than a century. Talk about
the Chunnel! Edward Tatnall Canby

Peter Maxwell Davies: Strathclyde
Concertos, No. 7 (For Double Bass and
Orchestra) and No. 8 (For Bassoon and

Orchestra); "A Spell for Green Corn:
The MacDonald Dances"

Duncan McTier, double bass; Ursula Leveaux,
bassoon; Scottish Chamber Orchestra,

Peter Maxwell Davies
COLLINS CLASSICS 13962, CD; DDD; 66:16

You remember Peter Maxwell Davies-the
erstwhile avant-gardist who perpetuates the
glorious tradition of British eccentricity by
making his home up in Scotland's harshly in-
hospitable Orkney Islands, about as far as
British soil extends toward the North Pole.

Maxwell Davies' cur-
rent music remains ob-
durately atonal but
sounds no more forbid-
ding than, say, the late
music of Alban Berg.
These two concertos,
Nos. 7 and 8, afford their accomplished execu-
tants plenty of opportunity for display-the
bull fiddle as a lyrical sort of bass cello, the
bassoon as the woodwind section's cutup. The
third work, "A Spell for Green Corn," derives
from an ancient Orkney tradition of having a
fiddler traverse the fields in early springtime,
invoking a plentiful harvest. High marks for
both performance and recording. Paul Moor
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Wilhelm Stenhammar:
The Two Symphonies; The Two Piano

Concertos; Two Sentimental Romances
for Violin and Orchestra; Serenade

for Orchestra; miscellaneous,
mostly orchestral works

Love Derwinger, piano; Cristina Ortiz, piano;
Peter Maffei, baritone; Ulf Wallin, violin;

Gothenburg Concert Hall Choir; Gothenburg
Symphony Orchestra, Neeme Jarvi;

Malmo Symphony Orchestra, Paavo Jarvi
BIS CD -714/716

Four CDs; DDD and AAD; 5:08:26

This packed package has only three catalog
numbers, but it consists of four CDs (the
fourth is a free bonus) plus a comprehensive
note booklet. Stenhammar (1871 to 1927) was
one of the most signifi-
cant Swedish composers,
a concert pianist, and
conductor. Most of his
music reflected a Wag-
nerian model, but his
great merit was as a na-
tional composer. He absorbed and transmut-
ed authentic folk melodies so that in his
scores, they became part of the musical fab-
ric-not just quotations.

This boxed set offers much music to discov-
er, in splendid performances and sonics. Both
symphonies are lovely and accessible late Ro-
mantic works. Several top conductors have
championed the early Symphony No. 1 in F
Major. While the shadows of Wagner, Bruck-
ner, and Brahms hover over the work, Sten-
hammar's simple directness and energy come
through. In the Symphony No. 2 in G Minor,
he was consciously trying to avoid the Wag-
nerisms and make his own way in the sym-
phonic world. The giant double fugue of its fi-
nal movement may remind the listener of
Bruckner. These two selections were recorded
at live performances in 1982 and '83 (and have
a warmer, more musical sound to my ears),
but the rest are of recent vintage.

The score of the youthful Piano Concerto
No. 1 was only recently discovered in the Li-
brary of Congress. Its 46 minutes display a va-
riety of influences (Saint-Saens, Schumann,
and Brahms are quoted in the notes), which
gives the piece a conservative ring. But its
streak of "Scandinavian, blond Romanticism"
recommends it as a welcome alternative to yet
another tired Grieg or Tchaikovsky concerto.
The Concerto No. 2 is shorter, and its four
movements flow as though one.

Stenhammar's Serenade for Orchestra,
considered not only his greatest work but by
some the greatest Swedish orchestral work
ever, is the remaining major item. This essen-
tially national work shows his subtle and in-
gratiating use of folk -song materials. Sten-

hammar enjoyed travelling to Italy and com-
posing there; hence the liner notes refer to this
piece's "southern temperament combined
with Nordic dreaminess." Some of the six
movements have frenzied and brusque mo-
ments; others show the composer's capacity
for profound tenderness. The elegant Sere-
nade cannot be accused of aping Wagner,
Brahms, or anyone else. John Sunier

Schubert: Schwanengesang
Wolfgang Holzmair, baritone;

Imogen Cooper, piano
PHILIPS 442 460-2, CD; DDD: 76:55

In the April issue, I compared Thomas
Hampson to Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau. Wolf-
gang Holzmair's sound and style are actually a
lot closer to Fischer-Dieskau's than Hamp-
son's are. A canny understanding of his own
limitations lets Holzmair work comfortably
within them, achieving great variety, drama,
and expressiveness without ever taking the ad-
mittedly exciting sort of vocal risks that
Hampson seems to savor. As a result, this is an
exceptionally satisfying, well -managed version
of the Schwanengesang.

Like Peter Schreier's fine account on Lon-
don, this one pieces out the Heine and Rell-
stab songs that were published, post-mortem,
as Schubert's "Swan Song" ("Schwanenge-
sang") with selected songs to texts by Johann
Gabriel Seidl. Unlike Schreier's selection,
Holzmair's isn't limited to those written al-
most simultaneously with the Heine/Rellstab
canon, but the effect is similar: A full CD that

seems all of a piece.
Holzmair polished his
sequence during a series
of live recitals. One un-
usual element is the re-
peat of "Die Taubenpost"
(one of the Seidl songs),

putting it at both ends of the series, followed
in the latter case by the Seidl "Wiegenlied" as a
sort of encore. Among the Heine/Rellstab
songs, too, the order differs from Schreier's,
but every singer and editor seems to have his
or her own idea of what order makes sense.
Certainly Holzmair's does.

Much as I respect Schreier's intelligence
and musicianship, the Philips CD is preferable
because of Holzmair's unforced ease, his secu-
rity of phrase, and his freshness of voice. The
recording was done in the Vienna Kon-
zerthaus and benefits unobtrusively from its
acoustics. A minor cavil: Imogen Cooper is a
very good accompanist, but she lacks the ulti-
mate delicacy of touch and the responsiveness
of phrase exhibited by Andras Schiff (for
Schreier) or Gerald Moore (for Fischer-
Dieskau). Still, the singing is what counts
most. Robert Long
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PART ONE -
MULTIPLE CHOICE
1. The Linn Majik control amplifier is

a(n)

A. Integrated Amplifier

C. Power Amplifier

B. Preamplifier

D. Headphone Amplifier

E. All of the above

2. Using special Linn "Sneaky" Modules the Majik

can become a(n)

A. AM/FM Receiver

C. Active Electronic Crossover

B. Multi -Room System

D. Any of the above

3. The Linn Majik

A. Adapts to your ever changing life-styles.

B. Expands to provide music throughout your

home.

C. Grows into an ultra high-performance

multi -amp system.

D. Features remote control and advanced

solid-state switching.

E. Is surprisingly affordable.

F. All of the above

NIte ObviovIs
CUoice

See Part II of the exam on page 87
and Part Ill on page 89.

For additional information call

1-800-LINN HI-FI



ROCK -POPRECOR D

King
Belly

SIRE/REPRISE 9 45833-2, 45:07
Sound: B+, Performance: A-

University
Throwing Muses

SIRE/REPRISE 9 45796-2, 48:40

Sound: B-, Performance: A

belly and Throwing
Muses defy one of the
paradigms of pop, that
when a successful artis-
tic aggregation splits
up, the results usually

aren't successful. However, when
Tanya Donelly split from the idio-
syncratic Throwing Muses-a band
led by her stepsister, Kristen Hersh-
both parties ultimately thrived, and
they have just released their best
recordings to date.

In certain respects, Belly continues
the formula found on Star, its 1993
debut, with plaintive refrains juxta-
posed against crushing, anthemic
grooves. Donelly's voice twists and
twirls, just at the edge of losing con-
trol, over the agitating twin guitars.

Songs like "Puberty," "Untitled and
Unsung," and "Seal My Fate" reveal
her as still coming of age, wrestling
with the endless adolescence of most
rock musicians in her themes of spir-
ituality and relationships.

Glyn Johns has found the perfect
stage for King. A brilliant producer
whose heyday was in the 1960s and
'70s recording The Who, The Rolling
Stones, and Steve Miller, Johns
brings to Belly an atmosphere and a
dynamic tension that give these
songs a remarkable sense of drama
and place.

Meanwhile, back in Throwing
Muses, Kristen Hersh has never
sounded more assertive. You can
hear her influence on Donelly, but
her distinctive twang and growl lend
her songs the voice of grizzled expe-
rience, as opposed to Donelly's side-
ways glance. When Hersh sings "I
think I need a little poison" on
"Bright Yellow Gun," it's the sound
of someone who has been to the edge
and occasionally wants to go back.

Hersh seems to be reclaiming her
role as a sexual being after a few years

of motherhood. There's an aggres-

sive, knowing sensuality and joy that
suffuse University like a Harley-
Davidson cruising down a high-
way-confident, unassailable. In
fact, University's layered sound
harkens back to psychedelic glory
days, with David Narcizo's charging
rhythms, Bernard Georges' throb-
bing trance bass, and a grinding, dis-
tended wail of jangled, fuzz, and
wah-wah guitars.

While Tanya Donelly is still seek-
ing truths, Kristen Hersh sounds like
she's found them, and her music is
all the more authoritative for it. Yet
Belly's journey is no less brilliant or
intense, and Donelly is no naif.

John Diliberto

To Bring You My Love
P J Harvey

ISLAND 314-524 085-2, 42:43

Sound: A-, Performance: A-

Tooling through some early re-
views of this album, I imagined
glancing to my right and seeing a yel-
low roadsign that warned: Watch for
Rock Critics Falling All Over Them-
selves. P J Harvey "has ambitions to
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VIRGIN V2 4313, 56:39
Sound: B+, Performance: C+

-King Crimson was once the apoth-
eosis of progressive music. Since
1969, the band has evolved, adapt-
ed, and mutated until guitarist
Robert Fr pp, the lone original sur-
vivor, supposedly laid it to
rest in 1934. But as the '80s
wore into the '90s, it be-

came evident that the beast
was grumbling.

After half a decade of
false starts, King Crimson re-
turns wig- all its members from the
last inccrnation-Fripp, guitarist
Adrian Belew, drummer Bill Bruford,
and bassist Tory Levin-and two
new faces, Chapman Stick player
Trey Gunn and drummer Pat Mas-
telotto. Gunn and Mastelotto recent-
ly worked with Fripp on his col-
laboratioi with David Sylvian, The
First Day.

Despite the personnel, it's evident
from THRAK's first slashing guitar
chords that Fripp is looking back
even farther, 20 years earlier to the
sound of Red. Guitars glare and
chatter against lurching rhythms,
and Fripp ever drops in a quick
quote from Red's title track. It's as if
the banc is primed for the Green
Day effect, reemerging with an old

sound that a new generction is
hearinc as if it was brand-new.
That's curious, given The First
Day. Tiat recording also refer-
enced the Crimsoid past, but
since it utilized techno, h p -hop,
and world -beat grooves, it
seemed of the moment, with per-
haps a toe in the future.

This edition of King Crimson is
beset by the same problems as
the last one. The earlier group
disbanded in acrimony, with
Fripp accused of being a control
freak while he, in turn, decried
the others' lack of discipline
and a coherent vision From

the sounds of THRAK, those issues
haven't been resolved.

On one land, Fripp conducts aer-
ial bombing runs and tank wars,
with guita-s ripping at each other
like the soundtrack to Mortal Kom-
bat. The double -trio approach results
in some blistering fretwork between
Levin and Gunn and between Fripp
and Belew, creating an interweav-
ing of sor ic attacks that goes be-

yord soloing and into an or-
chestration of chaos. Why
two drummers are needed
when one of them is Bruford
isn't clear, but this is where
King Crimson reaches near -
euphoric heights of Sturm

and Drang, making Metallica seem
like John Denver on Prozac.

On the other hand, wher Belew
sings, it's a completely different
band. Borrowing from The Beatles'
"Don't Let Me Down" for his "Walk-
ing on Air" and The Temptations'
"Boll of Confusion" for the R&B-
inflected "People," the song side of
this band las never seemed more at
odds with its instrumental counter-
part. It's as if axe murderers iad tak-
en up residence next to a sweet,
quirky pop tunesmith.

Expectations will continue to run
high for the new King Crimson. As
Fripp once said about his experi-
ence in the last edition of the band,
"It's good, so it's not that bad, which
makes it worse." John Diliberto
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PART TWO -
TRUE OR FALSE

T or = 1."...the Majik-I is one cone kicker of an

amplifier...give it a listen...1'11 guarantee

you'll be impressed." Hi-Fi World

T or F 2."...our use of the Linn Majik-I was an

unalloyed pleasure. The smoothness and

silence with which it's controls operated

were striking...We could not resist opening

up the Majik-I. Its interior can only be

described as gem -like." Stereo Review

T or F 3."...the Linn Majik can serve as the heart

of a robust and uncompromising home

audiophile system." The Common -Sense

Audiophile

e0tXxklig
yot;v

is tie'

See Part I of the exam on page 85 and
Part Ill on page 89.

For additional information call

1-800-LINN HI-FI



remake rock 'n' roll," said

Rolling Stone. "This year

it's P J Harvey's turn to
save rock 'n' roll," said
Musician. Gee, thanks for

the overdrawn Big Pic-
tures. To Bring You My Love is far more inter-

esting when you consider its details. The con-

demned howl of the title track, the cornered
drone of "I Think I'm a Mother," the sweet,
distant backing harmonies and sick whispers
of "Down by the Water": Not since Peter
Gabriel's late Genesis and early solo work has

an artist manipulated the singing voice so dra-

matically. Sometimes, there's artificial distor-

tion as well, part of a production strategy that

emphasizes the grotesque but still impresses
with its variety, most striking in the transition

from buzzing, bashing mechanics ("Meet Ze

Monsta") to pulsating bass and natural drums
("Working for the Man"). It's a rough specta-
cle that sounds over -the -top through speak-

ers. With headphones on, nuzzled next to
Harvey's asides or surrounded by thrash, you
won't care whether she saves rock 'n' roll;
you'll just hope she can get out of her own
tortured music alive. Ken Richardson

The Finer Things
Steve Winwood

ISLAND 314-516 860
Four CDs, 5:12:03

Sound: B+, Performance: C- to A+

Although he's recently been the target of
critical barbs, there are few survivors of 1960s

rock 'n' roll as talented as Steve Winwood. His

instrumental expressiveness is undeniable, his

voice one of nature's great gifts, and when
writing in tandem with a competent lyricist,
his work can be of genius caliber. But The Fin-

er Things is only a fair compilation of Win -

wood's vast work, a little short on the rarities

and weighted too heavily in favor of his solo
work. It feels intended for those who discov-
ered Winwood late in his career, as happened

with the Eric Clapton Crossroads box.

The only previously unreleased tracks are
two live cuts from Blind Faith and an alternate

electric take of "Can't Find My Way Home,"
which is nice to have. Of the balance, the only

rarities are two tracks from a blues compila-
tion called What's Shakin'-on which Win -
wood delivers one of his purest and most in-
spired blues performances, backed by a

Clapton-led session band credited as Eric
Clapton and The Powerhouse.

On Winwood's earliest recordings, with
The Spencer Davis Group, he's heavily into
blues and R&B, with Ray Charles as his pre-

siding guru. When Jim-
my Miller took over
production chores from
future Island Records
founder Chris Blackwell,

the band's records were
transformed with lots
of percussion and ex-
citement, forging a style

far more distinctive and
less singularly derivative.

With the formation of Traffic, Winwood's
recording process began to resemble less a re-

creation of the live experience than a creative

outlet unto itself. A few years later, the Blind
Faith project with Clapton would show Win -

wood reverting to use of the studio to recap-
ture live performances.

With the mid -1970s dissolution of Traffic,

we arrive at the controversial part of Win -
wood's career, the solo records, considered by

many to be a major disappointment from a

BEYOND YOUR EXPECTA
WITHIN YOUR REACH,

"You might, as I did, find the
McCormack Power Drive DNA -0.5
nothing less than an Aladdin
among amplifiers -
a diamond in the rough."

Thomas J. Norton
Stereophile, February 1995
Vol. 18, No. 2

Mr. Norton's other comments:
"... my first reaction was 'Marvelous!
"... portrayal of a convincing sounds

was first-rate"
"... superb throughout the midrange"
"... bass was powerful, deep and well-defined"
"... [it] did virtually everything right"

Musical magic from an "Aladdin" amplifier.
For $1295. If you think big sound costs big
bucks, better think again.

POWER DRIVE DNA

Contact us for the name of your
local dealer and a copy of the
complete reriew.

McCORMACK
AUDIO CORPORATION

(619) 436-7666 542 North Highway 101 Leucadia, CA 92024

CIRCLE NO. 25 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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lit/i1d-r1nwe s
Tom Petty

WARNER BROS. 9 45759-2, 62:48
Sound: A, Performance: A-

Let's be upfront about this: Full
Moon Fever was fine, but Wild-
flowers beats it by a mile. The
rally -cry choruses and buffed -up
Jeff Lynne sound of Fever have
been replaced by thoughtful
writing and a Rick Rubin produc-
tion that sharpens each instru-
ment and gives it space. The clos-
est thing to a Heartbreakers
song is Tom Petty's collaboration
with Mike Campbell on the rous-
ing "You Wreck Me"; more typi-
cal of this album is their other
track, the regretful duet "Don't

L

Fade on Me." All remaining
songs are written by Petty alone,
and it's clear he has crossed a
threshold into a new maturity,
whether rte's offering his sweet-
est postcard ("Wildflowers")
or broadest slowburn ("House
in the Woods"), whether he's
sketching sentiments in 'Crawl-
ing Back to You" or completing a
sad story in the two -stanza gem
"To Find a Friend," a ballad in
the purest sense of the term.
There are no grand statements
here, just well-chosen words
complemented by music that de-
lights in the beauty of a country -
lane simplicity. Ken Richardson

MO Ism -- J
first-rate talent. Winwood nevertheless con-
tinued to grow as singer and musician, partic-

ularly on Arc of a Diver, where he played every

instrument. Hopefully, someday, Winwood
will find a wordsmith with something more to

say than greeting -card sentiments or self-help
musings. Nonetheless, at least half of the mu-

sic on The Finer Things is among the best to
emerge from Britain in the '60s and '70s. And

that's a pretty good track record, folks.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Alien Love Secrets
Steve Vai

RELATIVITY 88561-1245-2, 33:28
Sound: A, Performance: A

Structural Damage
Steve Morse Band

HIGH STREET 72902 10332-2, 43:03
Sound: A+, Performance: A

With Alien Love Secrets, his third project for

Relativity, guitarist Steve Vai returns to god-

like form after the surprisingly underwhelm-
ing Sex & Religion. The main reason for this

triumph is that Vai just
shuts up and plays his
guitar (to paraphrase his
mentor, Frank Zappa).
There's no attempt here
to compete in the pop

market with vocal tunes and accessible forms.

The rampaging leadoff track alone, "Bad
Horsie," is enough to blow the gates off Vai's

last outing.
Vai's choice of notes over the changes to the

affecting metal ballad "Die To Live" is tasty

and unexpected. His sense of humor, an ele-

ment of his work since
his Zappa apprentice-
ship, is very much pres-
ent on "Ya-Yo Gakk," an

edgy rocker built around
some melodic fragments
sung by Vai's two -year -old son, Julian. And

the sheer speed Vai displays on "Juice" is awe-

some, put across with a nasty attitude.
The intensity peaks on "Kill the Guy with

the Ball," a stunning marriage of speed -metal

bombast and disciplined unison lines. But the

real gem is "The Boy from Seattle," Vai's
heartfelt tribute to Jimi Hendrix. The lyrical

octave work and buoyant rhythm playing, a
less flashy part of Hendrix's repertoire, cap-
ture Jimi's spirit in an understated, respectful

fashion.

Steve Morse, another perennial poll -win-
ner, has drawn a solid audience for his highly
intelligent and ballsy instrumental music. His

sixth solo album and first for High Street fea-

tures his fabled chops in familiar territory:
Celtic folk songs, bluegrass breakdowns,
raunchy rockers, and heavy-duty guitar

PART THREE -
EXTRA CREDIT

If you can correctly answer the following three

questions we will send you a Linn Malik

information packet, the name of your local Linn

dealer, and a gift certificate redeemable for a free

Linn CD when you audition the Linn Majik control

amplifier.

1. Who are you?

2. Where are you?

3. What's your phone number?

Cc II us with your answers at 1-800-546-6443,

fax to 317-841-4107, or mail to:

Final Exam

c/o Linn Hi-Fi

8709 Castle Park Drive

Indianapolis, Indiana 46256

1-S00-IASS
VIVO

niusic
for life

AUDIO/JUNE 1995 See Part I of the exam on page 85 and
89 Part II on page 87 .



concertos, with a touch of classical thrown in
for good measure. On Structural Damage, he

delivers all of this with heroic conviction and

typically flawless execution.

The sound of this album is superb. Morse's

lead lines ring out like church bells, some-
times ping-ponging in the mix for an interest-
ing call -and -response effect. And the layers of

acoustic and electric "guitarchitecture," which

he builds through meticulous overdubbing,
create a tightly woven texture. "Good To Go,"

with its demanding unison lines with bassist
Dave LaRue, has a distinct Dixie Dregs feel to

it, while the lyrical ballad "Dreamland" has a

more restrained, jangling quality that recalls
vintage Byrds.

There's a kind of classical majesty to "Rally

Cry," while "Native Dance" goes for the jugu-

lar with tough, jabbing Keith Richards -type
riffs. Morse and LaRue, who by now have
forged a near telepathic chemistry, perform a

beautiful baroque duet for acoustic guitar and

bass on "Slice of Time." Then they take it
to the stratosphere on the aggressive title
track, with Van Romaine's throbbing double
bass drums urging them on. Bill Milkowski

High Quality,
Huge Selection &
Experience.
With over
20 years
of experience,
Electronics
Depot offers
our customers
the best
in
hi -end
home
electronics, video
to car audio with
a 6 million dollar
inventory.
Our expertly trained
staff is the best in
the business.

Guaranteed
Low Price...

We will
beat any

advertised
price !
And

don't
forget

our 10 day
money back
guarantee .

 ADCOM\1  ADS  ADVENT
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 SOUNDSTREAM  STRAIGHTWIRE  TEAC  TECHNICS
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 PROCESSORS  TV  PROJECTION TV  VCR
 AUDIO SEPARATES  CAR AUDIO  PERSONAL STEREO

Mos. HOURS
Monday thru Friday : 9AM-8PM

Customer Service 201-912-8183 Saturday: 10AM-6PM
331 ROUTE 4 WEST, PARAMUS NJ 07652 Sunday: 11AM-5PM
*Up To 40 Pounds In The Continental USA. East Coast Time

All products are covered by the manufacturers warranty or ELECTRONICS DEPOTS exclusive warranty.
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FAST TRACKS

american highway flower: dada
(IRS 8 27986 20, 58:48). The dada uni.
verse consists of many shadows and light,
apparent in pop-ish, hook -driven, harmo-
ny -laden songs that convey a message of
Gen -X desperation and Limbaugh-esque
narcissism. Their accessible melodies and
subdued anger nevertheless coexist with a
lean but muscular trio sound that's sophis-
ticated and satisfying. M.W.

The Test of Time: Happy & Artie Traum
(Roaring Stream 201, 41:56). Happy and
Artie Traum haven't done an album to-
gether since the mid -'70s, but on The Test
of Time they pick up without missing a
beat. It's glorious. Players include their
Woodstock friends, such as Rick Danko,
Richard Crocks, Richard Bell, and
Howard Levy. A thoroughly delightful al-
bum of organic, living music. (P.O. Box
413, Bearsville, N.Y. 12409.) M.T.

If the Phone Don't Ring: Paul Barrere
(Zoo 72445-11006-2). Little Feat guitarist
Paul Barrere plays a mean slide guitar.
Unfortunately, it's used only sparingly on
this compilation of previously released
solo material from the early '80s. Some of
this stuff (the disco-fied "Real Lies" and the
drum machine on "Rockin' Shoes") feels
somewhat dated, but Barrere rocks tough
on the Stones-ish "Fool for You" and con-
jures up a familiar Allman Brothers vibe
on "Fortune Cookie." Feat fans still hun-
gry for Dixie Chicken may want to pick
this one up. Bill Milkowski

Squeeze This!: Those Darn Accordions!
(Flying Fish FF 70627, 42:57). Those
Darn Accordions! hail from San Francis-
co, where their brew of high camp and
good-time fun has made them a legend.
They are eight accordions with bass and
drum accompaniment, and their high-
energy album combines great chops with
clever material, executed with verve and
wit. The album starts with a cover of
Grand Funk's "We're an American Band,"
rewritten as "We're an Accordion Band."
There also are covers of Jimi Hendrix's
"Fire" and Elvis Costello's "Pump It Up."
Originals like "The Story of Lawrence
Welk" help make Squeeze This! a left-

field gem. M.T

Dance Naked: John Mellencamp (Mer-
cury 314 522 428-2, 29:30). Major
points awarded for the punchy, stripped -
down, "cold water on the face" sound
and some tight new songs. Major points
off for the skimpy playing time at full list
price. M.T.
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" Grade A....I Prefer it to all But Some Active

Processors Carrying A Price Tag Of $3,000"

HTS-1 FIVE CHANNEL HOME THEATER DECODER

O

John Sunier, Audio 12/94
HTS-1 Playback Report

RLC-1 REMOTE LINE CONTROLLER

UPGRADE YOUR CURRENT STEREO SYSTEM
TO WIRELESS REMOTE CONTROL AND FIVE CHANNEL
HOME THEATER WITH THESE AFFORDABLE, AWARD
WINNING PRODUCTS FROM CHASE TECHNOLOGIES

Add Five Channel Home Theater with the critically acclaimed HTS-1 Passive
Matrix Decoder with 5 discrete outputs. It will give you all the performance of
a prologic system, without the high cost, noise, or distortion. If you own an
older stereo receiver, pre amp or powered sub woofer and want the
convenience of wireless remote control, the proprietary RLC-1 is the only
product on the market today that will allow you to upgrade, rather than replace
your current system.

Both are available at better audio stores,
the best catalogs, and at selected
locations of.... - -

hrp Internotionol

111 Second Ave N.E., Suite 700A, St. Petersburg FL 33701
800 531-0631  FAX 813 896-7899
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 Spills are No Problem!
CI Copes are Durable and Amazing y

SriII Resistant.

 Ycur Favorite CDs Create a Colorb.

Irtaid Mosaic Table Top.

salts Lit Right Out.

 Ccston Colors Available (call for jails).
 Hind :rafted From Solid Wood.
sEi-her Style Available In Square Cr Rectangular.

Plus Shipping and He ndi g

We accept VISk Mastercard,

Checks and rbney Orders

14800)-4713100

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CD STORAGE+
SOME SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

+ Our A300 Model shown stores 300 CD's.

+ Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak, Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

+ Adjustable Shelves store any combination of
CD's, Videos & Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

+ Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs &
Tapes upright and in place.

Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

 Optional Wood or Glass Doors are available.

Enclosed back pot -ides dust protection.

o Compact size: 391b"H x 23112"W 3 71/2"D.
Cabinet comes assembled.

SORiee
PO Box 747.22, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credu Cards, Checks and Money Order's acepted.
30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full One

\\.......Year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688

STORADISC '''- See why CD Review picked our Library
Series as their "lop choice". Fine -furniture quality in a variety
of finishes and sizes. Call or write DAVIDSON-WHITEHALL,
555 Whitehall Street, Atlanta, GA 30303. 1-800-848-9811.

Storage Solutions

1

CD, Audio and Video Storage
Fully Assembled! » Made in U.S.A.
100% Solid Oak! » Smoked Glass Doors
3(1 Day Money Back » Ajustable Shelves
Guarantee! » No Hidden Costs

Masi

Just One Low Price!
Call or write for a fug color brochure

AGM Woodworking
870 Capitolio Way #5

San Luis Obispo, Ca. 93401
(805) 544-8668

1-800-858-9005

CD/VHS CASE
5 Feet ratsHolds 500 CD 'S

$15995

Block

Furniture Quality
Oak Construction

Fully Adjustable
Shelves

v- Hand Rubbed
Danish Oil Finish

). Immediate Delivery
in Oak or Black

)- Free Color Photos

We otter a complete line of
products 300 gloss door
case. 250 shelf unit & much
more in oak and deck

30 Day Unconditional
Money Back Guarantee

1-800-878-7458
Visa/MC/Discover

L _
Hy -Q Enterprises 14040 Mead St.  Longmont. CO 80604

To place a classified ad in the
industry leading titles of

Hachette Filipercchi Magazines, Inc,
simply call Toll -Free and reserve

your space today!
1-800-445-6066 (9am-5pm EST)

In Canada: 1-212-767-5750



DEALER SHOWCASE

Audio: $249.09 Video: $18900 Complete set of three: $599.00

 Home theater systems of the highest quality metal and tempered. beveled glass
 Several designs all conceal wrong in rear column Speaker stands also available
 Granite. black or while sand high impact polymer coatings De/use audio top. S25
 Shipped fully constructed  30 day home trial  Free color literature

Glass Flacks Incorporated (612) 452-7099

2890 Skyltne Drive St. Paul. Minnesota 55121
MadeinUSA Patent Pending

ate
The 01101

Cpakt45
STORAGE

VISA

The Cube
by Lorentz Design

Stores

306 CDs
or any combination

of CDs. VHS. Cassettes etc

Feoturtng our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM. no slots
no plastic molds. no wasted space  Full -extension drawer
slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood 
23' H x 19 1/2' W e 17 1/2' D  Fully assembled  Stockable 

Available In Light, Medium, Dark Oil Stain (S225) &
Black ($235) - Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc.  P.O. Box 277

209 Parkway Ave. N.  Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

Free mailorder brochure
qt1,,,, mention Audi)))

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464, San Francisco, CA 94188

The AUDIO
CD STORAGE CONNECTION

puts manufacturers of CD storage units
in touch with the ideal audience...
CD purchasers unsurpassed in size,
buying activity & the need for storage of
their ever-growing CD collections!
For advertising information call:

1  800  445.6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

In Canada: 1.212.767.5750

ARIZONAt
HIGH - END

Specializing in the finest home
audio from around the world.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, ADCOM, APOGEE,
AUDIO POWER INDUSTRIES, AUDIO
RESEARCH, CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS,
AUDIOQUEST, CREEK, CWD, DAY

SEQUERRA, ENERGY, EPOS, EXPOSURE,
FORTE, KRELL, LINN, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB, MARANTZ, MIRAGE, NAKAMICHI,
ROTEL, ROCK SOLID, TARA LABS, THIEL,
WADIA AND MORE

50(444. L
REAL HI Fl SYSTEMS

2734 West Bell Road, #1306
Phoenix, Arizona 85023

602-993-3351
Ve want to help you choose the best Hi F1,

CALIFORNIA

The
Mown

DINT
DIGITAL

. 1 ..

Store CC.
COMPACT CASSETTE

IFILATURIMr.

oSONY MINI DISC RECORDER*
*TECHNICS I. PIIILIPS D((*
*MARANT/ CD RECORDERS*

*SONY MICRO DAT RECORDER*
*DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS*,

$ nu i RINTALSREPAIRSDUPERATIONSTRANSEERS:
Any ombo . DAT. ID *DR HniDitc

4mm Data far ridin, I, Blank DAT Tape (1.0 Giii,1 sour available)
AC8MOMI'S to Blank Media for all Brortirrs

V11ArNASTINAIN.AK8IUNLIPItr4rDIS(0111.(8.11.01111U.11.111.1-Lt
14814ays -finlay.:9:00ei -6:00nitfalvreays: I:00 -4:00 I Reed fireelayi

T( Ifipatilthireiligilvtdril : Sem 'olinii J. ( \ w101

hP MI /NIP II,. iIII-VV'Oi I; P!..,,1,31)13/136481

CALIFORNIA

WE'RE
HERE

Now you can shop with
confidence at one of the
USA's largest dedicated
Home Theater Sales Centers!
From basic surround to full
blown THX sound, we do it all!

AUTHORIZED DEALER.
Acurus  AMC Aragon
Marantz  Abn  Jamo 
Counterpoint  Magnum
B&K  Coda  PSB  Energy

Veritcs PS Audio
Fosgate JBL Synthesis
Proton  Carver  EAD  Audio Alchemy  Stax 
Klipsch  Kimber  Grado  Celestion  Quad.

6
SFIGlit

1100,1%

CALL TOLL-FREE1 1-800-405-HIFI OPEN 7 DAYS

290T West 182nd St
Redondo Beach

CALAUDIO VIDEO
California 90278
L (310) 371-0019

Definition

CALIFORNIA

VALUEABLE
WE COMBINE EXCEPTIONAL

PRODUCTS WITH DESIGN EXPERTISE
TO CREATE HIGH PERFORMANCE
SYSTEMS OF UNUSUAL VALUE.

Factory Authorized Dealer for:
Adcom  Apogee  Audible Illusions

Autholab  Atlantic  AudioQuest  Audiostatic
Celestion  DefinitiveTechnology  Denon

Fosgate  Grado  Hailer  Hitachi  Lexicon
Linaeum  Mc Cormack  Mod Squad  M&K
NAD NEAR  Paradigm  Parasound  Power
Wedge  Rotel  SOTA  Stax  Sumiko  Theta

Totem  VAC  Van Den Hul  Velodyne
Vidikron  XLO & more!

(310) 370-8575

Systems 1310 Kingsdale Ave.

Desugn Redondo Bch., CA 90278
Tue-Fri 1 1 am-7pm

Sat I tam-6pmGroup
CALIFORNIA

We don't sell
perfect systems.

After I5 years, we'Se learned
no perfect ststem exists. It has to be built-
to sour specifications, within your budget.

To get Steis today...

Irv2111/11lioN. ,11 NI I.. DINH
1.111111 \ 1

11112 I/1

MAINE

Acurus ... Aragon ... Audio Research
... Creek ... CWD Dahlquist

Denon ... Genesis ... Grado Jamo
... Lexicon ... Magneplaner

Magnum Dynalab ... Mark Levinson
NAD Prometheans PSB

Pulsar ... Revolver ... Rotel ... SME
Sota ... Sound Connections ... Stax

Stewart ... Sumiko ... Sumo ...
Symdex Thoren ... Transparent
Audio ... VPI ... And Much More!

Hi Fi ExdimagE
7:0RESIDE MALL  ROUTE ONE

FALMOUTH, ME 04105

(207) 781-2326

Visit these specialty retailers for professional consultation



DEALER
MASSACHUSETTS

SHOWCASE
MINNESOTA NEW JERSEY

The Best Values In Hi End Hi-Fi.

audio studio
Authorized sales and service for:

Audible Illusions, Audioquest, B&K,
Beyerdynamic, Counterpoint, Dual,
Klyne, Maplenoll, Marantz, Mirage,

Mission, Monster Cable, Morel,
NAD, Nakamichi, Oideion Products,

Ortofon, Project, Proton, QUAD,
Renaissance Audio, Revox,

Sennheiser, SME, Shure, Stax,
Straight Wire, Sumiko, Thorens,
Velodyne, VPI, and many more.

414 Harvard St., Brookline, MA 02146
(617) 277-0111

FAX (617) 277-2415
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ACCEPTED

ILLINOIS

Q -QT -FACT()
A UDI0

Legacy Amplifier and Pre -Amplifier

Call for a free catalog:
800 -Ammo -Hi

(800-283-4644)
Fax: 217-744-7269

authorized Dealer:
Legacy

Cary
Sumo

Fosgate

Apature
Micromega

J. Pioneer Elite

Counterpoint
Musical Designs
Soundcraftsmen
Kimber Kable
Beyerdynamic
Music Metre

A Quicksilver
A Monarchy
A Dynaco

Hafler
A Coda

The new

4/hts/N7 speaker

Visit our
SPEAKER FACTORY

SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave.

Springfield, IL 62702

1 (8001229-0644
R ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection and
Lowest Price!! "Isf

46011
was

.0.00

Proud to promote Audio Technics, Audloquest,i
Bang & Olufsen, Goldring, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nifty Gritty, Last,
Discwasher and more!
M -Sat 10-7 Sun 12-5
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414
(612) 378-0543 FAX (612) 378-9024

Jerry Raskin's

Needle Doctor

NEW JERSEY

Celebrate
the Senses

SAVANT features more systems,
with the widest array of design &
installation options anywhere...

Accuphase  Acrotec  Air Tangent
Air Tight  Analogue Productions
Apex  Arcarn  Arcici  Athena

Atlantic Technologies  Audio Prism
Audiolab  Audiostatic  Basis  Benz
Bitwise  Bright Star  Cardas  Chano

Chesky  Clarity Audio  Clarity Recordings
Creek  Day Sequerra  Delos  Dorian

DWIN  EKSC  Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology  Ensemble  Epos

Faroudja  Fosgate  Golden String
Goldmund  Goldring  Grade

Hormone Mundi  Imaging Science Foundation
JPW  Klyne  Last  Mapleshade

Mango Audio Lab  Merrill  Micromega
Mod Squad  Mogami  Morch  Nestorovic
Neutnk  Nimbus  OmniMount  Opus 3
PAC  Panamax  Pioneer Professional
Power Wedge  Pro Ac  Proprius  QED

Rega  Reference Recordings  Rockustics
Roksan  RoomTune  Sheffield Labs
Simply Physics  Sims  Solidsteel

Sound Anchors  Stax  Stewart Filmscreen
Sumiko  System Line  Target  Tice Audio
Toshiba HD  Townshend Audio  Water Lily

WBT  Wheaton  & More...

Savor these pleasures... Call SAVANT.

800 628 0627  609 799 9664
FAX: 609 799 8480

E -Mail: pp000792@interramp.com

.Servhig The World

,`We Design Your
System And

Save You Money!"
FEATURING:

 HIGH END AUDIO
 THEATER SYSTEMS
 MULTI -ROOM SYSTEMS
 IN HOME SERVICE
 EXPERT ADVICE

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PROFESSIONAL REPAIRS

20 Years of Sales & Serrice

201-744-0600

cFA ADIO
193 BELLEVUE AVE., UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043

NEW JERSEY

D irect

A udio

V ideo

E ntertainment

S ystems
SPEAKERS

Bose, Advent, B&W, Boston, Jamo, Celestion,

Polk, Atlantic Technology, M&K, PSB, Pinnacle

ELECTRONICS

Nad, Adcom, Onkyo, Pioneer,
Rotel, Denon, Nakamichi, HK, Kenwood

FOR PRICE SERVICE SELECTION CALL

1.800.308.0354 In NJ NY Call 201.997.7812
MON, TUES,WED 10AM-RPM THUM, FRI 10AM-6PM SAT IOAM-4PM

441 KEARNY AVE,
KEARNY NJ 07032

Visa, Mastercard, Discover

NEW YORK

SHOP US
LAST
WE WILL

BEAT ANY
PRICE*

ADSBOSE  CARVER * DENON 
INFINITY "MONSTER  MTX  NILES 

ONKYO  PIONEER  SONY ES 
"Call For Others Not Listed"

'AUTHORIZED DEALERS

The Sound Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack, NY 11725

800468E2344AUDIO



NEW YORK

DEALER
NEW YORK

SHOWCASE
PENNSYLVANIA

ALPHA STEREO
Quality Components, Professional Installation & Service

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"

Adcom, NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, B&W,
Ortofon, Audioquest, Monster Cable,
M&K, AKG, Stax, Polk Audio, Atlantic

Technologies, Audio Alchemy,
Beyerdynamics, Sony, PSB, Sennheiser,

Alpine, Boston Acoustics.
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

57 Smithfield Blvd., Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961

Monday -Friday 10am-8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard, Visa, Discover, Amex

NEW YORK

+ S7.50 psi:

NYAuclio
516/277_8561

WF

1/4,  audio-technica 1141

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

ek-
We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and or g-
inal replacement styli only!! _A

it (800) 221-0906
CA. 'OLL FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
ANC WSAIMC ORDERS

516)SafF1112

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

N.Y. SZATE(

LYLE CARTRIDGES
115 South Corona Avenue
`valley Stream. N.Y. 11582

Phores Open Mon Sal 9 am.8 pn

orto[on SHUNI,E ion

VERMONT

WE

41" sr( YEIViter, rtoeu DEAAND)

VALUE.
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TOLL- FREE -

800'f56 41.134

P.1.1trecole Fr Of,.,

WISCONSIN

Fur theMusical Differen, e
Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO
 PROAC
 APATURE
 VELODYNE
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M&K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY ES
 ADCOM
 THORENS
 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
 ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
 NAKAMICHI
 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 PSB
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ALTEC LANSING
 ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road , P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143

1-800-826-0520 (715) 735-9002

PHHADELPHIA AUDIOPHILES

 ACOUSTIC ENERGY

 AIR TIC HT

 AWN
 AIMS
 AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

 AUDIO ALCHEMY

 AUDIOLAB

 BENZ-oXICRO

 B+K COMPONENTS

 CARY

 (EC DIGITAL

 CIASSE

 COUN rERPOINT

 CREEK

 DYNAiECTOR

 EMINENT TECH.

 EPOS

 FANFARE FM

 GENESIS

 GRADO

 GRAHAM

 GREEN MOUNTAIN

 HARBETH

 HIGHWIRE

 JADIS

 KIMBER KABLE

 KINERGETICS

 KLYNE

 MELOS

 MERIDIAN

 METAPHOR

 MICROMEGA

 MONITOR AUDIO

 MUSE

 NAD
 PARASOUND

 PASS LABS

 PRESENCE AUDIO

 PS AUDIO

 PSB

 REGA RESEARCH

 ROTEL

 SCI-FI

 SIGNET

 SOTA

 SPENDOR

 STAX

 STRAIGHT WIRE

 TARA LABS

 TARGET

 TOTEM

 TRANSPARENT

 UNITY AUDIO

 VAC

 VPI
 WELL TEMPERED

 WHEATON

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010'Bustleton Ave. Philadelphia, PA 19152
(215)1725-4080 Bank Cards Accepted

VIRGINIA

THE BEST IN HOME GROWN AUDIO.

Farm
FEATURING:

Accuphase, Acurus, Aragen,
Quad, Alon, OCM, Magnum,
Woodside, Roksan, Spendor,
B&K, Kimber, VMPS, Cardas,

Creek, Epos, Micro -Mega,
and many more.

Also featuring high end used
equipment, fully guaranteed!

2039 Electric Rd., Roanoke, VA 24018

Call for information
1-703-772-4434
Nationwide Toll Free:

1-800-752-4018
All major credit cards accepted

WISCONSIN

1

f111.111.111

1111 piav a ter keep,

Authorized Dealer For:
ADS
JVC
LEXICON
ACURUS
SANUS
HUGHES
HAFLER
SONY
MONSTER
NAD
M&K
POLK

PSB
TARGET
CLARION
ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
SENNHEISER
STEREOSTONE
CELESTION
SONY ES
BANG & OLUFSEN
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY
HARMAN KARDON
LUXMAN

ENERGY NAKAMICHI
PROAC P.S. AUDIO
AKG NILES AUDIO
AVIA AIWA PORTABLES

430 State St., Madison, WI 53703
608-255-2887



PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us to
verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

AUTHORIZED

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR
UNIVERSITY AUDIO SHOP, MADISON, WI

SPECIAL: Spica SC30-$299. AUDIO RESEARCH, MAR-
TIN LOGAN, VANDERSTEEN, Totem, Epos, JMLabs, Para-
digm, SYMDEX, Spica, NEAR, B&K, AMC, Creek, Aragon,
YBA, Boulder, Michael Yee Audio, California Audio Labs,
Micromega, Audio Alchemy, Rega, Stax, Magnum Dynalab,
Fosgate, Soundstream, Runco, JVC, Grado, & TaraLabs.
(608) 284-0001.

I61[ -END AUDI®...
MADE EASIER

Serving the serious music lover since 1985, we
have realized that High -End Audio has
become a confusing term. Random matching
of quality components, will not assure you of a
system that can reproduce music. A call or visit
to Audio Outlet will. We specialize in products
that offer exceptional performance and value.
Give us a call, lets talk
music. If you just want
to know what we sell, call
us and ask, or order a copy
of our 96 page catalog.
It's only $4.00.

UDIO
UTLET Inc

914-666-0550  FAX 914-666-0544

AUDIO UNLIMITED in Colorado offers Accuphase, Acous-
tic Energy, Acrotec, AirTight, Airtangent, Audio Meca by
Pierre Lurne, Audio Note, Basis, Benz -Micro, Bitwise,
Chang, Chario, CODA, dpa Deltec, Day-Sequerra, Dynavec-
tor, Ensemble, Graham, Harbeth, Ikeda, JM Labs, Kuzma,
Magnum Dynalab, Magro, Micromega, Mission -Cyrus, Mor-
ch, Musical Design, Music Metre, Muse. NBS, NSM, Onix,
Oracle, RoomTunes, Solid Steel, Sonoran, Sound Anchor,
SOTA, Spendor, Tice, Totem, Unity Audio. Vimak, Wheaton
Triplaner, YBA and more...PHONE/FAX John Barnes at
(303)691-3407. Audio Unlimited, 2341 West Yale Ave., En-
glewood, CO 80110. VISA and MC accepted.

FOR SALE

STOP! LOOK!! SAVE$$!!
NHT, DENON, POLK, CARVER, NAKAMICHI. KEF,
PARASOUND, SNELL, B&K, PSB, NAD, VELODYNE,
M&K, ONKYO, MARANTZ, MB QUART, PS AUDIO,
AUDIO ALCHEMY. SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.

YOU'RE ONLY CHEATING YOURSELF IF YOU DON'T
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR AUDIOQUEST "F-88" SPEAK-
ER CABLE CLOSEOUT SALE! OVER FOUR HUNDRED
PAIR AVAILABLE. SAVINGS 50% TO 70% OFF! "F-88"
USES SOLIDCORE HYPERLITZ TECHNOLOGY COM-
BINED WITH THE OUTRAGEOUSLY SMOOTH AND
DETAILED SOUNDING "FDC COPPER" CONDUCTORS.
IIST PRICE ON 10' PAIR $150.00, SALE PRICE ONLY
$55.00! CALL FOR OTHER LENGTHS AND PRICES. PLUS
MIDNIGHT, CRYSTAL, INDIGO, RUBY, TOPAZ CLOSE-
OUTS. MANY OTHER SALE AND CLEARANCE PROD-
UCTS INCLUDING AUDIO ALCHEMY, B&K, NAD,
KLIPSCH, COUNTERPOINT, POWER WEDGE, VMPS,
LEXICON, STRAIGHTWIRE. REQUEST OUR COMPLETE
LISTING. HCM AUDIO .(800) 222-3465, (916) 345-1341,
FAX (916) 345-7269.

ABARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA $1,350; OMEGA/
SRMT1 $2,900; SIGN/LAMBDA SRD/7 $499; ED -1; AUDIO-
TECHNICA AT -0C9 $259; ALL UNUSED (212)966-1355.

FOR SALE

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speak-
ers, subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CAT-
ALOG, 3021 Sangamon Avenue, Spring-
field, IL 62702. 1-800-283-4644.

BIG DISCOUNTS!!
SAVE$$!

NAKAMICHI, PSB, CARVER, POLK, NHT, NAD, DENON,
SNELL, VELODYNE, KEF, M&K, B&K, PARASOUND, ON-
KYO, PS AUDIO, MARANTZ, AUDIO ALCHEMY, SPICA.
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201.

Test CD's (for player check and room eq), LP's and cassettes
available from DB Systems, POB 460, Rindge, NH 03461.
(603) 899-5121.

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE INTRODUCES OMEGA III buff-
ered active feedback power amplifiers and buffered hybrid
preamplifiers, high powered Fet-Valve hybrid vacuum tube
amplifiers, and affordable straight-line tube and hybrid pre-
amplifiers for ultimate faithfulness to the spirit of the music.
Now ready - beautiful new 17" wide ultra -dynamic pre-
amplifier featuring switchable tone controls, gold switch
contacts, and gold jacks handling 9 sources and 5 loads. AVA
ruggedly efficient amplifiers feature striated heatsinks and
careful engineering -no output failures in two years! Com-
plete line -only preamplifiers, headphone amplifiers, phase
inverters, and more (wired and kits) starting under $200.
Hand crafted in the USA. ATTENTION VINTAGE DYNACO
AND HAFLER OWNERS. Economically recycle your equip-
ment for better than new performance. Eliminate old prob-
lems with our durable, rugged, musically convincing original
designs. Complete PAS, PAT -4, PAT -5, and ST -70 rebuilds
(kit or wired) from $195 include new circuit cards and preci-
sion controls. AVA 300V uS active feedback amplifier circuits
for Dyna and Haller chassis set new standards for transpar-
ency, definition, dynamic range, and liquidity. Write, call, or
FAX for free illustrated catalog. Audio by Van Alstine, 2202
River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 55337. (612) 890-3517,
FAX: (612) 894-3675.

RACK AND CHASSIS BOXES for construction of electronic
projects. Low cost; quick delivery. Call for free catalog.
SESCOM, INC. 1-800-634-3457.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair
Prices, Quality Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us
The ADVANTAGE. CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa MC Amex
Disc COD. ADVANTAGE ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 Riv-
erwood Dr., Burnsville, MN 55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIERS. 100-500 WRMS/CH. New
amps, custom-built, from only $188.00 to $223.00 each.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Call Electronics Hospital
(407)952-3838.

MACRO REFERENCE PROFESSIONAL AMPLIFIER BY
CROWN. LIKE NEW. (219) 522-2009.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS, DESCRAMBLERS. Scien-
tific Atlanta, Zenith, Jerrold, Pioneer, Oak. Replace-
ments for most models. Quality, Price & Service. Amex
Disc/Visa/MC. Dealer inquiries invited. EAGLE Electron-
ics Inc., 1-800-259-1187, #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Na-
ples, FL 33963.

FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE
FOR ALL OF YOUR BLANK AUDIONIDEO TAPES AND
ACCESSORIES, EVEN REEL-TO-REEL TAPES FOR STU-
DIOS, AT DISCOUNTED PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE.
SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION, 3586 PIERCE
DRIVE, CHAMBLEE, GA 30341. (800) 659 TAPE (8273), IN
GA (404) 458-1679. FAX: (404) 458-0276.

CD-ROM CLEANER - Take Care of Your Investment. For
orders or a free color brochure, Call: 510-659-1636 Fax:
510-659-4041 or Write to: Beny Systems, 40087 Mission
Blvd., #171, Fremont, CA 94539. (Dealer Inquiries Wel-
comed Also).

XXX-TREME DISCOUNTS!!
ONKYO-DENON-CARVER-NAKAMICHI-NAD-

PARASOUNO- APATURE-SUMIKO-KEF-SNELL-

POLK-M&K-NHT-SPICA-VELODYNE-PSB-
CHICAGO STANDS. U.S. products. NO GREY! Many closeout

deals! STEREO TECH. 414-836-2942.

TEAC X1000R 101/2" auto reverse reel deck. $595 rebuilt
with warranty. HALL ELECTRONICS, 706 Rose Hill Drive,
Charlottesville, VA 22901. (804)984-4255, FAX:
(804)984-3299.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise, and
whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's warran-
ty. Is there a manufacturer's warranty,
and if so, is it from a U.S. or foreign
manufacturer? Note that many manu-
facturers assert that, even if the
product comes with a U.S. manufac-
turers warranty card, if you pur-
chase from an unauthorized dealer,
you are not covered by the manu-
facturer's warranty. If in doubt, con-
tact the manufacturer directly. In
addition to, or instead of, the manufac-
turer's warranty, the seller may offer its
own warranty. In either case, what is
covered by warranty, how long is the
warranty period, where will the product
be serviced, what do you have to do,
and will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not shipped
within the promised time or if no time
was promised, 30 days of receipt of
the order, you generally have the right
to cancel the order and get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the above guide-
lines, you experience a problem with
a mail order advertiser that you are
unable to resolve, please let us know.
WRITE to Susan Ross, Special
Marketing, 45th floor, Hachette
Filipacchi Magazines, 1633 Broadway,
NY, NY 10019. Be sure to include
copies of all correspondence.
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FOR SALE FOR SALE AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.

High -end audio components. All brands
available. The lowest prices. Friendly
service and advice. Call today. AUDIO
AMERICA (Virginia). 1-703-745-2223.

SAVE ON NEW/USED HI -END AUDIO/VIDEO COMPO-
NENTS FROM DEALER! FAST DELIVERY. FREE ADVICE
LINE. BRI-TECH AV 800-467-7707.

REMOVE VOCALS from music- Tanco Voice Decod-
er -$79.95. Fully guaranteed. Call (813)847-9319 for pre-
recorded demo/ordering information.

MARANTZ 7-C ($2500), 10-B ($2495), 2-8-b's ($3400pr.)
218-326-1383 after 5 CST. or Peter Uzelac. P.O. Box 40.
Bovey, MN 55709.

FREE SHIPPING! PLUS:
EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! MIRAGE, PS,
CWD, KEF, KINERGETICS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED, MONSTER, KIMBER KABLE, SPICA, CARY,
STRAIGHTWIRE, QUAD, MORE! READ BROTHERS,
593 KING, CHARLESTON, SC 29403. (803) 723-7276.

CABLE TESTER, tests all common audio cables; CT -6 Kit
$60.00, Wired $89.00, shipping included, check or credit
card. SESCOM, INC. 800-634-3457.

HYPE! HYPE! HYPE!
You get enough elsewhere! We've delivered something
different for 15 years-natural, musical results! "Musi-
cally exciting" Adcom, B&KandHafler modifications.
Dual -Mono Adcom GFA-555 mods. Smooth, delicate
B&K mods. PA -1 driver boards for Hafler amps-
budget bliss! Don't be high -end pretenders, be con-
tenders, call us today! MUSICAL CONCEPTS, 5749
WESTWOOD DR., ST CHARLES, MO 63304. (314)
447-0040.

JVC 1

This Months Specials
Pioneer JIT Pioneer

*PM Cassette Player, Bx °wimpling, CD Player r Disc

Super Tuner Direct load CD Player, Compatibility, Super Tuner III

KEH-2600
24 Station Presets DEH-215

5135.00 KDGS-550 (239.00

$214.00 "
To Order Using VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX, or DISCOVER

coil (617) 381.6748 To Request our FREE Catalog Call or Mite:

National Wholesale Company, Inc.

28 Henderson St.

Everett, MA 02149

MUSICAL CONCEPTS =
CD MUSICALITY

Blissful satisfaction with CD sound is possible! ENIG-
MA, 110,000 smoothness" for $695, EPOCH, "Seduc-
tive, Sweet, Natural!" $995, CDT -4 Transport $695. All
have "Stable Platter"! ENTRE CD player and CDT -5
Transport "Simply incredible values", $495 each. Audio
Alchemy mods and power supplies, from $149. We
modify Philips -based, Pioneer CD/Laserdisc. We add
"COAX" to CD/Laserdisc with "OPTICAL". MUSICAL
CONCEPTS, 5749 WESTWOOD DR., ST. CHARLES,
MO 63304. 1-314-447-0040.

AUDIO CABLES & MORE

DON'T PAY EXORBITANT PRICES
! FOR TOP QUALITY !

We have equaled the high-priced brands. Sonic
equivalents at a fraction of their cost. We demysti-
fy wire technology. Ask for literature.
AND MORE! DACS, Anti -Jitter Units, CD
Players/Transports, Speaker Stands, Speakers,
Home Theater, Prologic, Accessories-& MORE.
Call 800-321-2108 24hrs./day for free catalog.

L A T INTERNATIONAL
Dept. A 317 Provincetown Road

Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

ENJOY JITTER -FREE MUSIC! AT $549 FOR THE BASIC
PLAYER AND $649 FOR THE REFERENCE ONE TRANS-
PORT. WE HAVE BROKEN THE PRICE BARRIER. ISO-
LATED STABLE CLOCK MODULES AND OTHER UP-
DATES STILL AVAILABLE. DEALER INQUIRIES
WELCOME. G&D TRANSFORMS. (602) 650-1155.

WE BEAT PRICES!!
NAKAMICHI. CARVER, POLK, PSB, DENON, NHT, NAD,
B&K, SNELL, PARASOUND, KEF, VELODYNE, M&K, ON-
KYO, MARANTZ, AUDIO ALCHEMY, PS AUDIO, SPICA.
SOUND SHOP 360-692-8201

BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS
THX HOME THEATER

Alan - B&W - VMPS - Bang & Olufsen -
Adcom - KEF - Harman/Kardon - Mirage -
Crown - Celestion - Eminent Technology -
McCormack - VTL - Denon - Triad - Polk -
Velodyne - Fosgate - Signet - Audible Illu-
sions - Snell - Carver - B&K - Unity -

Alchemy - 25 More Brands. Honest Ad-
vice! TECH ELECTRONICS (904) 376-8080.
HI Fl EXCHANGE. Large selection of quality USED highend
components at huge discounts. We buy, sell & trade. Call for
inventory list. (718) 423-0400 or visit our showrooms at
251-11 Northern Blvd, Little Neck, NY 11363.

AUTHORIZED AUDIONIDEO/CAR
1-800-348-7799 FAST DEUVERY

FULL MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTY
BRAND NEW, FACTORY COMPLETE

ADS CAR JAMO AUDIO PYLE CAR
ADCOM AUDIO JBL AUDIO POLK AUDIO
ADCOM CAR JEIL CAA POLK CAR
ADVENT AUDIO NC AUDIO PAR/ROUND AUDIO
ADVENT CAR NC CAR 'RCA I C D T.Y.
AIWA AUDIO NC VIDEO ROCKFORD CAR
ALTEC AUDIO 10-F AUDIO SHARP T.Y.
ALTEC CAR KENWOOD AUDIO SOW AUDIO
A. R. AUDIO KENWOOD CAR SOW VIDEO
ATL TECH AUDIO KICKER CAR SONY CAR
BAZOOKA CAR KW AUDIO SOW ES AUDIO
BEL CAR KLIPBCH AUDIO SOW ES CAR
BOSE AUDIO LEXICON AUDIO SHERWOOD AIXII0
13 & W AUDIO MB OUARTZ AMC.. SHERWOOD CAR
8 i 0 AUDIO MACRAVOX VIDEO TAPES MS
CARVER AUDIO IIITSUBINE VIDEO TAPES BETA
CELESTION AUDIO II It K AUDIO TAPES Smm
CLARION CAR NW AUDIO TECHMCS AUDIO
DEMON AUDIO IMKAMOS AUDIO TECHICS PRO LINE
DUAL AUDIO CAKYO AUDIO THORENS AUDIO
O. E. VIDEO PARADIGM AUDIO TOSHIBA VIDEO

HAFLER CAR MELLO* AUDIO TOSHIBA CAR
HITACHI VIOE0 PIONEER AUDIO TINVEZ PHONES
H. K. AIJOIO PIONEER CAR VELCOVNE AUDIO
INFINITY AUDIO PICREER ELITE AUDIO YAMAHA AUDIO
INFINITY CAR ROMER PREMIER CAR YAMAHA CAR

MasteCard. VIM, welcome Ereppng charges addeonal. roue. Relan Policy IA
MY AR PsIoJ Is delecb, eschshge ortY Swprc CHASM nog lelundeble'

25E8 Unwary Dr SIAM e3.5 Ural *Am. FL 330135
 FACTORY ALITHORIZED

Buys -Sells -Trades -Repairs -Modifies.
(AI) = AS IS, (D) Demo, (EX)= Excellent, (F) = Fair,
(G)= Good, (M) - Mint, (N) - New. AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase
P102(EX) $1519, P260(EX) $759, Audio Research CLAS-
SIC-30(EX) $1519, CLASSIC-120(EX) $3495, M100(EX)
$2735; B&K ST140(EX) $265. ST202/BAL(M) $612, STar 1/
BAL(N) $600; Carver TFM35(D) $627, TFM55(D) $811; Chord
SPM 1200(N) $2099; CM Labs 8OMRM(AI) $299; Coda 10(D)
$1761; Conrad -Johnson MF80(N) $999, MF200(D) $1499,
MV100(EX) $1769, PREMIER -8(D) $9995; Counterpoint
SA12(EX) $699, SOLID -2(D) $1599; Denon POA5000(N)
$922, Dynaco ST400II(D) $931; Electrocompaniet AW250(G)
$1367; Jadis DEFY -7(D) $3799; Kinergetics KBA75(N) $1795;
Krell KSA100S $3995, KSA150(EX) $2995; Levinson
ML11(EX) $999; Manley EUR0-35(D) $999, STER-
EO -75/75(D) $1744; Marantz 5(EX) $2500; McIntosh MC30
$299-499, MC40 $379-599, MC50(A1) $106, MC60
$243-1000, MC225 $531-899. MC240 $999-1995, MC250(AI)
$227-309, MC275 $2819-9995, MC2100 $227-649. MC2105
$303-899, MC2155(EX) $1367; Motif MS100(EX) $1499;
OCM500(D) $1916; Rotel RB970BX(N) $360, RB980BX(N)
$569. CASSETTE DECKS: Carver TD1770(D) $442; Denon
DRM710(N) $361, DRS810(N) $442. CD PLAYERS: Accu-
phase DP70(EX) $1329; Carver SDA370(D) $476;
DCD3520(D) $953, DCM320(D) $265; Kinergetics KCC140(D)
$2115; NAD 5240(AI) $151; Philips CD40(A1) $187,
CD91OPBK(D) $125, CD920(D) $135, CDC925(D) $187; Ro-
tel RCD820(A1).$227. CD PROCESSORS: Aragon D2A-II(M)
$1212; KrelISTEALTH(EX) $1215, STUDIO -2(M) $1443; Pro-
ceed PDP2(EX) $455. CD TRANSPORT: Krell MD2AC(EX)
$1975; Proceed PDT(EX) $599-749. CROSSOVERS: Accu-
phase F15L(EX) $911. EQUALIZERS: Audio Control OC-
TAVE(N) $143, TEN-II(N) $199; McIntosh MQ102 $75-99,
M0104 $75-$225, M0107(EX) $372. GUITAR AMPS: ART
490(EX) $493; Peavey MARK-IIIP(EX) $396, SWR BABY-
BWE(EX) $455. GUITARS: Fender TELECASTER(M) $1215;
Gibson CE-CELEBRITY(M) $987; Rickenbacker 325JL(M)
$987; Sigma CR9(NOS) $256. HEADPHONES: Stax
ED1(EX) $265, LAMBDA-CLASS-MX(D) $651, LAMBDA-
SIG(D) $1299, SR34-PRO(D) $162, SR84-PRO(D) $199, SR-
SIGMA(EX) $227, SRD7-PRO(EX) $113, SRD7SB $50-152.
INTEGRATED AMPS: McIntosh MA5100 $151-399, MA6100
$379-549. MUSICAL ACCESSORIES: Boss DR550MKII(EX)
$151. PHONOGRAPHS: Victor CREDENZA $2000-4000,
VV -S -215(G) $375, WXI(G) $375. PRE-PREAMPS: Mcin-
tosh MCP1 $229-399; Threshold M1-MC(M) $113. PRE-
AMPLIFIERS: Accuphase C11(EX) $227, C202(EX) $911,
C222(EX) $455; B&K AVP2000(N) $699; Carver C15V(D)
$587, C20V(N) $759; Coda 01P(D) $2089; Counterpoint
SA2000(N) $1395, SA3000(D) $1642, SA5000(M) $3246;
Denon DAP2500 (EX) $299; Dynaco PAT4 $39-99, PAT
$37-99; Electrocompaniet PREAMP-II(EX) $299; Heathkit
WAP2 $37-99. Krell PAM7(EX) $607, Levinson NO.25(EX)
$1139, NO.26(EX) $2887, Luxman 5C50(G) $189; Marantz 7
$1995-3995; McIntosh C4 $200-400. C8 $200-400. C8S $500,
C28 $299-549, C31V(EX) $1139, C32 $299-999, C37
51277.2001, CR7 $167-399; Meitner PA6I(EX) $759; Preci-
sion Fidelity C8-PF(AI) $303, Rotel RC980BX(D) $450,
Soundcraftsmen PRO-CONTROL-3(EX) $151. PRO-
CESSORS: Audio Pulse 2(G) $75, Bozak 902(G) $75, Carver
DPL20(EX) $211. Fosgate DSM3608(EX) $299, McMartin
LR1004C(G) $139. RECEIVERS: Fisher 500B(F) $113, Ky-
ocera R461(D) $592, Philips FR920(D) $201, FR930(D) $299;
Tandberg TR2040(B?) $75. REMOTE CONTROLS: McIntosh
CR7 $167-399, CR8 $129-454, R606(EX) $78, R624 $75-133,
R626(EX) $266, R657(EX) $181. SPEAKER SWITCHES:
McIntosh P349 $151-249, SCR2A(EX) $106, SCR3(EX)
$106-149; Niles MSA6R(N) $75; Rotel RSS900(N) $272.
SPEAKERS: Apogee CENTAUR(EX) $999, STAGE-Sub(EX)
$1519; BIC REALTA(D) $683, V52 $117-149; Carver AL-III(D)
$1062; Dahlquist D0301(D) $1337; JM Lab MICRON(D) $543;
KEF 050(D) $574; Linaeum LFX-STANDARD(D) $299; McIn-
tosh ML2C(EX) $1118, XD715(M) $433, XR7(EX) $1063,
XR230 $455-849, XR240 $683-1199, XR250(EX) $1499,
XRT22HF(M) $999-1500, XRT22(M) $4999; Sound Lab PRIS-
TINE(D) $3199. Velodyne F1200(N) $878-1095. TAPE
DECKS: AstlufAxn 407 $1120-400, Concertone 93-4(AI) $113.
TEST EQUIPMENT: EFI TV2C(EX) $406; Hicock 539C(EX)
$607; McIntosh AA2 $440-749, MD $379-550; Sound Tech-
nology 1000A $873-1799, 1100A(EX) $499-999. 1200A(EX)
$531, 1701A(EX) $1215-1799. TUNER PREAMPS: Carver
CT6(D) $518, CT7(D) $429, CT29V(D) $838; Haller 945(D)
$487; McIntosh MX110 $265-699, MX117(EX) $1063; Rotel
RTC940AX(N) $383. TUNERS: B&K TS108(N) $357. Carver
TX1113(D) $671, Magnum-Dynalab F205(N) $249, FT101A(D)
$705, FT -R $363-431, Marantz 20B $299-699; McIntosh
MR65 5299-599, MR65B $199-799, MR66 5227-799, MR67
$227 $189-899, MR71 $227-999, MR75(EX) $1349, MR78
$607-1399, MR80 $1215-1519; Perreaux TU3(D) $303; Rotel
RT950BX(N) $284. TURNTABLES: Sota COSMOS(N)
$2999, Thorens TD125(EX) $151; VPI HW19-JR-PWS(D)
$1375, PLC(D) $281. VIDEO DISC PLAYERS: Denon
LA3000(D) $547. FREE Catalogue. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fn.,

AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.
607-865-7200

r
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FRIENDLY PEOPLE a EXPERT ADVICE !
FOR INFO OR
CUSTOMER
SERVICE CALL
908.780.6600

) FAX ORDER
/ 908.294.7480

erican- 1-3-dyers Club till, Wits V:Public...

i:81M-354-1324
ABC 130 HIGHWAY 33  ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726

ffigfigum
RX-V1070 & 870 CALL
CARVER.
HR -895 CALL
[NINON
AIA12503 & KW CALL
NAUMAN KAMM.
AVR30 & H6-3600 CALL
JVC
RX-815 375
KENWOOD
KM -7060 325
MAW
Ti000 & 705 CALL
NAPLUAICI414

AV -1 79

RECENUI 2 & 3 CALL
ONKYO'
TX-SY-919TH( CALL
SV-717PR0 IN STOCK
PIONEER
VSX-0903S 689
SONY
STIR -0101 CALL

SIC
ALL MODELS CALL
BOSE.
ANS SII & AM 7 CALL
CELISTION*
MANY MODELS CALL
INFINITY*
REFERENCE 3 295
REFERENCES CALL
KLIPCH
MANY MODELS CALL
MIRAGE
MANY MODELS . CALL
NET*
HDPl&SUPER ZERO CALL
PARADIGM
TITAN AND 11SE III CALL
POLK AUDIO.

AND LS -70 NEW
RM-3000 CAP55LL

MANY MODELS CALL
SUBWOOFERS
NHT
SW2P CALL
VELOOTNE. A MC
IN STOCK CALL

WECIMEEME
YAMAHA*

CDC -645 CALL
CDC -745 CALL
CARVER.
SD/MOT CALL
HANNON ICARDON*
TL -8400 BEST
HD -7525 PRICE
MAW
502

0 RATTED500OP
NARA/AMU*
MB -2 & MB -3 CALL
ONKYO
DX -C606 CALL
DX -706 CALL
PIONEER

LD-0503 CALL
PD -M703 CALL
SONY
CDP-C645 CALL
CDP-C745 CALL
CDP-CX100 100 CD

M1332021015121MI
oNKY04 CALL
NAKAMICHI* CALL
YAMAHA* FOR

DENON YOUR

H. KARDON SEST
PIONEER PRICE
SONY MINI MCCALL
IEE=.133M1
ACURUS
FULL LINE CALL
ADCOU
GTP-150 CALL
GFA-555MMI CALL
ACE -151_ A MUST
CARVER.
TFM-55 CALL
CT -17 CALL
TFM-35 499

CALL
CALL

CALL
CALL

9210
9300
HAD*
1600
27COTHX
YAMAHA
DSP-A2070 CALL
DSP-A970 CALL
CILLIK101101111011 ALSO

MagrECEME
SONT CAMCORDERS
CCD TR-400 CALL
CCO TN -7N CALL
CIO tIt-91 CALL
CCD TR-70 CALL
SONY VCR'S
SLVR1000 S -VHS USA

SLV-920HF CALL
SLY- 770HF& 720HF CALL
EVS- 7003 HI -B CALL
SONY LASER
MDP-1100 CALL
PANASONIC VIDEO CALL
PROTON CALL
NIKON OM/CORONAS
VII- CALL
.JVC VHS -C
CRS -07 S -VHS CALL
&RV 75 MACE STABLIZER
GRAD -70 COLERNEKIMB
.../IN/C VCR'S
CALL FOR ALL MODELS
HRS-6900 CALL

101161140710CAMCORali

ES-1 DIG00ITAL
8990

HI -8 CALL
Al

S5 998
ESLIC-500 COLOR VBWIDER

ES -70 120 ZOOM
411TAILIC NS
VMH39A-HI-13 COLOR V F
VM-E58A TOP RATED
VM-E55A TOP RATED
VM-1171A LATEST HI -8
CALL AK HITACHI CRT
00 VIDEO
DUAL VCRS49999&UP

INNCARCORDORS
PRO -930 CALL
PR3-840 930 806

USA WANIAWIX INCLUDED

CAR STEREO
CALL 911E0866600
ALPINEAUTOTBK
B LAUPU NK' CALL
B OSTON ACOUSTICS'
COLLINSINFINITY.
.1111. LA. SOUND
IATXPOLK**SONY
PHASE LINEAR

41-1V S YEAR WARRANTIES A ARABLE FOR ALL ITEMS
MILLION DOLLAR INVENTORY MIN

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 72 -Page Catalog
with a huge selection of
name brand professional
gear for DJ's, Clubs &
Musicians all at discount
prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mail Order Center 11711 Monarch SI.

Garden Grove. CA 92641

Retail Super Store 13110 Magnolia St

Garden Grove. CA 92644 (714030-6760III PRO SOUND OUR 19th
& STAGE LIGHTINGT. YEAR!

STEVE'S CONSIGNMENT
SHOP HI Fl FARM AND STEVE'S AUDIO ADVICE
NOW OFFERS CONSIGNMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR
THE USED AUDIO MARKET. TOP DOLLAR OFFERED.
CALL FOR INFORMATION. NEW EQUIPMENT ALSO.
CALL 1-800-752-4018.

Hardbound AUDIO, annual bound volume editions, just
like the ones in the Editor -in -Chief's office. Various years
available in limited quantities, $40.00 each. Also available:
Hardbound October Annual Equipment Directories. Years
1992, 1991, 1990, & 1987 $15.95 each, and hardbound May
Car Stereo Directories for years 1991, 1990, 1989 and 1985,
$8.00 each. All prices include postage and handling. All
orders postpaid. Check or money order only (no credit card
orders) payable to AUDIO MAGAZINE. Send orders to AU-
DIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. Attn: Michael
Bieber, Or call 212/767-6301 for further information.

FOR SALE

MONEYSPENT SOUNDLY
a0 10 EXCELLENCE, INC,

TIE kr Alla 51111151 EIIIPWIT FIIM ALL RU411 MAKITACTLICH

DENON NAKAMILIII UNI TU
SONY ES YAMAHA BOSE KLIPSCH

K EF POLK  AND MORE!
MCKIM a IAMBIC, BAT AND MIMI ARNO HIRPRER

CALL NOW (212) 229-1622
143 West 26th Street, New York NY 10001

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

SINGERS, REMOVE VOCALS
Unlimited Low Cost, Instantly Available

Background Music from Original Standard
Recordings! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Better and gives you the
Thompson Vocal Eliminator''
Free Brochure & Demo Tape..
LT Sound Dept AU -1
7988 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 *"tit24 Hour Demo/Info Request Une ( 14822485 Mg 51
When You Want Something Better Than Karaoke!

FREE!
Fact Sheet
dbx

Power
Amplifier

s12900,
Gmplifier

echnologies
ncorporated

751 Laurel St. 201 San Carlos, CA 94070
ph.. 415/592.9260 Fax 415/508.9518

Call Monday -Friday 9AM to6 PM lion)

18" 528A!!41 PS
WHERE CAN YOU BUY BRAND NAME CAR STEREO &
ELECTRONICS AT DEALER COST, IN YOUR AREA?
AVERAGE 40% OFF RETAIL PRICES. NEW IN BOX, SAVE
$100's & $1000's, BOOK $24.00. FREE 24 HR. MESSAGE,
(305) 480-5244.

CLEAN POWER, ACPEAM 951A series power line condi-
tioner improves Sound Image. 30 day money -back guaranty.
Manufacturer direct. Fax or Mail for information. ACPEAM
Ent. Inc. 416-498-7915, Box 92215, 2900 Warden Avenue,
Scarborough, Ontario M1W3Y9 Canada.

HI Fl FARM ENTERS THE ARENA FOR HOME THEATER.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION. (800)-752-4018.

LOUDSPEAKERS
STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UP-
GRADE ANY SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE- $2.00
(REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., 2844
CHARMONT DR., APOPKA, FL 32 703-59 72.
(4071786-0623.

REVOLUTIONARY WORLD CLASS TWEETER: Kryp-
tonite- RIBBED Dome, 20,000 Gauss, No Basket, no sur-
round. GLASSCONE RIBBED Woofers, with PARA-
BOLE - surround. Zero modal break up. White Electronics,
Box 403, Stanford, IN 47463. FAX: (812) 825-3355 SENSA-
TIONAL.

GEMINI
DYNAUDIO and MADISOUND in-
troduce a new standard for Loud-
speaker Systems. The Gemini has the
sound quality of an electrostatic loud-
speaker, but has the power handling
capability and smaller size available
in a dynamic loudspeaker.

18-1/2'

- 7-3/1' -
Woofer: Dynaudio Esotec 15W75, 3
inch voice coil on a cast frame 5 inch
woofer - exceptional power capabil-
ity and bass clarity.

Tweeter: Dynaudio Esotec D-260
Soft dome with transmission line
chambering - smooth clean output
even at transients of 1 kilowatt.

Crossover: 6dB - Phase and imped-
ance compensated, Polypropylene ca-
pacitors in series circuits give new
meaning to transparency in sound re-
production.

11'
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Cabinet: MDF up to 1 inch thick!
Oak veneers, with grill and clear or
black satin finish.

Kit: All parts for home assembly in
one evening - If you don't love them,
we'll but them back!

Price: Special kit price: $970 per pair,
kits complete with cabinets. The
GEMINI speakers would be an excep-
tional value at three times this price.

Note. Minimum impedance 3Q.

Madisound Speaker Components
(8608 University Green)

P.O. Box 44283
Madison, WI 53711 U.S.A.

Tel: 608-831-3433
Fax: 608-831-3771
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SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS

DAVIS
ACOUSTICS
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CROSSOVER COMPONENTS

FAST CAPACITORS
Pecoliced Polypropywne ,Non.Poterizeci
Values trorn 10 mid to 220 n310
Voltage Pat, 250 VDC / 130 VAC

SOLES INDUCTORS
Perlect Lay wasagonai W.ncling Air Cored
Vaioes own 10 /invi 10 00 rowil
Wire Sices Awn PO AWG to *10 AWG

e". SOLEN INC.
4470 AVENUE THIBAULT
ST-HUBERT, QC 13Y 7T9
CANADA TEL.: (514) 656-2759

FAX 15141443-4949

NEPTA.LITE INDUCTORS
Seven Strands Lite-Wive Constructions
Values Own 10 WI to 30 vn0
W.,* saes from ale AWG to 112 AWG

SOLEN CROSSOVERS
Custom Computer Design

1, Passive Crossover for Prohsvonal. and
Car SWF., Power up to 1000 WWI

CROSSOVER. SPEAKER PARTS
Gold Speaker Term,nsii, Gold Banana Plugs,
Gold Binding Posts. Crossover Terminals.
Power Resistors, SAWN CaNcdors,
Plastic Grill Fasteners, Nylon Ty.Wraps,
Car SpeaSst Grills, Disc Farts

Computer Aided Design for enclosure and crossover available to customer

CATALOG $6.00 REFUNDABLE

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line dis-
tributor of electronic parts and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express'''.
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173

Fax: 513/222-4644 1-800-338-0531
Source Code: AUM

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENT - KITS. Audio Concepts.
Dynaudio, Eclipse, Eton, LPG, Vifa, more! Crossover parts.
design books & repairs. Catalog $2.00. MENISCUS, 2575
28th St., S.W.. Dept. A, Wyoming, MI 49509. (616)
534-9121.

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES?
SIMPLY SPEAKERSdoes professional foam replace-
ments any size/brand. 7 Year Warranty. We sell DIY
Foam Surround Kits for less! Speaker reconing. MC
VISA/DISCOVER/AMEX: 1-800-767-4041.

Loudspeaker Sale: ADS L1290: $400; B&W Matrix
Series II: $550; Canton Karat 920: $400; Celestion 100:
$400; Celestion SL6: $350: Cer win Vega AT15: $500:
DCM TimeWindow 3: $500; Energy Ref. Con.22: $500:
Genesis Genre 1: $650; Harmon Kardon 60's: $1500:
Infinity Kappa 8.1: $750; Infinity Ref. 6: $500: JBL THX
Home Theatre System: $2000; JBL L5: $650; Kindel
PLS-A: $500; Klipsch KG5.2: $500: Klipsch SW10: $500;
Klipsch Forte II: $700; Klipschorns: $2500; MB Quart
99OMCS: $1000; McIntosh XR-16: $450; McIntosh
XRT-18: $1000; Merlin Sig III: $1200; Mirage SM2.5: $100:
Near 50M: $800; Paradigm 11SE Mk3: $600; Paradigm
7SE Mk2: $300; Pinacle PN-5: $75; Polk 4.6 Series 2:
$150; Vandersteen 2CI: $600; Thiel CS2: $1200. CALL:
(217) 544-5252.

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. D.I.Y. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE
WORK. SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE
1979. VISA/MC AMEX DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

HALLADAY ACOUSTICS introduces the ERIN 2.2 full
range "Volksmonitor." SANDBAR'" Oak cabinet, VIFA silk
dome, 8" PEERLESS woofer, and our TRANSILVER silver
wired "perfect" crossover yield incredible results. Call or
write for the whole story and 1995 catalogue. HALLADAY
ACOUSTICS, 73 Spring Street. Suite #8, Saratoga Springs,
NY 12866. (518) 581-8095.

TRUE SUBWOOFER
With phenomenal
true deep bass
extending below
20Hz with low
distortion at a very
affordable price.

The new HRSWI2V
will extend the bass
of your stereo or
video system for
that "air shaking all
around you" effect.

HSU Research HRSW12V

Here's what the experts said of our 100W, 25Hz
prototype shown at the Winter CES (production
units are 150W, 20Hz):

"...all of the non-boomy, stomach -massaging bass energy
was coming from a single 12 -inch powered subwoofer..."

Peter Mitchell. Stereophile Vol. 17 No. 4, April 1994

"...delivered enough punch to shake the sturdiest shelf..."
Brent Butterworth, Video Magazine, April 1994

"One of the most effective subwoofer demonstrations""
Gary Reber, Widescreen Review Vol. 3 No. 1. March 1994

Send for complete information on the HRSW12V
and our famous HRSW10s.

HSU
Write or call:
HSU RESEARCH
20013 Rainbow Way, Cerritos, CA 90701
1-800-554-0150 (Voice)
1-310-924-7550 (Voice/Fax)

Sold lac ory direct with a 30 day Mal - money bads
guarantee 5 year manufacturer's defect warranty.

BETTER
LOUDSPEAKER n
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The VMPS lbwer II Special Edition, the deluxe ver-
sion of an Audio Magazine "Best Buy" system, is
now available with exclusive handbuilt, phase -plugged
woven carbon fiber 12" woofers, the finest dynamic
drivers extant.

These high-tech cones are also now standard in our
flagship FF-1 Focused Field Array ($6800-
$7200pr), four of which made up the VMPS 1994
WOES Surround Sound display. After auditioning
every multichannel/Home Theater display at the
Show, the editor of Widescreen Review judged the
VMPS room best, and by a wide margin. Call or
write for copies of the full editorial, or for brochures
and test reports on all VMPS systems including our
four Subwoofers ($289-$649ea), the 0S0626 and
Dipole Surround A/V monitors ($289-$349ea),
OSO Series bookshelf systems, and more. Kit ver-
sions of most systems are available, and prices in-
clude free shipping in 48 states.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
cliv. !tone Audio

3429 Morningside Dr.
El Sobrante, CA 94803

(510) 222-4276 Fax: (510) 232-3837

Hear VMPS at: The Listening Studio, Boston; Sounds Incred-
ible, Brookfield CT; Dynamic Sound, Washington DC: Hifi Farm,
Roanoke VA; Home Theater Systems, Little Falls NJ; Mark
Curry, Las Vegas, NV; AMUG. Phoenix AZ; Perna Audio, Sun
Valley CA; American Audio, Greenville SC; Chattanooga Valley
Audio, Rossville GA; Tech Electronics, Gainesville FL; Arthur
Morgan. Lake Mary FL; DNA Audio. Orange City FL; Sounds
Deluxe. Clarendon Hills IL; Audio Exchange, Mishawaka IN;
Audio Connection. Terre Haute IN; Ruth Industries, St. Louis
MO; Shadow Creek Ltd, Minneapolis MN; Audio by Gil
Morrison, Detroit MI; Lookout Electronics, Longview WA;
Affordable Audio, Fresno, CA; Exclusively Entertainment,
Oceanside. CA; Hal Broda, Escondido CA; Christopher Hansen
Ltd., Beverly Hills CA; Audio Haven, Brea CA; Sounds Unique,
San Jose CA; Private Line Home Entertainment, Stockton
CA; Golden Ear. Chico CA: !tone Audio, El Sobrante CA;
James Romeyn, Petaluma CA; The Sound Room. Vancouver
BC Canada
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LOUDSPEAKERS

NEWEST REUBEN GUSS SHELF SPEAK-
ER SURPASSES FLOOR SYSTEMS-
$3600. OTHER 1996 SPEAKER -SYSTEM
PROTOTYPES AT 50% DISCOUNT. (212)
580-7401. BY APPOINTMENT ONLY.

PHANTOM
SOUND

Enloy 360° dispersion of high quality
sound outdoors! The 16' 11 a 6" W
redwood, weather resistant speakers
blend In naturally with landscape around
a pool or patio or on a patio or deck

$400 a parr

30 -day money back guarantee

1.800.777.2780
PHANTOM SOUND, 7871 Kyles Station Rd Middletown. OH 45044-9404

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save you hundreds ot dollars! All
sizes including AR. Advent, BOSE, JBL.
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions:
$27.95/pr. BOSE 901's $67.95/er, (incl.
S/H, No COD's) Do it yourseff with SAT!

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 704-697-9001 24 Hr
PD Boo 1086, Flat Rack, NC 28731 Incl. make & model w/order

BUY BOZAK SPEAKER SYSTEMS FACTORY
DIRECT. 30 -DAY RISK FREE HOME AUDI-
TION. For a catalog: BOZAK, 539 Norwich,
Taftville, CT 06380. (800) 730-9677.

OHM SPEAKERS 800 -ohm -1254
Upgrades and service plus complete speaker
systems from $200 to $7000 per pair. Ohm
Acoustics, 241 Taaffe Place, Brooklyn, NY
11205.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. Lowest Prices,
shipped direct to you. Free Price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886
East Charing Cross Cir., Lake Mary, FL 32746.

23 YEARS OF CRITICAL ACCLAIM

Ohm
FULL ROOM STEREOTm

3-D STEREO IMAGE LOUDSPEAKERS

FREE CATALOGUE! 800-231-3458. No matter where you
sit you will hear balanced 3-D stereo image with Ohm FRS "
speakers. All Ohm speakers are designed to deliver FULL
ROOM STEREO'". American Records Inc., 409 Plandome
Rd., Manhasset, NY 11030. FACTORY AUTHORIZED
SALES/SERVICE. FACTORY DIRECT PRICES. Discover/
Visa/MasterCard Amex.

HAL COX (FRIEND OF JIM LANSING), SINCE 1947
BUYS SELLS HARTSFIELD-, JBL, ALTEC, EV-
PARAGON. OLYMPUS. SPECIAL: JBL HARTSFIELD
WALNUT 085 $599/PAIR, JBL 4312 BK MONITORS $499
PAIR. SHIPS WORLDWIDE. VISA -MC. (415) 388-5711.
FAX: (415) 388-3359. 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VAL-
LEY, CA 94941. SAN FRANCISCO AREA.

New Ribbon technology featuring superb soundstaging,
definition and smoothness. Monopolar slim profile Ribbons
are both audiophile and Dolby AC -3 ready. Tubes love them.
We provide complete systems, centre channel to No Holds
Barred as well as 8", 15" and 30" Custom Ribbon kits. Call for
specs, prices and international reviews. Newlorm Research
Inc. (705) 835-9000, fax (705) 835-0081.

CD PLAYERS
OPTIMUS CD3400-I've got them NEW! Get your mega-
buck transport basher. Call now, limited supply. $200. BOB:
(215) 741-3569.

Visa

MaSterCa,d

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes,
record jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers,
much more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM
663, POB 8212, COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-84168.

PRESERVE + MAINTAIN + RESTORE
LP-78RPM-4CH  Pickering  Stanton  Shure  Nitty Gritty
 Vacuum Record Cleaners from $99.95  Special Brushes
& Fluids  3 -Speed Turntables  Signal Processors  Dis-
counts  Free Catalog! KAB Electro-Acoustics, P.O. Box
2922, Plainfield, N.J. 07062-0922 (908)754-1479.

HALF MILE VINYL. Quality pre -owned LP's. F Informat on,
Catalog. SASE: Box 98, East Wareham, MA 02538 (508)
295-2508.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

Analogue Productions
Mobile Fidelity . Wilson

Reference Recording -Chesicy
Sheffield lab - Harmonia Mundt

Proprius - RCA Living Stereo  Mace
Mercury Living Presence - plus marry more

in and out of punt recordings!

Catalog S3 In USA, $5 elsewhere - refundable

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS 1-800-525-1630
P 0 BOX 2043  SALINA. KS 67402-2043

1-913-825-8609  FAX 1-913-825-0156

WANTED TO BUY
US 1st Exporter, David Yo since 1977 always buying. Tube
Marantz, McIntosh, ARC, Quad, Leak, Fisher, Dynaco, Vin-
tage speakers, units from Western Electric, Tannoy, EV, JBL,
Altec, Jensen, Thorens TD124, Garrard 301, etc. P.O. Box
280802, Northridge. CA 91328-0802. Tel: 818-701-5633.

MARANTZ & ALL VINTAGE EQUIPMENT, HIGH -END. No
one pays MORE, working or not! N Y.S.I. (718) 377-7282,
2-6pm, WEEKDAYS.

TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid state, Western, JBL, Altec, Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortofon Arm,
Temma--(516) 942-1212, (516) 496-2973.

HIGHER OFFER WITH CASH FOR YOUR USED HI -END
AUDIO ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT. EASTERN AUDIO,
(718) 961-8256, 11AM-7PM, MON-SAT. FAX: (718)
961-8315. FLUSHING, NY.

WANT - JBL Hartsfleld, EV Patrician, Brociner, Tran-
scendent Singles OK, McIntosh, Marantz & other tube
equipment. Larry Dupon, 2638 W. Albion, Chicago, IL
60645. (312) 338-1042, evenings.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP.
BUYING and SELLING by PHONE. CALL for
HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Since.
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet, 320 Old
York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046.
AUDIO CLASSICS BUYS -SELLS -TRADES -REPAIRS
High End Audio Components. CALL for a quote. See our ad
at the beginning of the classifieds. AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD.,
POB 176WB, Walton, NY 13856. Phone: 607-865-7200.
8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri , FAX: 607-865-7222.

CABLE TV

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE!
CALL US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL
BRANDS 24 HOUR SHIPPING. VCI
1-800-677-0321.
CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS
ALL MAJOR BRANDS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST
PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS
US! R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUAR
TERS, WHOLESALE PRICES. ABSOLUTELY THE LOW-
EST PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. NOBODY
BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS: 1-800-304-3604.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS! CALL THE ALTERNATIVE!
11 YEARS IN THE BUSINESS! ALL BRANDS! SATISFAC-
TION GUARANTEED! PERSONABLE SERVICE! ASK
FOR JOHN! CALL 1-800-200-8897. ALTERNATIVE MAR-
KETING INC., 51 MCANDREWS, #111. BURNSVILLE.
MN 55337.

CABLE TV

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS: JERROLD, ZE-
NITH, OAK, SCIENTIFIC ATLANTIC, ALL
BRANDS AVAILABLE. LINK YOURSELF TO
THE FUTURE! VISA, MASTERCARD,
C.O.D.'S ACCEPTED. CABLELINX, INC.:
1-800-501-0095.

CABLE CHANNELS
I EQUIPMENT -

SUPS;t441.E°
I Doot.
I al* 3N), z71The nationwide source <i).

for cable TV equipment.004
I

"BUY WHERE THE DEALERS BUY."

I YOUR VCR TAPES
I CAN PLAYAS

CLEAR AS DAY!

 Easy Connections,

I  Eliminates "jamming"
1  Copy any tape  2 Year Warranty
'  RC Plugs Included  30 Day Money Back Gurantee 1

I MEGA EtEcTrtomes
Vic.,...c 7.04./(104g00342

SAVE
1000's

I MEMBER BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU I

TV Cable Descramblers
and Converterters Catalog.
Open Every Day!

Why put up with Inconsistent
Color, Flashes and Streaking
and Interference!

SERVICES

ACCUPHASE
AUTHORIZED SERVICE AND PARTS for all Accuphase
products. Contact: ACCUTECH, 206 E. Star of India Lane,
Carson, CA 90746. TEL. (310) 324-7406, FAX (310)
324-7422. Hours: 9am-4pm Pacific Time.

Your DAT or Analog Tape transfered to One -Off CD!
$195 + S&H. Includes transfer, sample -rate conversion,
PQ -coding & one CD -R. Program length max 74 minutes.
(508) 651-7837, Bam-5pm EST.

Audio Equipment Built, Repaired, Modified and Restored
by Richard Modafferi, independent consultant to Audio Clas-
sics, Ltd., inventor, and former Senior Engineer at McIntosh.
AUDIO CLASSICS, LTD. POB 176RTM, Walton, NY 13856
Phone: 607-865-7200 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., FAX:
607-865-7222.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
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...audible results with the finest
in connecting components!

SOUND CONNECTIONS INTERNATIONAL, INC
203 Flagship Dr. -Lutz, FL USA 33549

PH: 813-948-2707 Fax: 813-948-2907
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Premium Grade Parts
Don't Pay More!

Absolutely the best selection of audiophile grade parts
at fair prices! Extensive deep in stock inventory
Maturing these vendors and many more. Free catalog!
\IIT MULTICAP, WONDER CAP, SOLES, SCR, REL-CAP,
NICHICON MUSE, BLACK GATE, CAt)OOCK, VISHAY, MILLS,
110LCO, RFSISTA, TDK, ALPS, NOBLE, EAR, DEFLEX PANELS,

CARDAS, RENDER, ACROTECH, & pure silver chassis wires,
I ID:FRED diodes, Sow foil inductors, all types of audio
onnectors, silver contact toggle. & rotary switches,

.topped attenuator kits, hospital grade plugs, tubes,
ux3ls, IC's, super selection of damping materials & feet.
Intemational/overseas orders are especially welcome!
Phone (415) 669-7181 or fax (415) 669-7558 for a catalog.
Michael Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937

TUBE TRAP

OVER A DECADE OF
ACOUSTIC INNOVATIONS

FINE TUNE YOUR LISTENING SPACE. Acoustic Sci-
ences Corporation offers you the technology and an
economical Home Audio product line. For a no cost
consultation call 1-800-ASC-TUBE. (1-800-272-8823).

250 PAGE CATALOG and DESIGN MANUAL:
CHECKOUT OUR KITS!!! MOSFET Power Amplifiers,
Single -Ended 300B Triode Amps; Passive, Buffered and
Class -A Linestages; Phonodrives, Softstarts, Line Con-
ditioners, and Active Crossovers. Largest Selection of
Parts and Supplies including: Kimber Kap, MIT Multi -
Cap, Solen, WIMA, Wonder Caps, Hovland Musicap,
NOS and Golden Dragon Tubes, Kimber Kable. DH
Labs. Vampire, Cardas, WBT, Neutrik, Magneguest
Output Transformers, Caddock, Holco, and Mills Re-
sistors, etc. Plus Lots of Enclosures and Custom Chas-
sis. Send $12 (U.S./Canada) or $16 (International).
Or call (303)470-6585, fax (303)791-5783. Visa/MC
Accepted. Welborne Labs, P.O. Box 260198, Littleton,
CO 80126-0198.

PUBLICATIONS

MUSIC YOU NEED
is "a darn good read."

MYN Newsletter. "Insightful" reviews of recordings that
matter. $25 for 10 tiny issues of "contagious enthusiasm.'
JOHN TOSTE, 655 EIGHT ROD WAY, TIVERTON, RI02878
(401) 625-5034.

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. $8/year (4 -issues) Send $2
for two sample issues. P.O. Box 7304, Suite269A, No.
Hollywood, CA 91603.

THE TRACKING ANGLE MAGAZINE is a new publication
brought to you by Michael Fremer. Our mission is to compre-
hensively cover the world of popular music, especially reis-
sues on vinyl and gold CD's with a detailed and entertaining
focus on sound and performance. Every issue will be packed
with reviews, interesting interviews with key industry individ-
uals and lots of late breaking news. We publish 6 times a
year, Issue #2 is out in late April. To subscribe send a check/
money order for $30 (Canada & Mexico $40, the rest of the
planet $50) payable to The Tracking Angle, PO Box 6449,
San Jose, California 95150 USA. Telephone #408-
297-7686, Fax #408-283-0893.

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-0000
beat an priced 5,95 SHIPPING  FTE

SONY
AT -120 7.49
AT -120 mc 9.99
R.,,ntsc 74 11.99
750E1THG 3.99

JVC T120 1.79

JVC ST120 649

2_)HGX 2.7
ST; 20 6.
ST- 60 8.
XLIL90 1.7
XLI -$90 2.
XLI -S100 2.

TAPE WORLE

T-120EHG 24
SA - 1

SAX -9
90

0 2.61

SAX -100 2.6
DAT-120 6.
1-11-8-120 5.

T-160HQ 2.7
SVHS-T1206.
SVHS-T160 8.
wiiasc74 10

R-1-WA

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
SALES REPS WANTED! SELL MAILORDER LOUD-
SPEAKERS. WORK IN HOME, SPARE TIME, NO INVEST-
MENT. SOME KNOWLEDGE OF SPEAKER DESIGN
HELPFUL. (404) 455-0571.

EARN $40 PLUS1HR. as an independent Custom Audio/
Video Designer & Installer. Intensive 7 day Workshop gets
you started. Must LOVE Music. Limited seating for next
Workshop. Call for Application & Registration Form. (303)
670-1808.

HELP WANTED
EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PROD-
UCTS AT HOME. CALL TOLL FREE. 1-800-467-5566.
EXT. 11325.

TUBE COMPONENTS
Affordable Monitor Duality Tube Components: For Infor-
mation Send SASE To: Thomas & Company, 3303 East
Denny Way, Seattle, WA 98122. Phone: (206)329-7359,
Fax: (206)325-7601.

Copies of articles from
this publication are now
available from UMI
Article Clearinghouse.

U.M-I
A Bell 8 Howell Company
300 North Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 USA

800-521-0600 toll -free

313-761-4700 collect from Alaska and Michigan
800-343-5299 toll -free from Canada
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3-1AF LER P1500

Judging from the impressive 75-watt/channel professional
P1500 amp, it is unfortunate that Hafler has backed away from
the consumer audio market, concentrating instead on the pro
end of the business. The good news, however, is that if you
really want a P1500, you can find it at many pro audio outlets.
And at $549, this amp is a bargain, offering Hafler's Trans-

Nova solid-state technology, which aims to provide the de-
tail and the lack of harsh-
ness of tube amps while
maintaining the bass and
treble exten-
sion of solid-
state units. The
P1500's sound
was very open
and detailed,
especially with
jazz and classi-
cal music, and
the bass closely
rivalled that of
my $2,000 sol-
id-state amp.
Feature -wise, the separate level controls
and LEDs are a nice touch. Since the
P1500 is a rack -mount pro amp, the
rack ears may not be to everyone's lik-
ing, and the connectors are 1/4 -inch and
XLR only (adaptor cables with RCA
jacks are available, though). Stick-

on, nonabrasive feet are supplied, so
you can stack the unit on top of other
equipment. John Gatski

GRAV: A

SUTHERLAND A-1000
MONO AMPLIFIER

wnt
Looking much like a scaled -down passenger car in a bullet

train, the Sutherland A-1000 mono amp ($18,000 per pair), at
atpout 10 inches x 5 inches x 26 inches in sleek, sculpted alu-

m urn, makes serious aspirations to the state of the art in solid-
st . esign. Designer Ron Sutherland stressed "tonal balance and
eff ss dynamics" as top goals in fabricating this statement of in-
dus and artistic ingenuity. Each amp uses 20 N- and P -channel
outp -FETs, weighs 90 pounds, and has but one set of binding
posts . . er con-
nection. Inputs are
single -ended, RCA -
type phono jacks only.

G A

In listening tests with Wil-
son Audio Specialties'

Watt 3 and Puppy 2 loud-
speakers and a Jadis JPL
preamp passing the signal

into a pair of the
Sutherland A -
1000s (which promise 400 watts rms into 4 ohms, 200 watts into
8 ohms), a magnificent, minutely detailed panorama of musical
events both large and small was displayed, with a seductive he-
gemony pervading the overall playback experience. For the con-
sideration of the booted and horsed, as it were, Sutherland offers
what might be the best amplification available for driving
power-hungry speakers. Top-flight source components, defi-
nitely recommended. John Hallenborg

din"!

For literature, circle No. 120

" mini -reviews are the result
of short, sweet, and sometimes deadly
testing by our all -too -experienced edi-
tors and writers. These hands -and -
ears -only write-ups may look like new
product announcements, but the
grades and text reflect what the
reviewer thought after less than an
afternoon's "honeymoon."-E.P.

GRADE: B+

you turn up

For literature, circle No. 121

A IJ DIO-T ic 41 11 I (
ATH-P5 Portable Headphones

ill say right up front that I do not like
m of the cheaper headphones that come
bu led with Walkman -type gear or are sold
se ately for about $30. Usually, they have no
ba and are rather thin -sounding. That said, I
ca ecommend the ATH-P5, which retails for
$2 5 and is street -priced under $20. This
s open -back design may look kind of frag-
ile, with its plastic frame and foam earpads, but
the 40 -mm -diameter neodymium drivers help
make this a nice -sounding headphone. It has
respectable bass, good transient response, and
smooth midrange-especially with CD port-
ables. The ATH-P5 will, however, overload if

the bass too much. But what do you expect for $20?
The only thing I don't like is the cord, which, at 31/4 feet, is too
short. Despite the vulnerable look, these 'phones held up quite well
in air travel, and since they are an open design, the 100 -dB sensitivi-
ty came in handy in the noisy jet environment. John Gatski

For literature, circle No. 122
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The perfect wr
Saturday, Sunday, Satur ay, Sunday,
Saturday, Sunday,,Holiday.

Southern Comfort Company Liqueur, 21-50% Alc by Volume LouiEville, KY 01995



IF THE SOUND IS THUNDEROUS

epic series CFI System

KG 3.5 System

Klipsch THX System

Enjoy the most exciting home theater experience
imaginable - no matter what your space or budget!
A favorite of audio enthusiasts for more than 50 years, Klipsch
speakers are uniquely designed to deliver the essential elements of
true home theater sound. High efficiency, broad dynamics with low
distortion, controlled directivity and flat frequency response come
together for accurate and powerful music and movie soundtrack
reproduction. Each system is endowed with specific performance
attributes, like the award winning Klipsch THX® System or the
epic series featuring a D'Appolito driver configuration and world
famous Klipsch horn technology.

If you want audio and home theater sound that's so real you can feel
it, visit your local authorized Klipsch dealer for a demonstration.
Or call our toll free number for the name of the dealer nearest you.

Mitlipschi 1-800-KLIPSCH
The Legend Continues...

Corporate Offices and Customer Service: 8900 Keystone Crossing, Suite 1220 Indianapolis, Indiana U.S.A. 46240 1-800-KLIPSCH  FAX (317) 581-3199
Manufacturers of Klipsch Audio Entertainment, Home Theatet and Distributed Sound Systems Made in America since 1945 ©1995 Klipsch Inc.

*Manufacturer's Suggested Promotional Price. ® Lucasfilm THX is a registered trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd.
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